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[ We shall be (/lad to receive information from  the Correspondents of 
Boards o f Advice.]
-  -    1 ■■   —  ]
CONFERENCE OF METROPOLITAN BOARDS OF I
ADVICE.
A c o n f e r e n c e  of representatives from the Boards of Advice in the j 
metropolitan district took place on the 25th June, in the Melbourne 
Town Hall. Upwards of 60 gentlemen assembled, representing the 
following districts :—Brighton. Brunswick, Boroondara, Carlton, Coburg, i  
Collingwood, Doncaster, Emerald Hill, Essendon, Fitzroy, E’lemington, 
Hawthorn, Hotham, Malmsbury, Melbourne, Moorabbin, Mornington, 
Oaklcigh, Philip Island, Richmond, St. Hilda, W est Melbourne, 
W illiamstown, and Wyndham.
Mr. J. W. Templeton, one of the representatives of the Melbourne ! 
Board, was voted to the chair. In  opening the proceedings, the chair- j  
man stated th a t the idea of holding the conference originated a t a meet­
ing held a short time back, called by the Melbourne Board of Advice, 
w ith the object of agitating for a rc-arrangement of school districts, so 1 
th a t the compulsory clauses of the Education Act might be more strictly 
enforced. The s u b je c ts  to be subm itted for discussion were 1. Com­
munications with Education departm ent—whether to be made by school 
teachers direct, or through boards of advice. 2. Maintenance of school 
buildings to be under the control of boards of advice. 3. Attendance of 
children a t school, and transfers from different schools. 4. Night 
schools generally. 5. The appointment and control of truan t officers to 
be vested in boards of advice. 6. Prosecutions for non-attendance, and 
the appropriation of fines. 7. The desirableness of forming a m etro­
politan board of advice.
Messrs. Leonard and Clarke called attention to the importance 
of Boards of Advice in country districts being represented at 
the Conference before such broad questions were discussed. 
Several attem pts were made to get the Conference to send a deputation 
to the Minister of Railways to request him to grant free passes to 
members of Boards of Advice throughout the colony, and then to adjourn 
for a few weeks so th a t the Conference might represent the entire colony. 
However, the general feeling of the Conference was th a t business should 
be at once proceeded w ith .
The chairman therefore moved :—“ That in the opinion of 
this Conference, all communications from teachers on the subject 
of appointments and promotions of teachers, management and dis­
cipline, inspection, and other m atters connected w ith their professional 
duties, be made as a t present direct to the Secretary of the Education 
D epartm en t; but th a t all communications on the subjects mentioned 
in clause 15 of the Act, be made to the correspondents of Boards of Ad­
vice ; and th a t the Minister of Education be requested to make a depart­
mental regulation to th a t effect.” He (Mr. Templeton) believed the 
Departm ent had never allowed Boards of Advice to hold th a t position 
in the system of national education which the Legislature intended 
them to occupy. This opinion was also very general throughout Vic­
toria. The 15th clause of the Education Act specified several most 
im portant duties as devolving upon the local boards. Y et the D epart­
m ent had performed many of these duties w ithout even consulting the 
Boards of Advice. As to the first part of the resolution, he thought it 
would be advisable to excise it altogether. “ The appointment and 
promotion of teachers should be left with the D epartm ent, because it 
was not advisable they should be dealt w ith locally, as local people 
m ight be desirous of appointing or promoting the teachers they were 
acquainted with, and ignoring teachers in other districts who might 
have superior claims to the local ones. On the m atters mentioned in 
the  15th clause of the Act, he thought all communications w ith the 
Departm ent should be made through the boards and not through 
teachers. To effect that, it would be necessary for the D epartm ent to 
direct teachers to make their communications on those subjects 
through the Boards of Advice. I t  had been mentioned to him th a t in 
some instances communications on those subjects had been sent by 
teachers direct to the Departm ent w ithout the boards being consulted 
a t a l l ; and th a t was not right. The subject of misconduct of teachers, 
mentioned in the 15th clause of the Act as a m atter to be reported on 
by the Boards of Advice, was one, he thought, the boards were especially 
qualified to deal with ; and all complaints on such m atters should be 
sent through the boards.” Boards of Advice were elected by the  rate- j  
payers, and were the only persons administering the Act responsible to 
the people, except it  be the Hon. the Minister of Public Instruction 
himself.
Mr. W. H. Leonard seconded the motion.
Mr. King, of Carlton, thought th a t it would be well to make teachers 
consult Boards of Advice on all m atters mentioned in the 14th clause 
of the Act as well as upon those specified iu the 15th clause. I t  was 
time th a t the ' e;irwigging of the departm ent by teachers should be 
brought to an- cud. ...
Mr. L, An mot, Collingwood, strongly supported the motion. I t  was 
quite common for the teachers of State schools as well as the officers of 
the departm ent to take action on m atters w ithin the legitimate province 
of the Boards of Advice, without having consulted them.
Mr. A. Brown, Emerald Hill, said th a t the teachers in the town he 
represented had uniformly acted w ith courtesy to the local board. He J  
should vote--t'ffi'- t lu u »otion subm itted from the chair, as he considered ; 
greater powers ought jib be given to Boards of Advice.
Mr. Grant, Fitzroy, bore testimony to the uniform courtesy of the 
schoolmasters in connection w ith his board. Still he fully believed in j
| w hat had been said respecting the treatm ent sometimes received by the 
Boards of Advice in other districts.
Mr. Cook, M .L .A , of Hotham, and Mr. Barnett, of Collingwood, 
both said th a t it was not an uncommon thing for teachers to exercise 
influence with the departm ent adverse to th a t of the boards. In  the 
pursuance of this course masters were supported by the officers of the 
department. A case illustrative of which was related by Mr. Cook. “ On 
one occasion,” he said. “ a teacher interviewed the department about a 
school building against the wishes of the Hotham Board ; the la tte r 
rem onstrated w ith the department, and the secretary of the departm ent 
justified the action of the schoolmaster, and said it was his duty  to 
communicate w ith the departm ent if he thought contrary to w hat the 
board did. The local board thought themselves snubbed, and the corres­
pondence they got from the departm ent was positively insulting. The 
boards ought not to allow themselves to be ignored as they had been, for 
if they did they would be only useless dummies.”
Mr. Adamson, Malmsbury, supported the motion, and stated th a t at a 
conference of Boards of Advice held a t Castlemaine some three years 
back it was generally complained th a t the schoolmasters paid no a tten ­
tion to the views of the boards.
Messrs. Brind, Toon, Fowler, Mouritz, Leonard, W arren Ball, and 
Ison, gentlemen representing St. Hilda, Hawthorn, Williamstown, 
Brighton, Carlton, W est Melbourne, and the Wimmera, all bore 
testimony to the general good feeling displayed by the teachers in their 
districts to the Boards of Advice. As far as the Carlton board were 
concerned, Mr. Leonard said they had nearly always got everything 
they required from the Education Department. “ They had recently 
sent in a report, or number of suggestions, to the department, and when 
he got it back he found it marked all about with pencil. He spoke of 
th a t to the secretary of the department, who told him the marks were 
made by the M inister a t the tim e the departm ent considered the docu­
m ent seriatim. Since then, every recommendation made in tha t report 
had been carried out. He merely mentioned those circumstances to 
show th a t while some of the boards did not perhaps get w hat they 
required, others got more than they perhaps deserved. ”
After a short discussion on the undesirability of the Conference 
determining any question before the resolution bearing upon it had been 
printed and circulated among the members, it was resolved, on the 
motion of Mr. Brown and Mr. Brind, “ T hat the passing of a resolution 
th a t night should be taken 'as a first reading ; the second or final 
reading to be taken a t a future meeting. ”
The resolution moved by the Chairman (Mr. Templeton) was then 
amended so as to include the 14th as well as the 15th clauses of the 
Education Act, and passed unanimously.
Mr. King, of Carlton, moved : “ T hat the maintenance of school 
buildings be under the control of Boards of Advice. ” He contended th a t 
if the money allowed to schoolmasters for maintaining buildings in 
repair were given to the school boards it would be more economically 
laid out.
An amendment to the effect th a t the resolution should only apply to 
country schools having been negatived, Mr. Reid moved as a further 
amendment, “ T hat this meeting desires to draw the attention of the 
departm ent to the urgent necessity which exists for the petty repairs to 
school buildings being attended to w ith more expedition than is now at 
present observed.” The motion was seconded by Mr. Gaunson, of 
Footscray. In  the discussion which followed it was urged th a t the 
present mode of distributing the maintenance allowance was altogether 
inequitable. One teacher, it  was said, “ had made £50 out of the money 
allowed him for maintenance, and another who had only £20 allowed 
him had spent £50 on his school. I t  was also stated th a t the amount 
allowed for maintenance was a certain sum for a certain number of 
children, which was unjust in many instances, because, a good school 
building with a large number of children might not need so much expen­
diture for repairs as a bad building w ith a much less number of children 
in it. ”
On being put to the vote, the amendment was carried by a majority 
of one (28 to 27).
The desirability of asking the Commissioner of Railways to grant free 
passes for members of Boards of Advice in the up-country districts was 
again pressed upon the Conference. U ltim ately, a deputation consisting 
of the Chairman, Mr, W. H . Leonard, and the Rev. J. M. Strongman, 
was appointed to w ait upon the Commissioner, and to request him to 
give one free pass to every State school board in the colony.
The Conference then adjourned to the 9th July, a t 7 in the evening.
ADJOURNED MEETING.
The adjourned meeting of the Conference took place in the Town 
Hall, on Wednesday, the 9th in s t., at which the following Boards of 
Advice were represented :—Berwick, Brighton, Collingwood, Coburg, 
Emerald Hill, Fitzroy, Footscray, Hotham, Malmsbury. Melbourne, 
Nunawading. Oakleigh, Prahran, Richmond, Sandridge, St. Hilda, W est 
Melbourne, Williamstown, W yndham .
Mr. J. M. Templeton took the chair, and called upon Mr. Leonard 
(the Secretary) to state the result of the application for free passes to be 
given to country delegates.
The Secretary reported th a t the deputation appointed at the last 
meeting had interviewed the Hon. the Premier, the Minister of Educa­
tion, and the M inister of Railways upon the subject. The final result 
gained was th a t the Secretary of the Railway Department had for­
warded to the Education Departm ent a form to be filled in w ith the 
num ber of passes required, together with the names of the stations from 
which the delegates would travel. The Premier would initial this requisi­
tion, and then the passes would be forwarded to the Minister of Public 
Instruction.
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The Chairman (Mr. Templeton) moved, and Mr. Hodgkinson seconded, 
the following resolution :—
“ That in order to simplify the enforcement of compulsory education, 
the parents of children attending State schools should be required, as 
far as practicable, to send their children to the State school nearest to 
their places of residence.”
Mr. Templeton said tha t while in the country districts comparatively 
little inconvenience occurred from the existing practise, in the city, and 
the more populous suburban towns, great inconvenience arose, i t  was 
not possible to carry out the compulsory clauses of the Act without 
some restriction were placed upon the liberty of parents to shift their 
children from school to school.
Messrs. Plummer, of Sandridge, Brown, of Emerald Hill, opposed the 
motion, on the ground tha t it was unadvisable to interfere any further 
w ith the liberty of parents. There was enough compulsion already in 
the Act.
Mr. Leonard, of Carlton, said the Education Act fixed a standard of 
qualification for teachers, and he did not think it right to allow the 
children to pass by the school in their immediate neighbourhood, to 
swell the ranks of a more distant school.
Ultimately the motion was carried by 19 votes to 17.
Mr. Mouritz of Brighton, moved, and Mr. Brown, of Emerald Hill, 
seconded the following resolution, which was carried w ithout discus­
sion :—
“ That provision be made for the registration of schools other than 
State schools, and for the furnishing of quarterly returns by the pro­
prietor, principal, head master, or principal teacher of every such school, 
showing the name and surname, sex, age last birthday, residence, and 
number of school days’ attendance of each child who attended his school 
during the preceding quarter.”
Mr. Aumot, of Collingwood, moved—“ That, in the opinion of this 
Conference, regulations should be framed for the purpose of reducing 
to a minimum the number of transfers from one State school to another.” 
He remarked tha t in consequence of the whims of parents, there were 
some schools in Collingwood overcrowded, while others were only par- 
tially filled.
Dr. Morton, of Footscray, seconded the motion, which was carried 
without opposition.
The following resolution, moved by Mr. Leonard, and seconded by 
Mr. Bell, of West Melbourne, was carried unanimously :—
“ That in framing these regulations a provision should be inserted 
tha t all children, on being transferred from one State school to another, 
should be supplied with a certificate (under the hand of the head teacher 
of the school which he last attended) specifying the number of a tten­
dances during the past and current quarter, class, and general conduct; 
and it shall be.the duty of the head teacher of the school to which he is 
transferred, to file the said certificate or a duplicate thereof, to be 
obtained by him direct, such file to be open to the inspection of the 
truan t officer.”
Mr. Heather of Emerald Hill, moved, and Mr. Berry of Collingwood, 
seconded the following resolution :—
“ That in the opinion of this Conference the number of days for com­
pulsory attendance should be increased from 30 to 40 days in each 
quarter.”
Discussion ensued, in the course of which several delegates expressed 
the conviction th a t in seeking to extend the number of days of com­
pulsory attendance, the Conference was aiming a t the impracticable. 
The motion was, however, carried.
The Conference then adjourned, on the understanding tha t the Chair­
man and Secretary would call the delegates together again when they 
deemed it advisable to do so, the day to be notified in the 
press. (Abridged from the Argus.)
F o o t s c r a y  B o a r d  o f  A d v i c e . —The following gentlemen have been 
nominated for the four vacant seats on this Board of Advice Messrs. 
Gaunson, Irving, Lambert, Bussell, and Dr. Morton.
E m e r a l d  H i l l  B o a r d  o f  A d v i c e .—Messrs. E. D. Heather, and A. 
Brown, whose seats were vacated by effluxion of time, were re-elected 
without opposition on the 1st instant.
B o r o o n d a r a  S c h o o l  B o a r d .—Mr. B. M. Smith, M.LA.. introduced 
a deputation from the Boroondara Board of Advice to the lion, the 
Minister of Public Instruction, on the 26‘th June, for the purpose of 
pressing upon him the need for a new and enlarged school building 
being erected at Balwyn. The chairman of the board stated tha t the 
present building was not only unsafe but altogether too small for the  
district. Although the room was only intended for G'7 children, upwards 
of 90 had to be crowded into it at times, while the average attendance of 
scholars was 78. The hon. Major Smith admitted the justness of the 
claim submitted by the deputation, and promised to order a new 
building, to be erected at an early date.
P r a h r a n  B o a r d  o f  A d v i c e .—An election of members to serve on this 
board took place on Friday the 4th July, when the following gentlemen 
were returned :—Messrs. W. H. Embling, J . Ellis Stewart, B. Morrison, 
J . Hill, A. Lynch, and W. Harrison.
D u r in g  the month a correspondence has been conducted in the columns 
of the Argus, on the disputed authorship of the poem entitled Beau­
tiful snow.”
The design selected for the medal by the Victorian Exhibition Com­
missioners shows a representation of Britannia introducing Victoria to 
the world. On the reverse is a wreath of eucalyptus and oak leaves.
On the 15th tilt., Professor McCoy delivered a most instructive lecture 
at the Technological Museum on the subject of “  Coal.” Sir Redmond 
Barry occupied the chair.
| l c b s  o f  the B to n tb ' .
I On taking his seat, after the opening of Parliament, on Tuesday 9th 
instant, Mr. Richardson gave notice of his intention to move for a return 
j  showing :—1. How many pupil teachers there are employed in the State 
j  schools. 2. How many of them have passed through their course. 
3. How many mature their course annually, and 4. How many teachers 
the State schools absorb annually.
I n consequence of the reflections cast upon him in the House of 
Assembly, Sydney, the Secretary of the Council of Education, Mr. 
W ilkins, has resigned his position. I t  is gratifying, however, to find 
th a t at a meeting of the teachers under the Council, held on the 28th 
ultimo, resolutions were passed expressing thorough disbelief in the 
charges made against the Secretary, and authorising the views of the 
teachers to be made know to the Legislature.
A t  a meeting held at Kensington on the 8th of June, a new literary 
club was started under the designation of “ The Kensington and New­
market Literary and Debating Society.”
M r. Leitkins, F.R.G.S., who acted as assistant to Mr. E. Giles on his 
northern explorations, has started from Fowler’s Bay with the object 
j  of traversing the country between the coast and the Musgrave Ranges. 
Mr. Leitkins expects to finish his exploration by about September next.
T h e  conjunction of Saturn and Mars took place on the 1st instant 
when observations were made by the Observatory authorities, with both 
the north and the south equatorial telescopes. The first occurence of 
this kind recorded in history was by the Chinese, during the latter days 
of the 10th Moon of A.D. 27. From observations taken this time, 
astronomers will be able to determine the controversy respecting the 
colours of these planets, and also to compare the values of the plauitary 
tables of Bouviard and Le Verricr.
A t  a meeting of the Royal Society of Victoria, held on the 12th June, 
under the Presidency of It. L. J. Ellery, Esq., F.R. S., a paper was read 
from the Rev. Julian E. T. Woods on the genus Amathia of Lamouroux, 
Mr. A. W. Howitt, F.G.S., read a precis of his paper on the Diorites and 
Granites of Swift's Creek, Omco. Dr. Heffernan was elected a member 
of the Society, and Messrs. Holmes and Caught associates.
A t  a meeting of the Telegraph Electrical Society, held on the 2nd 
instant, Mr. J. E. Edwards exhibited a polarized telephone, which, un, 
like the Bell telephone, does not require the ear to be held close to it- 
as sound is transm itted through it to a considerable distance. Mr. D. 
Macallister was elected a member of the Society.
A l e c t u r e  on “ William Cobbett, a man of the people,” was delivered 
on the 24th ultimo, by Mr. R. Murray Smith, M.L.A., at Kew. The, 
lecturer’s review of the career of the son of a labourer, who rose to be 
one of England’s greatest political writers, was listened to with much 
interest.
W h e n  the estimates for the Council of Education were before the 
New South Wales House of Assembly last month, an unsuccessful 
attem pt was made by the Denominationalists to force the Government 
to provide residences for the Head Masters of Denominational schools.
S ir , Henry Parke?, when addressing the House of Assembly at Sydney 
on the 18th June, stated tha t if he retained office only for a few months 
longer, a Bill to amend the Educational Act would be introduced, which 
would give enlarged powers to the Minister of Public Instruction.
j  W o n d e r f u l  are the ways of examiners, but stranger still are the 
vagaries of their victims. A candidate for Holy Orders was asked 
the other day, by his truculent torturer, a Cambridge man, to state 
his opinion of the value of the Book of Daniel. The bewildered 
candidate naively replied that he did not know, as he was not 
aware it was published in a separate form. This reminds us of 
another story, said to have taken place at the sister University not 
a hundred years ago. The subject was scripture history, and tho 
under graduate of the species more devoted to athletics than to 
Aristotle. H e was asked to state the width of the Jordan a t a 
certain point. Now this wicked young man knew no more about 
the Jordan than about the Hoang-ho or I raw ad dy. Nevertheless, 
he airily replied, after an appearance of profound consideration, 
“ Oh, you could just turn an eight.” The examiner turned ghastly 
pale as the dreadful thought passed through his mind that perchance 
that young man had spent the vacation in the Holy Land. Ho 
smiled benignly, and the astute candidate was asked no more 
questions on Palestine geography.—Examiner, May 3, 1879. 
That young Australia is equally dexterous at making “ a shot 
at i t ,” is evident from the following translations given by examinees 
of one of our Public Schools this year :— Obiit autem—He died in 
the autumn. Vivax apium —The lively ape. Quis est eniml— 
W hat’s that for ? Duo vitia vitanda sunt—Two lives must be lived. 
They found their officers rarely—Its trouvaient leurs ojfficiers d 
moitie cuits. (Rare—half-cooked, provincial English.) E t coepi 
parte carere mei—And I began part of my career.
“ The Feasibility of Compulsory Education in Ireland,” is the 
title of a paper announced to be read by W. Neilson Hancock, 
L .L .D ., before the London Statistical Society, on the 0th May 
last.—Examiner, May 3, 1879.
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PUBLISHED THIRD WEDNESDAY IN THE MONTH.
j & b c r  ic , i s io .
I r  Joubert's cynical epigram, th a t " to he capable of respect is 
" well-nigh as rare at the present day as to be worthy of it,” 
be applicable to educational journals as well as to individuals, 
then, in introducing ourselves to V ictorian schoolmasters 
and other members of the scholastic profession, we assure them 
th a t it shall be our aim to make TAe RVcfm-trm 
an exception by fulfilling both these conditions. W e 
shall prove ourselves capable of respect by uniting a becoming 
deference to the views of opponents with the bold avowal 
of, and vigorous contention for, our own judgm ent, by 
scrupulous exactness when professing to report the sayings or 
the doings of others, and by always presuming th a t an opponent 
is swayed by motives no less pure than  our own. W hile, on 
the other hand, a judicious treatm ent of subjects bearing upon 
every branch of the science of education' the exposure of 
abuses, a manly defence of the claims of teachers, and the 
rigorous exclusion of everything calculated to lower the tone of 
the profession, shall establish our claim to respect.
W e are confident th a t the advancement of learning in these 
Colonies is so interwoven with the interests of the scholastic 
profession as to demand an organ exclusively devoted to educa­
tion, through which the profession may give voice to its m atured 
thoughts.
The names of the gentlemen under whose auspices we 
— “ Put forth and brave the b last,” 
arc a guarantee tha t the status of teachers will be upheld, and 
th a t school questions of every phase and degree will be dealt 
with in the broad light of public opinion, and on the basis of 
U tilitarianism .
The struggles of political parties are of moment to us only 
so far as they may affect the progress of education. Con- 
sequently, politics, per se, will find no place in our columns. 
W e desire to see our State school system perfected, teachers 
properly classified and registered, and better systems of school 
examination adopted. Should the enforcement of our views on 
these m atters at any time lead us to apparently - trench upon 
the domain of politics, it will be because an exhaustive trea t­
m ent is not otherwise possible.
In  the collation of educational intelligence, while we shall 
" uncover the tray  of diamonds” presented in the school litera- 
tu re  of the old world, special prominence will always be given 
to m atters relating to our own University, our' Education 
Departm ent, and our public schools.
W e need scarcely remind State school teachers tha t questions 
of great moment to the profession are constantly arising which 
can only be fully discussed in an independent Educational 
Journal.
Independence of thought and freedom of expression may not 
be incompatible with a desire for applause, but they seldom 
gain it. Freedom of thought and expression we will have. 
W hether treating upon purely technical school subjects, or
advocating scholastic reforms, we shall seek to show our- 
I selves “ skilled in wise suggestions, and prophetic of the fu ture.”
S choo lm asters have long contended against the injustice of 
their vocation not being recognised as a learned profession. 
One of the reasons assigned for not giving them professional 
status is, th a t schoolmastering does not satisfy “ the unities of 
professional life.” These “ unities” being (1) th a t a special 
course of preparation shall have been passed adapted to the 
calling ■ (2) th a t its members should be regarded by the public 
as experts ; (3) th a t the conditions of success should not in ­
clude th a t of being skilled in, or members of, any other call- 
in g ; (4) th a t the prizes of the calling should be strictly in tra­
professional. Now, though these “ u n itie s” may be charac­
teristics of professional life, they do not belong exclusively to 
learned professions. Even if they did, it were a mistake to 
suppose th a t the absence of these so-called unities is the cause 
of the non-recognition of the professional claim of school­
masters. The fact is, th a t in olden times teaching formed a 
part of the duty  pertaining to the one learned profession of 
the day, the Church. In  the gradual evolution of modern 
society the latest differentiation undergone by the Church is 
the severance of the function of teaching from the clerical pro­
fession. The slow process by which this differentiation has been 
effected is most probably the reason why the proper professional 
status has not been assigned to schoolmasters. And since the 
State has largely assumed that control over education which 
the Church formerly exercised, we may bo sure tha t measures 
will be taken to give schoolmasters a recognised professional 
standing. There is a constantly increasing number of teachers 
who have undergone a systematic course of study analagous to 
tha t of the clergyman, the barrister, and the physician, and 
who will not cease to press the claims of the scholastic pro­
fession upon public attention until these have met w ith 
full recognition. I t  is gratifying to find tha t public sentim ent 
a t home has, of late years, been turning in favour of the 
schoolmasters. One of the evidences of this change is seen in 
the introduction to the British Parliam ent this year of a Bill 
which provides the initiatory machinery for combining the 
schoolmasters of England into a profession. Dr. Lyon Play­
fair, b ir John  Lubbock, Mr. A rthu r Mills, and Lord Francis 
Ilervey act as sponsors for the Bill, so th a t it will at least have 
a fair chance of being exhaustively debated. Dr. P layfair’s 
Bill deals only with schools tha t supply what is called in ter­
mediate education, and elementary schools charging a fee of 
over ninepence a week. Schools such as Rugby, Eton, and 
Harrow, together with all public elementary schools, are ex­
cluded from its operation. The bill proposes to create a 
Council, under the designation of “ the Educational Council 
for England. ” This Council is to be composed of sixteen
persons nominated or appointed by the following bodies :__The
Education Department, the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, 
and London, and the College of Preceptors, and by the Privy 
Council. Two members being assigned to each of the 
Universities and the College of Preceptors, and six to H er 
M ajesty’s Privy Council. Only persons who have had 
experience in teaching can be appointed by the Privy 
Council. A t a subsequent period, the six persons nomi­
nated by the Crown are to be elected by the 
general body of registered teachers. A  threefold function 
is to be assigned to this Educational Council. I t  will be 
required to keep a register in which all teachers w ithin the 
scope of the Bill m ust register the ir names on pain of incur­
ring slight civil disabilities. Persons who, after the creation 
of the Council of Education, desire to become private school­
masters, must prove their qualification before being registered. 
The possession of a University certificate attesting the holder’s 
capability to teach, or the holding of a U niversity degree, or 
the having passed an examination conducted by some 
competent authority. “ The examination required of school­
masters who are not graduates, may be held by the Education 
Department, by the College of Preceptors, or, where the 
candidate desires to be registered as a teacher of some such 
special subject as music or drawing, by a body competent to 
certify to proficiency in the subject. Lastly, it may be one 
conducted by the Council itself. B ut the Council will,
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over ancl above these duties, have, thirdly, a general duty of 
investigating and reporting upon the claims of those other 
educational bodies to testify to the competence of teachers, 
and power also to purge its register of members whom the law 
or its own inquiries may prove to have misconducted them­
selves.” I t  is not to bo expected that Dr. Playfair will meet 
with unanimous support in the endeavour to incorporate the 
private and semi-private school teachers of England into a 
profession. Jealousy on the one hand, and hostility to the in­
terference with individual action on the other, are sure to raise 
opposition. Possibly, the bill may exhibit defects in detail 
which ought to be rectified before it is allowed to become law. 
But we hail the introduction of the bill into the British 
Parliam ent under such favourable auspices as an indication 
tha t the day is not distant when the just claim of schoolmasters 
to professional status will be as unquestioned as that of the 
legal or the medical faculty.
From a report of the proceedings of the conference of Metro­
politan Boards of Advice given on page 2, it will lie seen that 
enlarged functions are claimed for local school boards. Among 
the claims advanced is one for a participation in the disburse­
ment of State funds in connection with the maintenance of 
school buildings. The following extract affords an insight into 
the danger to which acquiescence with this demand would 
expose the Treasury. A ttention having been called to the 
large amount expended by the London School Board on the 
furnishing of the Shaftesbury Training Ship, a special committee 
was appointed to investigate the matter. On the 12th March 
last, the committee brought up the following re p o rt:—
“ I t  appears from the m inutes of th e  Indu stria l Schools Com mittee 
th a t, 011 the 12th February , 1878, a sub-com mittee was appointed to 
arrange for the  furnishing of the  ship. No m inutes have been kep t of 
th e  proceedings of th is  sub-com mittee, b u t the following facts appear 
from the  bills which have been rendered, and are now in the  offices of 
the  board.
“ Two rugs, m easuring about nine feet by six, were bought for the  
ship, a t a cost of £16 each. On the  29th March th ree  Sournach carpets, 
m easuring about nine feet by seven each, were bought from Messrs. 
Maple for £6 15s., £6 10s., and £6 6s. respectively. One Daghestan rug 
was bought a t the same tim e for £2  5s. Messrs. Broadwood, on Ju ly  
9th, supplied for the  captain’s apartm ents a p ianette, in an ebonized 
case, for £55. In the  officer’s dining room, £36 has been spent in fitting 
up th ir ty  feet of seat in the  stern  of the ship, and covering the seat w ith 
green leather. In  the  deckhouse used by the  captain, th irty -tw o  feet of 
seating have been trea ted  in a sim ilar way, a t a cost of £38 8s. On the 
21st November, 1878, Messrs. Treloar supplied to  the  ship twelve 
Caspian rugs a t 21s. each, nine K urd  rugs a t 13s. 6d. each, and seven 
Caspian rugs a t 30s. each. These rugs have been placed in the bedrooms 
of the  various officers of the  ship, including the carpenter, th e  night 
watchm an, the  stoker, and the  lamp-man.
“ We are of opinion th a t  these articles are entirely  unsuited to an 
industria l school ship, and far too costly. There are m any other articles 
to  which the same rem arks apply. W e m ust especially note th a t, long 
after the  board had appointed th is com m ittee of inquiry, and when the 
great expense incurred in fitting out the  ship had led to much comment, 
tw enty-eigh t Oriental rugs were bought a t an expense of £29 18s., and 
placed in  th e  rooms of the  various members of th e  staff We do not 
consider it  p a rt of our du ty  to m ake any recom mendation as to  w hat 
th e  board should direct to be done w ith the  various costly articles which 
have been placed on board the  ship. B ut we regret the  unnecessary 
expense, am ounting in some cases to  extravagance, w ith  which certain  
parts of the  officers’ equipm ent has been provided, the  mode of furnishing 
th e  captain’s apartm ents, the  boarxl-room, and the  two bedrooms and 
dressing-rooms intended for th e  use'of members of the  board on their 
v isits to the  ship.
I t  will be remembered that the London School Board is not 
solely composed of gentlemen. Several ladies, zealous for the 
progress of popular education, have seats on the Board. The 
discussion that followed the reading of the report was, The 
National Schoolmaster says, somewhat remarkable on account of 
its being conducted almost entirely by ladies. Mr. Stanley com­
menced by moving a resolution of form, to which Mrs. Miller 
replied by an amendment, severely censuring the Industrial 
Committee. Mrs. Surr seconded this amendment, after which 
Mrs. W estlake asked tha t the debate should be adjourned, as 
she had a complete answer to their allegations. A t the adjourned 
meeting on March 19th, Mrs. W estlake resumed the discussion 
defending Mr. Scrutton, chairman of the Industrial School Com­
mittee, and stigmatising the report as onesided, and calculated 
to mislead. The vote of censure was lost by a majority of 
24, the voting being 28 to 4,
SA TU RD A Y  LECTU RES FO R TEA CH ERS.
T h e  desire shown from time to time by the Minister of Public 
Instruction to make broader the basis of education in the State 
Schools is worthy of all praise. The course of lectures, for 
instance, which Mr. T. P. Hill was instructed to deliver upon the 
neglected art of reading aloud, was an innovation highly creditable 
to the Minister’s sagacity ; and we shall be glad to learn that the 
lecturer has succeeded in turning his opportunities to good account, 
for the beginning was certainly made in the right way. Specific 
lectures on the principles of this subject are addressed with much 
j  more propriety to grown persons than to young children ; while the 
beautiful accomplishment of reading well can be illustrated in 
every department of school work, for it is capable of being 
i  imparted by its possessor, and in a manner almost casual, with 
! more certainty and less trouble than perhaps any other branch of 
knowledge.
W e can refer also with satisfaction to the proposals that have 
lately been made by the department to introduce the teaching of 
what is rather vaguely called Science. We believe that the 
proposals need but reducing to practice in order to ensure success 
i in their results ; and we are convinced that the introductory step 
should be taken by turning to account the one day in the week 
which is absolutely at the disposal of teachers. Series of Saturday 
morning lectures should be organised for all teachers who think 
proper to attend, the attendance of pupil teachers being made 
compulsory, upon the elementary principles of natural philosophy, 
upon two or three of the great divisions of the natural sciences, 
upon English history, and upon the outlines of political economy. 
No difficulty need be found in choosing competent instructors, 
and we doubt not the co-operation of the University authorities, if 
desired, could be readily enlisted. The advantages, moral as well 
as material, of even a slender training in the groups of knowledge 
to which we refer will appear in a clear light upon very little 
consideration.
The great thoughts and enduring principles which can be 
acquired only by scientific knowledge add to the dignity of man ; 
for their own sakcs, they are splendid and exalting while upon the 
intellect, no less than upon the imagination, their influence is 
i commanding. Every student of the phenomena of nature can 
realise that he is an original seeker after truth ; to him, therefore, 
the pursuit of knowledge is never likely to be wanting in 
interest ; and although in this walk of life, as in every 
other, the high rewards that wait upon special skill can 
be reaped, when they are reaped at all, only by the few who 
with careful steps and unresting toil reach at last the 
envied pinnacle of professional distinction, yet the humblest 
! votary in the temple of Nature soon catches something of the 
j  special charm inseparable from his calling. Unworthy, indeed, of 
his high privilege must be that student of natural science who is 
j  not from the outset of his studies possessed with a broader idea of 
the universal rule of law. Dull indeed must be that scholar who 
is unconscious of a reverent conviction ever deepening within him, 
that in the harmonious adjustment of the forces of Nature there 
reposes a sublimity that passes expression. Probably no one over 
contemplated without feeling nobler for the effort this globe which 
we all inhabit, bending in her path to the sweet influences of her 
sister planets, as she pursues her stately march amid the starlit 
heavens, responsive to the law which our own Newton laid bare. 
Nor is it to be doubted that the youth whose botanical inquiries teach 
him to consider the lilies of the field how they grow, is thereby 
endued with additional means of keeping himself unspotted from 
the world. Certain it is, too, that an insight into the truths of 
human physiology, those immutable principles upon which this 
fair temple of the body, so infinite in faculty, is designed, may be 
expected to elevate the learner in the scale of thinking beings, no 
less surely than the contemplation of the ruins of Iona, or of the 
plain of Marathon, would evoke a like sentiment in the breast of 
Dr. Johnson’s pilgrim.
But it must not be forgotten that these great truths are to be 
reached in their fulness only by degrees. if we exclude from our 
State Schools the preliminary steps, we surely place the higher 
developments out of the power of the immense majority, whose 
leisure in after life does not admit of undertaking new subjects of 
study. Teach the teachers, and the preliminary steps are assured.
Let us now turn to the other subject of importance which we 
have to urge upon the Minister’s attention. The most striking 
point of contrast between the German and the United States 
schools on the one hand, and our own upon the other, is in the 
great value set by the former on the study of the history of their 
respective countries. In the last series of American school reports 
which has reached us, we find such questions as these common in 
the school examinations :—“ By what process can a Bill of Congress 
become law 1” “ Name four inventions that have been made by
Americans during the past century.” “  Name five colonies settled 
originally on account of religious persecution,” “ What caused
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the present National Debt ?” The importance of educating the 
great body of the population of both sexes to know some­
thing of the principles upon which society generally is 
organised, and especially of those principles which are 
embodied in the constitution of the British Empire, cannot 
be over-estimated ; and true though it be tha t in its complete­
ness the history of a country is a most difficult study, and 
that little beyond the elementary facts can be communicated in the 
scanty time available from other work in the State Schools, yet it 
cannot be too strongly impressed tha t the little that can be done is 
well worth doing, and worth doing well. The good tha t is within 
reach should never be neglected, because the better cannot ju st yet 
be attained. The enthusiastic teacher will have performed his task 
well if he can inspire only in a select few an inclination for further 
and deeper historical study. His labour 'is not in vain if he can 
bu t point his pupils to the way in which by patient and continuous 
research the secret of human society may be by each one of them 
mastered for himself ; the primary impulses always the same, the 
m anner of their combination always different. The time is not lost 
which is spent in showing how worthless an historical precedent is 
to the mere imitator, how precious it is to him who is able to in te r­
pret it aright.
In  conclusion, then, we repeat our hope tha t the M inister 
will shortly see his way to give practical effect to his expressed 
desire for improved teaching, by organising Saturday classes for the 
benefit of teachers generally in some of the great departments of 
N atural Science, such as chemistry, botany, and human physiology 
(with which the objects advocated by the H ealth Society might be 
fitly combined), and that another series of lectures will at the same 
time be initiated to deal with the no less im portant subjects of Eng­
lish H istory and the Elements of Political Economy.
SANITARY TEACHING.
By A l e x a n d e r  S u t h e r l a n d , M.A.
T e a c h e r s  arc often pestered by theorists who urge them to introduce 
all sorts of subjects into their schools on the ground that they are 
each of them highly useful, and it is certainly true that, we omit 
from our programmes many things tha t might very profitably engage 
our attention. Very possibly if we only had the time we should be 
delighted to teach them. B ut unfortunately there are not more than 
from twenty to th irty  hours available for school purposes, and this, 
along with the evening tasks, is found to be quite as great a strain 
as the minds of children should be made to bear. The time at our 
disposal is little enough for the essential subjects we are obliged to 
teach, and certainly leaves no room for many other branches which 
our friends clearly show to be of great importance.
B ut the teaching of sanitary tru ths stands on a different basis 
from most of the other reforms tha t are now so freely proposed. 
N ot only are they of peculiar significance and practical utility, but 
they are precisely the tru ths which can be inculcated with the 
minimum of time and effort on the teacher’s part. They can easily 
be interwoven with the ordinary work, and with the general course 
of school life. If only the teacher is himself but moderately con­
versant with the laws on which our health depends, he can find 
little difficulty in introducing them in a practical manner, as the 
circumstances of the daily school life suggest them to his mind. 
Of course when it is possible, physiology should be taught in a 
scientific manner, but incidental instruction on a m atter of this sort 
is often not less valuable than systematic lecturing. A t any rate, 
a good teacher may assure himself tha t any remarks he may make 
as to the habits of his pupils and their sanitary duties will sooner 
or later bear fruit, and the influence of the tru ths he teaches will 
permeate many an after life and affect by agencies he will never 
know, the happiness of many a future home.
To the State as a whole, this is a m atter of the highest importance. 
The health of its component members is a very serious factor in its 
material prosperity, to say nothing of its moral and mental progress ; 
and whatever the State can do to improve the general health, will 
not be energy misdirected. Now a little knowledge, even though 
it  may be a very little, is often the turning point between health 
and sickness, not only of individuals, but of whole neighbourhoods. 
Our ailments have all of them their causes, and the proportion of 
them th a t are hereditary or otherwise beyond our control, is small 
when compared with the scores tha t are to be traced to our own 
neglect and indulgence, faults th a t we should not so readily commit 
if we knew the consequences. B ut the great difficulty in sanitary 
reform, is how to get the necessary knowledge into the heads of the 
crowds of people who think themselves too old to learn ; and how 
to alter the habits of men and women who have been too long 
accustomed to them to abandon them.
Sanitary reforms m ust almost of necessity be the result of the 
superior enlightenment of the new generation, as compared with 
the old ; and there is no instrum ent so suitable for this purpose as 
the school. The State would do well to insist that every school, 
along with the present list of essentials, should im part to its pupils 
the fundamental principles of health. B ut teachers need not wait
to have this th rust upon them. H e who has any spirit in his work 
I will do the good he finds lying to his hands, and will require no 
I Government, or departm ent of Government, to mount guard over 
I him like a prison warder, in order to see th a t he does his duty, 
lh e re  is surely no teacher who could not insert among his 
object lessons, or among his weekly lectures, at least so 
much of physiology as would form an intelligible basis to the 
precepts he might instil at favourable opportunities ; bu t at 
any rate, no child should be allowed to finish his school days, 
as so many thousands now do, w ithout having learnt the most ele­
m entary physiological and sanitary tru ths. There is, perhaps, no 
direction in which with so little effort to himself, a teacher can 
produce so much good, and it is to be hoped tha t a colony like ours, 
which ought to be in the very van of progress, will not have reason 
to feel ashamed of itself, when at the social science congress soon 
to be held, a reckoning is made of what is being done by ourselves 
and by other nations in the inculcation of the sanitary laws with 
which school children ought to be made familiar.
THE POTENTIAL MOOD.
By C. P. M a s o n , B.A., P.O.P., Fellow of Univ. Coll. Bond.
A g o o d  many worthy people have been much exercised of late years by 
the harsh treatment to which an old friend of theirs has been subjected. 
I heir venerable acquaintance, the Potential Mood, has been kicked out 
of certain grammatical circles with various contumelious expressions.
*  *  *  *  *  *  *
The fact is, the whole thing was invented by men who were in 
absolute ignorance not only of the principles of comparative grammar, 
but of the earlier forms of their own language. They had no notion of 
the true function of the Subjunctive Mood, because they knew nothing 
of the English of the time when the Subjunctive Mood was in full use. 
they were possessed by the idea that we have a Subjunctive Mood in 
every conditional sentence (a mistake which I need not dwell on further, 
as 1 have already discussed it in this journal,—see Ed. Times, May 1, 
1878); and (what more directly concerns us) they failed to see that the 
verbs “ may,” “ shall,” and “ will,” have two totally distinct uses.
In the first place, these verbs (like “ can ” and “ must ”) may be used 
as notional or ‘principal verbs, making a distinct predication of their 
own. Thus, “ you may play ” (where “ permission ” to do something is 
predicated of “ you ”); “ I will be obeyed ” (where a certain “ determina­
tion ” is predicated of “ me ”) ; “ He shall not do that ” (where a certain 
“ restraint” over his actions is predicated of “ him ”). In these sentences 
we have the Indicative Mood employed. As notional verbs these verbs 
may also enter into some subjunctive constructions. In the second place, 
they may be used as mere auxiliaries—signs of tense or mood ; but the 
important thing to observe is, that in this case their notional value 
disappears. As mood-signs they help to form compound tenses (or 
verbal phrases), which have replaced the older simple forms of the 
Subjunctive. Thus we say, “ take care that all may he ready,” for 
“ take care that all be ready ” ; “ it would be well that it should be done 
quickly,” for “ it mere well that it mere done quickly,” and so on. But 
it is all important to observe that “ may be,” “ would be,” &c., are 
subjunctive expressions, not because the verbs “ may,” “ would,” &c., 
are used, but because those verbs are themselves used in the Subjunctive 
Mood., and so give their subjunctive force to the compound verbal form, 
after they have themselves been stripped of their notional significance, 
just as the notion of fu turity , which is involved in obligation or volition, 
remains behind in “ I shall go,” and “ he will come,” when “ shall ” and 
“ will ” have ceased to imply obligation or volition, and have become 
mere tense-marks. But the compound forms referred to arc in no wise 
a new mood, different from the Subjunctive j they are only a roundabout 
way of expressing the Subjunctive itself.
Now what a good many writers give us as the Potential Mood is a 
clumsy jumble of the notional and the auxiliary use of these little verbs 
“ may,” “ shall,” &c., made still worse by a complete confusion of the 
Indicative and the Subjunctive use of them. In “ You may come in,” 
“ I could not come when you called me,” “ He would not come when I 
called him,” &c., we get Indicative Moods. In “ I could not do it if I 
tried,” “ He would be vexed if he heard of this,” “ He might have 
succeeded if he had worked harder,” &c., we have Subjunctive Moods. 
To describe all these as examples of the use of one and the same mood 
shows total inability to comprehend what the function of mood is. The 
mistake was long ago corrected by Lowth, who (Eng. Or., p. 64, ed. 1775) 
says,—‘‘ In English the several expressions of conditional will, possibility, 
liberty, obligation, &c., come all under the Subjunctive Mode ; the mere 
expression of will, possibility, liberty, obligation, &c., belong to the 
Indicative Mode ; it is their conditionality, their being subsequent and 
depending on something preceding, that determines them to the 
Subjunctive Mode.”
The mischief was begun by the Latin grammarians, who finding that 
forms of the type sit, esset, &c., were used to express what in Greek was 
denoted by the Optative, called the Latin forms the “ Optative 
Mood,” when they were used in optative sentences. Matters got 
worse when Latin Grammar was adapted for English learners. Lily and 
others, fancying (quite erroneously) that sim is often translated “ I can 
be,” when it is not subjoined to some other sentence, gave us a 
Potential Mood as well as an Optative and a Subjunctive. All this was 
as wrong-headed as it would be to split up the Ablative Case into as 
many different cases as there are significations for the case. G. J. 
V ossius did what he could to convince them that it was a mistake to
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make three moods out of one and the same set of forms, and Hoole so far 
corrected Lily as to say tha t the Subjunctive is rolled the Optative 
when it is used in wishing, and the Pontential when it is constructed 
by may, can, mould, should, or ought. Still, potential was the name, 
not of a special set of forms, but of a special vsc of certain forms. But 
alas ! Facilis descensus A rc m i. Those who made our English 
grammars, finding tha t Subjunctive forms are of two kinds in English, 
simple and compound, and th a t grammarians had two terms in use, 
Potential and Subjunctive, hit upon the bright idea of calling the simple 
forms “  Subjunctive ” and the compound forms ‘‘ Potential," and then 
proceeded to the monstrous blunder of extending the latter term to all 
combinations in which the verb mag, shall, can, &c., appeared, even 
though the verbs were notional and in the Indicative Mood. Why 
should this wretched nondescript be foisted into English Grammar ? Is 
there a respectable grammar in existence which applies the name 
“  Potential Mood ” to “ Je  puis ucrire,” to “ leh kann schreibcn,” to 
“  scribere possum,” or to “ graphein dunamai ?” Yet some of the 
most popular grammars of the present day set down “ I can write ” as 
a Potential Mood, without a word of explanation or justification.—The 
Educational Times, April, 1879.
[Books for review or notice should he sent to the editor no later than the 
25tli o f the month.']
“ T h e  N a t iv e  P l a n t s  o e  V ic t o r ia , ”  b y  B a ro n  V o n  M iie lle r , K.C.M.G.,
M.D., F. R.S., &c. By authority ; John Ferres, Government Printer. 
I n  a recent lecture on “ The teaching of Botany in Schools,” delivered 
before the College of Preceptors, London, Dr. Aveling, speaking on the 
value of botany as a subject of study, says :—“ Botany is emphatically 
a science of observation. Properly taught, it teaches students to use 
their eyes. To observe fully, students must dissect. From the outset 
they have to take flowers to pieces. I t  teaches them, therefore, to use 
their fingers skillfully. Again, it cultivates the use of the tongue. 
That which is seen either before or after dissection must be described. 
The young botanist has to pu t into words the sense impressions resulting 
from his study of the plants. Hence the study of botany aids in the 
attainm ent of accuracy of expression. Further, it brings its students 
into direct contact with Nature. And ‘from the child who sets out on a 
voyage of discovery in search of the two identical blades of grass, to 
the Darwin experimenting with his insect-eating plants, every one who 
comes face to face with the divine mother is the better therefor. There 
is enough of the artificial and the unnatural in the daily life of our 
children, and in their very studies, to make an hour or two a week spent 
with flowers not unwelcome. ’ ” We fully endorse Dr. Aveling’s remarks. 
In common with all who delight to study “ free nature in her inexhaus­
tible richdom of forms,” we are pleased to find tha t one branch of 
natural science to be taught in State Schools is the science of botany. 
A few years back the Education Department printed and issued to 
schoolmasters a preparatory work from Baron Von Mueller's pen, entitled 
“  Botanic Teachings," and descriptive of our “ Wattles, Gum-trees, 
Honeysuckles, Sheoaks,” and other very prominent plants.
W ithin the last few weeks the first part of a more advanced tex t 
book, under the title above, by the same distinguished botanist, has been 
published by the Government, and issued by the Hon. Major Smith to 
all the schools under his department. When completed, The Native 
Plants of Victoria will comprise four parts, and will, no doubt, do for 
this colony what Sir J oseph Hooker’s Student's Flora is effecting for 
Britain and Ireland. The Victorian work differs, however, from that 
of the Director of the New Gardens in being illustrated. This is no 
small advantage to students. For though diagrams can not supply the 
place of natural objects, yet for illustrating and leading to the proper 
comprehension of structures actually under investigation, they are of 
use. The woodcuts mainly emanate from the skilful hand of Mr. 
Grosse, from drawings by a young artist (Mr. Austin) lately deceased. 
I t  is, we believe, the first work treating on a branch of the natural 
sciences printed in Australia th a t can boast of copious xylographio 
illustrations. P art 1. comprises 190 octavo pages, with about 50 wood­
cuts. The descriptions of plants named arc very concisely put. They 
are clear, and yet freer from technical terms than those of any similar 
work we have read in the English language. Take, for illustration, the 
letter press to Fig. 35. on page 159. “Salicornia robust a. F. V. M Ueller,
fragmenta phytographiae Australian vi. 251 (1868.) Shrubby ; branches 
stout ; leaves conspicuously developed, triangular ; spikes thick, with 
acute leaf-like bracts or floral leaves ; flowers, three at each bract, the 
lateral flowers without pistil, the middle flower bi-cexual ; calyx, 
distinctly lobed ; stamen, branches of the style lo n g ; seeds with 
conspicuous albumen. On the Murray River, towards its junction with 
the Darling River. Extends to South Australia and New South Wales."
The author, while not basing his definitions exclusively on Victorian 
species but extending them so as to apply to plants even extra- 
Australian, has carefully avoided details of measurement and 
synonymy calculated to burden the student’s memory. Each order 
of plants is introduced to the student’s notice, however, with a 
“ full citation of the particular publication in which any plant, or 
group of plants, was first defined under the name adopted.” Thus 
(page 159) the species Salicortiia robusta, is preceded by the following 
chronologic and linguistic information “  Salicornia. Tournefort, 
corollarium institutim m m  rci herbariae 51 (1703). Represented 
more frequently in the eastern than in the western hemisphere. 
Name latinized from a French vernacular of S. herbacea, Linne 
The value of this to the beginner is not over-estimated by the Baron.
The young botanist is thereby at once introduced “ into the widely 
scattered original literature devoted to our indigenous flora. I t  
carries with it likewise a chronologic interest, by showing how in the 
course of ages, orders and genera were gradually determined and 
consolidated, and how, during the toilsome researches of several 
generations, species indigenous here became gradually discovered and 
placed into their correct final systematic positions, only after a full 
acquaintance with successively revealed cognate forms here and 
elsewhere.” I t  is to be hoped th a t teachers in the country districts 
especially will avail themselves of the aid the work affords them to 
foster in the minds of the young a love for the study of nature under 
one of her most beautiful and fascinating forms. The motto on the 
title page, from the great German composer Haendcl, “ Triumph 
through Time and T ru th ,” reminds us of the wrong done to both 
the colony and the Baron by his removal from the Botanic Gardens 
—the natural home of a Government Botanist. I t  may be taken as 
indicative of the author’s firm conviction tha t justice will yet be done, 
and suitable provision be made for him to prosecute his valuable 
researches. If so, we sincerely hope tha t the conviction may bo 
realised. Satisfied we are, that, whether the Baron be ever restored 
or not, the works he has already contributed to botanic science will 
suffice to keep his memory illustrious long after the names of the 
Cabinet Ministers who removed him arc cither entirely forgotten, 
or are only remembered for their Nepotism.
“ E l e m e n t a r y  S c ie n c e  M a n u a l , ”  arranged for the use of Primar 
Schools.—By J .  Curnow and W. E. W. Morrison, B.A’s. Melbourne: 
George Robertson.
I n the preface, Messrs. Curnow and Morrison draw attention to the fact 
tha t while most elementary works on natural science treat only of some 
special division of science, their Manual “ supplies a few of those 
simple laws, which however simple they may appear to be, are, never­
theless, the broad generalizations and inductions upon which all scientific 
research is founded.” A cursory perusal satisfies us that students and 
teachers will find the book fulfils the claim advanced. Now that the 
Minister of Public Instruction in this colony has determined to give 
prominence to natural science subjects in State Schools, this Manual— 
w ritten with a view to aid students in the Primary Schools of New 
Zealand to master the scientific knowledge demanded in the fourth, 
fifth, and sixth standards—will, no doubt, be largely called for by 
Victorian teachers.
“ S u p p l e m e n t  to  t h e  S t a t e  S c h o o l  A r it h m e t ic , ” arranged to suit the 
requirements of the Programme of Instruction issued by the Educa­
tion D epartm ent.—By John J. Burston. Melbourne: George
Robertson, 1879.
We are glad to find th a t Mr. Burston has added to the value of his 
“ State School A rithm etic” by the publication of this supplement. 
The explanations of rules given are exceedingly plain, and sufficiently 
exhaustive for the branches upon which the author treats. Square and 
cube root, elementary mensuration, and stock and share broking, each 
find a place. Besides which may be found several of the Victorian 
Teachers’ and J’upil-teachers’ examination papers. Mr. Burston’s book 
should be in the hands of every State School teacher, so as to be used 
in all the higher classes.
“ E n g l is h  G r a m m a r  f o r  B e g in n e r s . "  B y  H. C. B o w en , M .A . , author 
of Studies in English, &c. Melbourne : S. Mullen.
An excellently arranged grammar. There is a freshness about the 
method of explaining the elementary parts of the English grammar, 
which renders the book attractive to those whose acquaintance of th e  
language is more advanced than the class for whom it was w ritten. 
W e can confidently recommend its use not only for junior class-work, 
but iu classes of a higher grade. This “ Grammar for Beginners" will 
also be found highly useful to persons seeking to prepare themselves for 
examinations under the Education Department.
“ T e n n y s o n  f o r  t h e  Y o u n g , a n d  f o r  R e c it a t io n .” Second edition. 
London : II. S. King and Co. ; Melbourne : 8. Mullen.
This selection from the Laureate’s works has been specially arranged 
for young readers. A t the same time the poems have been so well 
selected, as to make the book a good introduction to the study of the 
author’s larger works. There are choice selections from “ In Memoriam,” 
“ The Day-Dream,” “ The Princess,” “ The Idylls of the King,” and 
“ Queen M ary,” in addition to such pieces as “ The May Queen," 
“Buonaparte,” and “ The Mermaid.” I t  is impossible th a t the youth 
of the colony should read and commit to memory poetry such as this 
little volume affords without receiving a stimulus for good.
“ N a t io n a l  S c h o o l  W r it in g  C o p y  B o o k s" — By Vere Foster. Also, 
“ Friendly Advice to Pupil-Teachers.”—By Mrs. W. T. Greenup. 
London : Messrs. Blackie and Son. Melbourne : M. L. Hutchinson. 
We have linked the “ H ints to Pupil-Teachers ” with the “ W riting 
Copy Books ” because of the excellent remarks it  contains on the 
subject of teaching writing. Of the copy books themselves we cannot 
say too much. They are in imitation of real free writing rather 
than stiff copperplate engraving. Schoolmasters will be able to judge 
of their high value from the following description of the characteristics 
of the series:—I. Combination in the greatest possible degree of 
legibility with rapidity. The formation of the letters, and notably of 
<%, d, (j, y, are adapted to this end. 2. The tailed letters are of moderate 
length. The up and down strokes are of nearly equal thickness, as 
contradistinguished from the engraver’s style. 3. The writing of each 
word is continuous from end to end. 4. Exclusion of large hand as 
unfit for small fingers. 5. Systematically progressive arrangement of 
head lines. 6. Two lines of copy on a page, 7. Careful selection of 
Proverbs and Aphorisms, 8, The same clear, simple style of writing
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for both sexes, there being no good reason why girls should be taught 
a cramped illegible hand. We consider the allotment of not more than 
three lines to a copy, the exclusion of large hand, and the adoption of 
the same simple style of writing for both sexes should recommend these 
copy books for general adoption in primary schools.
“ T he A u s t r a l ia n  S choo l  S e r i e s .” Primer, parts 1—3, and Headers,
books 1—5. London, Glasgow, and Melbourne : William Collins,
Sons, and Company.,
This series will be found to come fully up to the standard of first- 
class elementary school books. The primers are well adapted to the 
minds of infants, the lessons being arranged in such gradations as to 
meet the development of the young mind. The aim of the compiler has 
been to exemplify, in monosyllabic words, '' the vowel and consonant 
sounds of the English language, exclusive of those which are irregular.” 
The m atter of the more advanced books is skilfully arranged for cul­
ture, and for imparting useful information in instructive language. 
Books 1, 2, and 3 embrace fables, moral lessons, lessons on natural his­
tory, laws of health, and physical phenomena, special reference being 
maintained to Australian facts, and each book being an advance of former 
lessons. The F ifth  Book for boys, and the one for girls, are specially 
w orthy of attention. Among the titles of subjects treated of, in tha t 
for boys, are to be found : “ Australian Explorers”—Sturt, Mitchell,
Strizelecki, Grey, Eyre, Lcichardt, Burke, and Forrest. Both the letter- i 
press and the illustrations are excellent. We are not surprised then to 
find th a t the Australian Heading Hooks have been adopted into the ; 
Prim ary Schools of Queensland, as well as into those of New South Wales, i 
In  the latter, they have been in use for upwards of five years. We t 
understand tha t Messrs. Collins, Sons, and Co., are the contractors for 
the  supply of the Education Departm ent of Victoria, from the 1st of 
July.
BOOKS FOR R EV IEW .
A l p h a b e t ic a l  list of books received during the month for review or 
notice :—
“ Australasia Reading Book.”—Fifth book for boys. Collins’ school I 
series. London, Glasgow, and M elbourne: W. Collins Sons, and 
Company.
“  Bucolics, Eclogues—1 and iv to x, and Gallic W ar—Book iv.” 
W ith notes. Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide : George Robertson.
“ Chamber’s English Readers.—Edited by J. M. D Meiklejolm, M.A., 
Professor of Education in the University of St. Andrews. Books 1 to
4 .” London and Edinburgh : W. and R. Chambers. Melbourne : M.
L . Hutchinson, (Id., 8d., Is.
“ Chambers’s English Readers.—Primer 1, being the alphabet in 
pictures and words. Edited by J. M. D. Meiklejolm, M. A.” M. L 
Hutchinson, 2d.
“  Chamber’s English Readers.”—Primer 2, being sentences and verses 
w ith pictures. Edited by J .  M. D. Meiklejolm, M.A. M. L. H utchin­
son, 3d.
“ Education.—Report of the M inister of Public Instruction for 
the year 1877-8. Presented to Both Houses of Parliam ent by His 
Excellency’s command.” By authority : John Ferres, Government
Printer.
“  English Grammar for Beginners.”—By H. C. Bowen. London : C. 
Kegan Paul. Melbourne : S. Mullen, Is.
“ Elem entary Science, arranged for the use of Prim ary Schools in 
New Zealand.”—By John Curnow, B.A., L.L.B., Melbourne, and W.
E. W. Morrison, B.A. Oxon. Illustrated. Melbourne, Sydney, and 
Adelaide : George Robertson.
“ Friendly Advice to Pupil-Teachers.”—By Mrs. W. T. Greenup, 
Lecturer on Practical Cookery, and Inspectress of Needlework to the 
Sheffield School Board. London and Edinburgh ; Melbourne : M. L. 
Hutchinson.
“ History of Australia, from 1606 to 1876.”—By Alexander Suther­
land, M.A., and George Sutherland, B.A., Melbourne. Third Edition. 
Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide : George Robertson, 2s. fid.
“ Homer—Iliad book iv., and Xenophon—Anabasis, book iv .” For 
the use of students. Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide : George 
Robertson.
“ Macaulay’s Milton, and Milton's Comus.” W ith  notes by 
Alexander Sutherland, M.A. Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide : 
George Robertson, 2s.
“  Milton’s Comus, w ith Lord Macaulay’s Essay on Milton.”— 
Prepared w ith notes by E. E. Morris and T. Harlin, M.A’s Melbourne :
5. Mullen. 3s. fid.
“ Native Plants of Victoria, Succinctly Defined.”—By Baron Von 
Mueller, C.M.G,, M.D. and Ph.D., F.R.S., Government Botanist. By 
authority. Melbourne : John Ferres, Government Printer.
“ National School W riting Copy Books.”—By Vere Foster. In  
imitation of real free writing rather than stiff copperplate engraving. 
Adopted by the Commissioners of National Education in Ireland. London: 
Blackie and Son. Melbourne : M. L. Hutchinson,
“ Selected Poems of C. Valerius Catullus,” with notes by H. A. 
Strong, Professor of Classics in Melbourne University, sometime 
Assistant Professor of Humanity in the University of Glasgow. Mel­
bourne, Sydney, and Adelaide : George Robertson ; os.
“ Supplement to the State School A rithm etic," arranged to suit the 
requirements of the Programme of Instruction issued by the Education 
Departm ent.—By John J. Burston. Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide : 
George Robertson. 2s.
“ Tennyson for the Young and for Recitation,” London: H. S, King. 
Melbourne ; S, Mullen, Is, fid,
D i d o r i a n  (L-bucation Depar tm en t .
T h e  H on. M ajor Sm ith , M in ister of P ub lic  Ins truc tion , has ju s t 
issued regulations for establish ing S ta te  P enny  Savings B anks in 
schools w ith an average attendance  of no t less th an  250 pupils. 
The control of these banks is to be vested in the responsible m inister 
of th e  Crown for the  tim e being, adm inistering  “ The E ducation  
A cts, 1872,” and any acts am ending the same. D epositors 
i are  guaran teed  against any loss in respect of deposits m ade by 
them . In  forw arding the regulations to the head m asters 
schools (upon whom the  conduct of the  business of the banks has 
been throw n), the  M in ister expresses his reg re t th a t he is unable 
to  provide any rem uneration  for the  add itional labour which will 
devolve on them  in connection w ith the  business of the bank, b u t 
tru s ts  th a t, in  view of th e  im portan t advantages likely to resu lt to 
th e  children from  the inculcation of th r if ty  and p rov ident habits, 
they  will no t fail to ren d e r him  zealous assistance in carry ing  o u t 
th e  scheme.
On th e  19th u l t . , th e  lion, th e  M inister of P ub lic  In s tru c tio n  was 
w aited upon by Messrs. M ‘In ty re  and C larke, M .L .A .’s, who 
desired to  b ring  u nder his notice the  desirab ility  of having the  
school grounds in the S andhu rst d is tric t p lan ted  w ith shrubbery . 
M ajor Sm ith in tim ated  th a t  he hod already requested  the  B u ild ing  
Inspector to rep o rt upon the  best sites for p lanting . As soon as 
the  D epartm en t received th is rep o rt, action would be taken  in  the  
m atter.
C E N T R A L  T R A IN IN G  IN S T IT U T IO N .
T h i s  in s titu tio n  is under the  superin tendence of F rederick  J .  
G ladm an, E sq ., B .A . A t th e  exam ination of the  studen ts  in 
tra in ing , held on the  26th and 27th u lt  , ou t of 52 trainees who 
p resen ted  them selves, 18 succeeded in passing.
Affiliated w ith the T rain ing In s titu tio n , are the Associated Schools, 
into which admission is gained by pass exam ination. A fter spend­
ing one year in  an Associated School, pupils are expected to pass 
in to  the C entral T rain ing  In s titu tio n . A n exam ination of candidates 
for adm ission to A ssociated Schools, was held on W ednesday, the  
25th ult. 116 candidates came up for exam ination, of whom 32 
succeeded in  passing. The successful candidates will be d rafted  
in to  the  Associated Schools as vacancies occur.
E x a m i n a t i o n  i n  M u s i c .
M essrs. J .  Sum m ers, Mus. B ac., O x., and  T. H . G uenett, held  an 
exam ination of teachers desirous of qualifying them selves for the 
position of teachers of singing in  S tate schools, on the  18th Ju n e . 
T he num ber presen ted  for exam ination  was 108 ; num ber passed, 13.
T he following are th e  arithm etic, book-keeping, g ram m ar, and  
geography papers given a t the  exam ination  on the  26th Ju n e .
[Solutions o f the arithm etical questions will be inserted in  our next 
issue.]
A r i t h m e t ic .
Three hours allowed fo r  this paper.
1. (a) E xp la in  the  term s local value, m inuend, aliquot p a rt, cubic 
m easure.
(6) H ow  m any tim es m ust seven thousand  and  six ty-nine be 
added to eight hundred  and n inety -th ree  thousand  and seventeen 
so th a t th e  sum  may be four tim es the  la t te r  num ber?
2. The daily allowance of m eat to each m an in  camp being § lb., 
how m any men were there  in an  arm y which consum ed 115 tons 
1 cwt. 42 lbs. of m eat while in camp from  1st M arch to  15th M ay 
inclusive ?
3. F in d  by practice th e  re n t of 76 sq. m. 96 acres 3 roods 
22 perches a t £53 6s. 8d. per square mile.
4. A case of toys contains £50  w orth of wooden dolls, £25 w orth 
of m in ia tu re  crockery, and £15 w orth of tin  trum pets. I f  th e  d u ty  
on woodware is 10 per cen t., th a t on crockery 15 per cen t., and 
th a t  on tin  ware 20 per cent, on the  value, w hat will be the  whole 
du ty  payable on the  case, and  how m uch in  the  £  will i t  am ount 
to on its  value?
5. If  th e  value of a crop of w heat from  17 acres 2 roods is £100 
12s. 6d. w hen the  yield is a t the  ra te  of 10 bushels to the  acre and  
th e  price of w heat is £21 9s. 4d. per ton , w hat m ust be th e  y ield 
per acre of a field containing 25 acres 1 rood th e  crop from  which 
is w orth  £142 0s, 7M . when w heat is selling a t 16 guineas a ton?
6. (a) S ta te  and prove th e  rules fo r determ ining m entally—
(1) The value of a ton  th a t  of a lb. being given.
(2) The in te re st on any sum for m onths a t 6 per cent. 
(b) H ow  would you calculate m en ta lly—
(1) The price of 400 yds. of calico"at 7 id . a  yard ?
(2) The quo tien t and rem ainder w hen 3760 is divided
by 199?
7. In what time will the simple interest on £680 at 3-%^  per cent,
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equal the com pound in te rest on the  same sum for 2 years a t 5 per 
cent, per annum  ?
8. (a) S tate the  principles on which “ cancelling ” depends in 
reducing a fractional expression.
(6) How do you m ultip ly  two m ixed num bers ?
9. F in d  the  value of
4 - — Z  U  +  iZ ___
} o f 2 i  ^ 4 - f o f 3 t
Reduce th e  resu lt to an equivalent decimal.
10. W hat fraction of 13 hours 6 m inutes 30 seconds is the  tim e 
cf which 6 hours 3 m inutes is tw o-thirds ?
11. (a) F in d  the difference betw een the quotients when 06 875 is 
divided by 5 '35 and when 5 35 is divided by 0G 875.
(5) F in d  value of ( 0 1 3 8 +  '207 x  1 1 + 4  2 7 - 3  86805) of 23.
B o o k - K e e p i n g .
1. Describe how real accounts are closed.
2. I  sold one chest of tea  to Jo h n  Sm ith for £20 ; Sm ith became 
insolvent and paid  15s. in the £ . W hat entries m ust I  m ake in the 
ledger to show th is transaction 1
3. Journalize  the  following transactions :—
1879.
Jan . 5. L en t Jo h n  Brow n £50 on his prom issory note.
,, 10. R eceived invoice of 3 cases of fu rn itu re  from G.
Jones and Co., value £250.
,, 25. P aid  du ty  and w harfage fees on 3 cases fu rn itu re  £60.
,, 31. Sold J .  R obinson one case of fu rn itu re  for £120 for
one-th ird  cash, balance by 3 m onths’ bill.
A d d e n d u m  to  A r i t h m e t ic  P a p e r .
N .B .—Every figure you find it necessary to employ in the  solu­
tion of these problem s should appear on the  papers you hand in. 
Answers alone will no t be considered satisfactory.
Fem ale candidates for Admission to T rain ing m ust answer the  
first six questions. Fem ale candidates for Admission to th e  2nd 
Y ear’s Course, and male candidates for A dmission to T raining, m ust 
answer the  first eleven questions. O ther studen ts m ust answer the  
whole of the  questions.
G r a m m a r .
Two hours and a ha lf allotted fo r  this paper.
1. Parse  fully  the words p rin ted  in italics in the  following passage:—
These scenes, their story not unknown,
Arise, and malte again your own ;
Snatch from the ashes of your sires 
The embers of their former fires ;
And he who in the strife expires 
W ill add to theirs a name of fear 
That Tyranny shall quake to hear,
And leave his sons a hope, a fame,
They too will rather die than shame:
For freedom’s battle, once begun,
Bequeathed by bleeding sire to son,
Though baffled oft, is ever won.
Bear witness, Greece, thy  living page;
A ttest it many a deathless age !
While Kings, in dusty darkness hid,
Have left a nameless pyramid ;
Thy heroes, though the general doom 
H ath swept the column from the tomb,
A mightier monument command—
The mountains of their native land !
There points thy Muse to stranger’s eye 
The graves of those tha t cannot die !
’ Twere long to tell, and sad to trace,
Each step from splendour to disgrace;
Enough—no foreign foe could quell 
Thy soul, till from itself it fell.
2 A nalyse according to Mo roll’s second scheme from —
“ While Kings ’...............................
to ................................“ cannot die.”
3. To w hat p a rt of speech is the infinitive in each of the  following 
sentences equivalent I Give a reason for your answer in each case :—
(a) We have p len ty  to do.
(b) This is a hard  n u t to crack.
(c) H e  came to see the  games.
(d) We saw him  start.
(e) I  tau g h t him  to swim.
( / )  F o r him  to say so is the heigh t of audacity.
4. W hat is a complex sentence ? W hat is a compound sentence 1 
C onstruct an exam ple of each.
5. Give the m eaning and derivation of each of the  following 
words, the language from which i t  is derived, and the  m eaning of 
each p a r t :—
BeHigerW, mwmMrqpcwZ, ReWpwrsC MepW e, wHHWh/, 
victuals,
6. S tate the p a rt of speech of each of the following words w ith 
its class and subdivision in accordance w ith MorclVs ta b le s :—
Ahead, besides, Indians, pending, piecemeal, surly. C onstruct 
short sentences showing the  use of each word.
7. W rite down the 3rd  per. sing., ordinary  and progressive forms,
I of th e  past and p luperfect indicative and conditional, active and 
i  passive, of chide, m im ic, and thrust.
H m b e m f n  i n t e l l i g e n c e .
[ H e shall be glad to receive information for this column from the 
professors and registrars of Universities in any part of Australasxaf]
M E L B O U R N E  U N I V E  R S IT  Y.
I n  reply to a requisition from the Medical Students of the Melbourne 
University, asking him to allow himself to be nominated for the position 
of honorary surgeon of the Melbourne Hospital, Dr. Barker, M .D., 
F.U.C.S., stated tha t his reason for complying with the request was the 
fact tha t he found it impossible to efficiently teach surgery without 
clinical demonstrations, and he thought the University lecturer on Sur­
gery should be, ex officio, a member of the Honorary Medical Staff of 
the Metropolitan Hospital.
MATRIC-U L AT ION EX A M IRA TION .
FEBRUARY TERM, 1879.
F o r  this examination there were 132 canditates ; 95 presented them ­
selves for the matriculation examination, of whom 35 passed, two with 
credit ; 111 presented themselves for the civil service examination, of 
whom 45 passed. The following table shows the number presented and 




Greek .. 13 9 4 20
t  a t m . .  . .  . . 53 27 4 84
French G3 10 2 81
German 4 2 2 8
English 70 36 5 111
A rithm etic 51 58 7 111
Algebra GO 35 15 110
Euclid 44 52 6 102
History 1:1 12 2 27
Geography 73 11) "• 92
Total 444 201 47 752
The following is the list of successful canditates :—
PASSED WITH CREDIT,
Charles Hardy, Congregational College ; William Lowell Mullen, 
Church of England Grammar School.
PASSED.
William Andrews, private tuition ; Lewis John Birch, Carlton Col­
lege; Edwin Jeffery Bird, private tuition; Alice Jane Eleanor Brothcrton, 
private tuition ; Lawrence Edward Conway, Christian Brothers’ School, 
B allarat; Amy Louisa Crouch, Holsticn-house ; James Bae Dickson, 
Tunbridge School, England ; John Edward Dixon, Hawthorn Grammar 
School ; Kenneth William Felix Fischer, Wesley College ; Johanna 
Galbraithe, Miss Brophy's School ; A rthur Hill Griffith, Mr. Clezy ; 
Charles Ilenry  Hayward, Geelong College ; Edwin William Gluyas 
Husking, Culham College, Oxford ; George Piers James Hume, Church 
of England Grammar School ; Alexander Sydney Joske, Church of Eng­
land Grammar School ; Alexander Bruce Lang, All Saints’ Grammar 
School ; Charles Vanden Bergh Lewis, Mr. Clezy ; Horatio Percy Mar- 
tell, Geelong College ; James Mason St. K ilda Scotch College ; 
Duncan MTntrye, Geelong High School ; William Joseph Alleine Moss, 
Wesely College; Edith Must, Holstein-house; Bichard Robinson, Gee­
long High School; William W arrington Rogers, Mr. Clezy; Burnett 
Pleydell Beetson llymer, Sandhurst High School ; Edith Sewell, Mr. 
Budd ; Bernard Alexander Smith, Queen’s College, St. Kilda ; William 
Percy Steane, Athenseum class ; Sidney James Henry Stephen, Church 
of England Grammar School ; Ellen Mary Tulloch, Mr. Budd ; Neville 
Wight, private tuition ; John Edgar Wolfhagen, Hobart Town ; Charles 
Frederic Woolnough, Model School.
A t the matriculation examination held in the February term, 1879, 
the following persons passed the examination qualifying themselves 
for admission into the ordinary division of the civil service of 
Victoria :—
William Andrews, private tuition ; Francis Robert Barlow, Athenaeum 
Class ; Lewis John Birch, Carlton College ; Edwin Jeffery Bird, private 
tuition ; Alice Jane Eleanor Brothcrton, private tuition ; Devereux 
Frank Call, St, Paul’s High School ; Margaret Edith Colquhoun, Gurner- 
house ; Laurence Edward Conway, Christian Brothers’ School, Ballarat; 
William Jackson Cooper. St. Paul’s High School ; Amy Louisa Crouch, 
Holstein-house ; James Rae Dickson, Tunbridge School, England ; John 
Edward Dixon, Hawthorn Grammar School ; James Lumsden Kenton, 
private tuition ; Michael Philip Fox, Mr. Clezy; Johanna Galbraith, 
Miss Brophy’s School ; Arthur Hill Griffith, Mr. Clezy ; Charles Hardy, 
Congregational College; Joseph Edward Harrison, Carlton College; 
Charles Henry Hayward, Geelong College ; Louis Saenger Holmes, Mr. 
Berk cry ; Edwin William Gluyas Hosking, Culham College, Oxford ; 
Samuel Baker Jones, University College of Wales ; Alexander Bruce 
Lang, All Saint’s Grammar School ; Charles Vanden Bergh Lewis, Mr. 
Clezy; John Frederick William Man son, Prospect-house A cademy; 
Horatio Percy Martell, Geelong College; James Mason, St. Kilda
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Scotch College ; Duncan M‘Intyre, Geelong High School ; William 
Joseph Alleine Moss, Wesley College ; William Lowell Mullen, Church of 
England Grammar School; Edith Must, Holstein-house ; James Joseph 
Pierce, St. Francis’ College ; Richard Robinson, Geelong High School; 
John Henry Rudd, Geelong High School; Burnett Pleydell Beetson 
Rymer, Sandhurst High School ; Edith Sewell, Mr. Budd ; George 
Simpson, Mr. Dumergne; Bernard Alexander Smith, Queen’s College, 
St. K ilda; William Percy Steane, Athenaeum class ; Sidney James 
Henry Stephen, Church of England Grammar School ; Ellen Mary 
Tulloch, Mr. Budd ; William Owen Usslier, Carlton College; Ada 
Gertrude Watkins, Athenaeum class ; John Edgar Wolf hagen, Hobart 
Town ; Charles Frederic Woolnough, Model School.—Argus.
y x  + y
x  + y x  -  y5. Simplify 
G. Simplify
7. Simplify {a + b)2
8. Solve the equation -
a
9. Solve the equation
o * ' J  ~  ? / 2  




b) (a — c) 
- ( 5 - c ) 2
(b — c) (b — a)
—  (C
(C ft) (c — 6) 
6)3
-  c3 (6 +  c)3 _ 
1 1 - 2  
— 2 x  + 1 #
a«3 + Ice + c ax + b
g)S c2 — (ft 
-ft2 (c +  ft)2 --- I)'2'
The  following are the Algebra and Arithmetic papers set a t the 
M atriculation Exam ination of the Melbourne University, February 
Term, 1879
Solutions will be inserted in our next issue.
A l g e b r a .
Professor Nanson.
Answers alone will not be accepted : the fu ll working must be sent in. 
Every result must be reduced to its simplest form.
1. If a  =  6, b =  3, c =  2, find the value of (5ft +  4c — 66)2 — 
(7 6 +  10c— 5ft)2.
2. Simplify 5«4 -  3x2 +  cc — (4&3 +  3x3 — 2) — {2x — x 2 (x2 — 3)}.
3. M ultiply r 3 +  3%2 +  3x +  1 by cc3 -  3x2 +  3x — 1 and divide 
the product by %3 —x 2 —x  +  1.
4. Divide (« +  6 +  c) (6c +  ca +  ft6) -  abc by 6 + c.
p x 2 + gx + r px + g
10. There are two pieces of cloth containing a and ci' yards 
respectively. The owner sells the same number of yards of each at 
b and b' shillings per yard respectively, he then sells the remainders 
at c and c! shillings per yard respectively, and finds tha t the prices 
received for both pieces are the same. F ind  how many yards were 
sold first.
A r i t h m e t i c .
Professor Nanson.
Answers alone will not be accepted: the fu l l  working must be sent in. 
Every result must be reduced to its simplest / arm.
1. M ultiply 4796357 by 468392, divide the product by 537215791, 
and express the quotient and remainder in words.
2 . Reduce ~ ~ 1‘ to its lowest terms
874953
3. Simplify G j J U f z P )
\YT _  T / W  ™~ T7V
4. F ind the continued product of T4, 2 3, '027, l  749.
5. F ind the vulgar fraction equivalent to 27'057693.
6. Extract the square root of 9345249.
7. F ind the value of of 3 cwt. 2 qr. +  hL of 5 cwt. lib . +  -•?- 
of 12^ lb.
8. Express 13 hr. 12 min. 5 sec. as the decimal of 2 d. 4 hr. 
48 min. 2 sec.
9. F ind the cost of 408 tons 15 cwt. 3 qr. at £5 16s 8d. per ton.
10. F ind the difference between the am ount of £1000 in two 
years at 8 per cent, compound interest payable half-yearly and the 
am ount of the same sum for the same time and at the same rate of 
compound interest payable yearly.
The following notices have been posted at the University :— 
G i l c h r i s t  S c h o l a r s h i p .
Candidates for nomination to the Gilchrist Scholarship in the 
London University, being bachelors of arts in the University of 
Melbourne, are requested to send in their applications to the 
registrar on or before noon of 21st of Ju ly  next.
The Scholarship is of the value of £100, tenable for three years, 
and the holder is allowed the option of pursuing his studies in either 
of the Universities of Edinburgh, or University College, London, 
in one of the four faculties in each.
Law Exam ination for the Civil Service :—Passed—P. J . Dwyer, 
H . W. L. Williams.
E. F. a ’B e c k e t t ,  Registrar.
N E W  ZEALAND U N IV ER SITY .
T h e  Senate of the University of New Zealand assembled in the 
library of the museum, Dunedin, on W ednesday, the 5th March, 
1879. On perusing the published m inutes of the Senate’s proceed­
ings, we learn th a t :—
Thirty-seven students matriculated during the year 1878, bring­
ing the University roll up to 134.
A vote of thanks was passed to the Agent-General in England 
for the effort he was making to induce the trustees of the Gilchrist 
Educational Fund to extend the privilege now enjoyed by the 
students of the universities of Sydney and Melbourne to those of 
New Zealand.
The Senate resolved to request H is Excellency the Governor to 
bring under the notice of the proper authorities in Great Britain, 
the opinion of the Senate, th a t it was not desirable, under the 
existing circumstances of the colony for the power to confer degrees 
to be extended to more than one institute in New Zealand.
The Bowen prize for 1878, was conferred on Caroline Freeman, 
of the University of Otago. Three essayists competed.
I t  was resolved to lay before the Government the importance of 
securing for the university at least one representative upon the 
governing body of each public hospital established in localities 
where medical classes are conducted in connection with the 
university.
Among the most im portant resolutions adopted by the Senate 
were (1.) That in future no text-books be prescribed for any 
examination. (2.) T hat the examination for matriculation, and 
the examination for the junior scholarships shall be combined in
one examination, to be termed the Entrance Examination.
In  each subject of the Entrance Exam ination, papers to be 
framed in two sections, consisting of questions of a lower and a 
higher standard ; each section of the papers to be distinguished as
A, pass for matriculation ; B, for junior scholarship, according to 
the schedule annexed to this regulation.
W ith respect to the Entrance Exam ination, which is equivalent 
to the Melbourne M atriculation Examination, the Senate made the 
following announcem ent:—I. Latin, A [compulsory]. Paper a. 
Translation at sight of easy passages from Latin into English. 
Paper b. Translation of easy sentences from English into Latin, 
c. Questions on grammar. B. Paper a. Translation at sight of 
more difficult passages than for A, from Latin into English, b.
Translation at sight of passages from English into Latin, c.
Questions on grammar, history, and antiquities. II. English, A. 
[compulsory]. Paper a. Composition, b. Grammar and dictation, 
c. Precis writing. B. Paper a. Paraphrase, illustration, and 
explanation of passages selected from the English historical plays 
of Shakespere, and from M ilton’s poetical works, b. Essay on 
some easily understood subject, c. General questions on etymology, 
grammar, and the use of words. 111. Greek. As in Latin. IV . 
French. As in Latin, but substituting for paper c, literature of the 
age of Louis X IV . in the B. division. V. German or Italian, A. 
As in Latin. B. German. As in Latin, substituting for paper c. 
literature of the age of Goethe and Schiller. Italian. As in Latin, 
substituting for paper c, literature of the age of Leo X. V I. 
Mathematics. A. Paper a. Arithmetic [compulsory]. Fundam ental 
rules, vulgar and decimal fractions, proportion, and square root. 
b. Algebra [compulsory for medical students]. To simple equations 
inclusive, with easy problem, c. Euclid [compulsory for medical 
students]. Books I. and II. B. The whole of the following:— 
Paper a. Arithmetic. The whole of the subject, b. Algebra. To 
quadratic equations inclusive, c. Euclid. Books I . , I I . , I I I . , IV ., 
and V I. d. P lain trigonometry. To solution of triangles inclusive, 
with easy transformations and examples. V II. History and 
Geography. A. One or both of the following :—Paper a. H istory, 
H istory of England from the accession of William I I I . ,  to the 
accession of Victoria, b. Geography—Chief physical features and 
principal towns of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, together 
with more minute details of the geography of Great Britain, 
Australia, and New Zealand. B. Both of the following:—Paper 
a. H istory—Outlines of the H istory of England from the accession 
of Elizabeth, with special reference to her colonies, b. Geography 
—Political and physical. V III . Natural and Physical Science. A. 
1. Elementary Chemistry. Paper a. Chemistry—The non-metallic 
elements, and the atomic theory. 2. Elementary physics. Any one 
of the following :—Paper b. Electricity, c. Sound and light, d. 
H eat. e. Mechanics. 3. Elementary natural science. Any one 
of the following :—Paper / .  Botany, g. Zoology, h. Geology.
B. Any one of the following: Paper a. Inorganic chemistry, b. 
Electricity, c. Sound and light, d. Heat. e. Mechanics. / .  
Botany, g. Zoology, h. Geology. Note.—Time allowed for each 
paper shall be two hours. Candidates are at liberty to answer 
either the A section or the B section of any paper, but not 
both.
The next meeting of the Senate was appointed for Christchurch, 
on the th ird  Wednesday in February, 1880.
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[W e shall be glad to receive, fo r insertion  under th is  head, intelligence  
from  the P rincipa ls of Public and P riva te  Schools, the Secretaries o f 
Technological Schools, and Schools o f Mimes.]
M ELBOURNE GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
A HISTORY of the  C hurch of E ngland  G ram m ar School, containing 
the School R egister from the  beginning to the presen t tim e, w ith 
notes throw n in the  fashion of a university  calendar, alphabetical 
index to the same, a life of the Rev. Dr. Brornby, plans of the 
school and grounds, with m uch o ther in teresting  inform ation, will 
shortly  be com pleted. Old scholars and others who m ay have 
inform ation to com m unicate are requested  to forw ard the  same at 
once to th e  principal of the  School.
W illiam  Lowell M ullen, son of M r. S. M ullen, publisher and 
bookseller, M elbourne, passed (w ith cred it) in every subject of the  
M atricu lation  E xam ination  ju s t concluded.
A nother of our O ur Boys has re tu rn ed  to V ictoria, a fter a 
successful course of study a t home. “ In  the  list of passengers by 
the  L ura , from  Sydney, published on M onday ,” says the Argus, 
“ we observe the  nam e of D r. H en ry  B lackett F orster. Dr. 
F o rs te r is a native of th is city, and is the  son of Mr. L uke 
F orster. H e m atriculated  a t the M elbourne U niversity , was a 
s tuden t a t th e  M edical School, and also a ttended  the  wards of the  
M elbourne H ospital. N ear the  close of 1877 he determ ined on 
com pleting his course in G reat B rita in , and w ith th is view went 
home as surgeon of the Lady Jocelyn. H e  now re tu rn s  to the 
colony th e  possessor of the  following degrees :—Lie. Fac. Phys. 
and S u rg ., G lasgow; Lie. R . Coll. P h y s., E d inburgh  ; Lie. Midwif. 
K . and Q. Coll. P h y s., Ire land . D uring  his stay  in E ngland  he 
held various positions in St. Thom as’s H ospital, London. On his 
arrival in Sydney, as m edical officer of the  A n n  D uthie, he was 
the  recip ien t of a com plim entary address from  the  passengers. ” 
D r. F oster has commenced the  practice of his profession on E m erald  
H ill .— M elburnian.
GEELONG GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
H is  E xcellency the  G overnor paid  us his first official visit on M ay 
9th. H e was a ttended  by a considerable num ber of gentlem en, 
am ong whom were several m em bers of the p resen t M inistry . 
A fter going around th e  classrooms and having a look a t the school 
m achinery in working order, H is E xcellency addressed the  boys 
assem bled in th e  big schoolroom, and spoke briefly and effectively 
on th e  advantages of in tellectual cultu re , and of the  still h igher 
w orth of th a t m oral education which is so im portan t an elem ent in 
th e  tra in ing  of a C hristian  gentlem an. N o r did ou r v isitor forget 
to ask, and obtain, from  th e  H ead  M aster th e  holiday always 
gran ted  on such an occasion. As the  party  passed th rough  Q uad., 
the  school, who had assem bled there , gave hearty  cheers for the 
Queen and our new Governor. L ong may they  both  live and 
flourish !— Geelong G. S. Qt.
SCOTCH COLLEGE.
D u r i n g  th e  past half-year, the  system  of holding frequent w ritten  
exam inations in all the subjects of study  has been regularly  carried 
out, and has proved a valuable agent in  the  work of education. 
These exam inations determ ine the  o rd inary  class prizes, and have
done much to secure uniform ly steady work. As they  are held a t 
short in tervals, the  q u an tity  prescribed for each is neccessarily 
lim ited  in ex ten t, and th is has acted as a g rea t encouragem ent to 
the  less clever boys who have, in m any cases, been able, by hard  
application, to obtain a highly creditable place in the class lists. 
The special prizes will be decided th is year, as heretofore, by 
exam inations held  a t the  end of the  year. — Young Viet.
F i t z r o y  A r t i s a n s ’ S c h o o l  o f  D e s i g n . —The annual E xh ib ition  
and d is tribu tion  of prizes will be held in the  Town H all, N apier- 
street, on Thursday, Ju ly  17th instant. The exhibition  opens at 
7, and the  public m eeting a t 8 p.m . M r. A. L. Tucker, M .L .A ., 
is to occupy th e  chair, and the hon. W. M. K. V ale, and Messrs. 
J .  H orsfall, and  W. B u r tt  are to deliver addresses.
N A T IO N A L  U N IO N  O F E L E M E N T A R Y  T E A C H E R S .
W e quote the  following, from The Schoolmaster, as shows the position 
taken  up by E nglish teachers. The resolutions were to be moved 
a t the  A nnual Conference M eeting to be held  in  M ay last :—
Mr. W. H. Piggott (Bicester and Clay don) to move—“ T hat the 
Executive be requested to take immediate action to test the legality of 
first, the imposition of duties by the Education Department directly 
upon teachers; and second, the publication of the Black List.”
Mr. Graves (Northampton) to move—“ That this conference much 
regrets the insertion in the Education Code of a clause which prevents 
the election of an elementary teacher as a member or officer of a school 
board, and strongly urges upon the Executive the necessity of making 
strenuous efforts to obtain the removal of this clause, and all other 
regulations which create for teachers civil or religious disabilities.”
Mr. Sims (Bristol) to move—“ That the preparation of the returns to 
the local authority involve unnecessary labour to the teachers, and 
should not therefore be required. ”
Mr. Hemming (of the Executive)—“ That in the opinion of this con­
ference, the so-called system of payment by results as now administered, 
is unsound in principle, injurious to educational progress, and detrimental 
to the advancement of the most capable children.”
M. Potts (Finsbury and city) to move—“ That, considering the subject 
of intemperance concerns in so great a degree the children, the teachers, 
and the general public, this conference urges on the members of the N. 
U. E. T. to give their hearty support to any available agencies which 
are endeavouring to deal with the evil.”
Mr. Baker (Westminster) to move—“ That in the opinion of this con­
ference, no teacher should have his or her certificate suspended w ithout 
the right of appeal to a tribunal independent of the Education D epart­
ment. ”
r p O  H EAD MASTERS, SECRETARIES OF BOARDS OF  JL ADVICE, AND OTHERS.
A L E X .  M ' X I N L E Y  6  CO.
Having made considerable additions to their stock of Bookwork and Jobbing 
Type, are prepared to execute orders in every description of
G E N E R A L  P R I N T I N G
All orders entrusted to them will be printed in a satisfactory manner.
B O O K S .  B O O K S .  B O O K S .
SCHOOL BOOKS, AND BOOKS ON SCHOOL MANAGEMENT.
Saunders’ Practical H ints for Pupil Teachers on Class Management, 2s. 6d. Marcus Ward’s Universal Atlas, 22 Coloured Maps, Gd.
Wickersham’s School Economy: a Treatise on the Preparation, Organization, Creighton’s History of England, Is. 3d.
&c., of Schools, 7s. 6d. Park’s Manual of Method for Pupil Teachers and Assistant Masters, 2s.
GEORGE ROBERTSON, 33 & 35 LITTLE COLLINS STREET W EST.
U N I V E R S I T Y  T E X T  B O O K S .
Xenophen’s Anabasis, Book IV., and Homer’s Iliad, Book IV., Is. Gd. • Virgil’s Bucolics, Eclogues, I. and IV. to X., and Csesar’s Commentaries,
Milton’s Comus, and Macaulay’s Essay on Milton, with Notes by A. Suther- Book IV., with Notes by A. Sutherland, M.A., Is. Gd. ; or without notes,
land, M.A., 2s.; or without notes, Is. Is.
GEORGE ROBERTSON, 33 & 35 LITTLE COLLINS STREET WEST.
R E C E N T  P U B L I C A T I O N S .
Elementary Science for the use of Schools, by John 
Curnow, B.A., LL.B., with illustrations, 2s. 
Selected Poems of C. Valerius Catullus, with Notes 
by H . A. Strong, M.A., Oxon, 6s.
Burston’s, The State School Arithmetic, with Sup­
plement, 5s.; may also be had without Supplement 
3s. Gd.; Supplement separately, 2s.
The Analysis of Sentences, by Thomas Noye, Is. Gd. 
The History of Australia from 1600 to 1876, by Alex, 
and Geo. Sutherland, 2s. Gd.
GEORGE ROBERTSON, PUBLISHER, 33 & 35 LITTLE COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE.
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N I C H O L S O N  A N D  A S C H E R B E R G ,
IM P O R T E R S  O F
P I A N O F O R T E S .
T H E
T H E
SO LE A GENTS FO R
W O O D S ’ O R G A N ,
The F inest Organ ever introduced to Victoria.
T I M E - P A Y M E N T  S Y S T E M ,
ON T H E  MOST L IB E R A L  BASIS.
A L L  T H E  N E W E S T  M U S I C  A T  H A L F - P R I C E .
M E L B O U R N E —
4 5  AND 4 7 C O L L I N S  S T R E E T .
SY D N E Y —
3 17  G E O R G E  S T R E E T .
M
N O V E L T I E S  I N  S C H O O L  S T A T I O N E R Y  
R egularly im ported from E ngland  and America by
L .  H U T C H I N S O N
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
15 C O LLIN S S T R E E T  W EST, M E L B O U R N E .
Liberal D iscount allowed to Teachers.
M. L. H U T C H IN S O N  supplies School Teachers w ith all the necessary requisites a t the Lowest
Prices.
Exercise Books from Is. per dozen.
Vero F oster’s Copy Books, Is. per doz.
Vero Foster’s D raw ing Books.
A m eriran Pointers, for maps and blackboards. 
American Chalk in gross boxes.
School Slates and pencils, very cheap. 
Thacker’s School In k  and Inkoline. 
Thacker’s Educational Games. 
P icture Lessons in Geography. 
Nelson’s Royal Readers.
G L A S G O W  B O O K  W A R E H O U S E ,
15 CO LLIN S STR EE T  W EST, M E L B O U R N E .
E]e d u c a t i o n a l  w o r k s
SOLD BY
WILLIAM BOBEBTSON.
8 9  E L I Z A B E T H  S T R E E T ,
M E L B O U R N E .
Opposite the Colonial Bank.
Nelson’s Royal Readers, both A ustralian Editions. 
Collins’s Progressive Copy Books. Post and foolscap. 
P ractical H ints for Teachers on Class-M anagement, 
Child N ature, Personal hints, and M ethods of Teach­
ing, revised and enlarged edition, by James 
Saunders, 2s.
E lcm ents'of Musical Analysis, by Jam es Currie, 4s 6d. 
A im ’s School Books.
Arithm etic, w ith Answers, by D r. Evers, 3s.
  -, Colenso’e, 4s. (hi.
   , Complete System of Practical, Is. 3s.
 ------------ , Practical, by Jam es Currie, Is Cd.
Boll’s modern Speaker, 3s. 6d.
Bible T rain ing  Notes of Lessons, by M. A. Ross, 
7s. 6.
Book-keeping, Single and Double E n try , by W .
Inglis, Is. 6d.
Cresnr, Books I  to V II , w ith copious notes, by Dr.
Schmitz, 3s. (hi.
Chemistry, Inorganic, the N on M etals, by Thorpe, 
2s. 3d.
  , Inorganic, by Dr, Kem phcad, enlarged
edition, Is. Gd.
 -— , Organic, by W atts, Is.
 ------------- , Practical, by Howard, Is.
Craig’s Outlines of the H istory of the English  L an­
guage, 2s. Gd.
Crombie’s Etymology and Syntax of the E nglish  L a n ­
guage, 7s. Gd. v
Common School Education, the Principles and P ra c ­
tice, by Jam es Currie, Gs.
B e  F ivas’ French G ram m ar, 3s. Gd.
Education, The elements of, by Rev. Charles Riehson, 
Is. Gd.
 ----   , A System of, By W . S. Ross, 3s.
Every-day E rrors of Speech, by D r. M eredith, 2s. Gd.
89 E L IZ A B E T H  STR EET, M E L B O U R N E.
8.  M U L L E N
B E G S to in tim ate th a t since his removal into his new premises, he has opened a departm ent solely 
devoted to the sale of School Books and School 
Requisites, which he will continue to supply a t the 
lowest curren t prices.
A Classified Catalogue of
E D U C A T I O N A L  W O R K S
may he had gratis on application.
A. J. 8 M I T  H,
IMPORTER OF BOOKS & STATIONERY, 
35 SWANSTON STREET,
M E L B O U R N E.
A gent for the sale of the
PU B L IC A TIO N S O F T H E  M E L B O U R N E  
U N IV E R S IT Y .
THE EXAMINATION PAPERS
For the Second February
MATRICULATION EXAMINATION, 1879, 
Now ready, Price fid.
SAMUEL MULLEN, 
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
29 6  31 COLLINS STREET EAST,
M E L B O U R N E .
All School Books and Requisites a t lowest prices.
A L E X .  M ' K I N L E Y  6  CO., 
C O M M E R C I A L ,
A N D
G E N E R A L  P R I N T E R S
6 1  Q U E E N  S T R E E T ,  
M E L B O U R N E .
F. W. NEEDHAM,
B O O K S E L L E R  A N D  S T A T I O N E R
154 B O U R S E  STR EE T  EAST,
M e l b o u r n e ,
B E G S to draw the a tten tion  of School Teachers to his large stock of
S C H O O L  R E Q U I S I T E S .
T H E  ROY AL SCHOOL SER IE S ,
All num bers, fresh shipm ents now landing. New, 
and old editions.
G ladm an's School M ethod, 2s fid 
G i f t  B o o k s , a large assortm ent.
Specie,ly  prepared C h a l k , gross box, Is fid 
Field’s Chemical In k  
In k  Powders
Exercise Books, large variety 
Copy Books
Dawson's, Lowe’s, and G illott’s Pens.
T H E  SCH O LA R’S F R IE N D ,
A m etal ru ler, containing penholders, pencil and 
holder. P rice Threepence.
M A G A ZIN E S A N D  N E W S PA PE R S  
By every mail.
C ountry orders will receive prom pt attention .
The address is—
F.  W.  N E E D H A M ,
154 B O U R K E  ST R E E T  EAST, M E L B O U R N E
A Liberal D iscount Allowed.
Printed and Published by Alex. M'Kinley and Co., 61 
Queen-street, Melbourne.
Publ ished  J nd e r  the  Auspices of the  Vic to r i an  T e a c h e r s ’ Union.
V o l . I ,  No. 2. WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20, 1879. (Yc,r t J l s..
Messrs. IVM. COLLINS,
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^CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY EXAMINATION.
C O A C H IN G  B Y  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E .
T e r m s :
R evision  o f te st-w ork  from  papers of p revious exam in atio n s. Fee, each 
sub ject, H a lf-a -c ro w n  p e r paper.
So lu tion  o f any  fa ir a rith m e tica l question  :— I f  tak en  from  “  T he S ta te  School 
A rith m etic ,”  S ix p e n c e ; n o t ta k e n  from  “ T he S ta te  School A rith m etic ,” O ne 
Sh illing .
M o n th ly  fee for rev ision  o f p ap ers  on A rith m etic , G ram m ar, Com position, 
a n d  G eography , O ne G uinea.
J .  J .  B U R S T O N ,  T A R A D A L E ,
A u th o r o f  “ The S ta te  School A rith m etic .”
r p H E  S T A T E  S C H O O L  A R I T H M E T I C .
B y  J O H N  J .  B IJR S T O N , T aradalc .
E n la rg e d  E d itio n , w ith  S u p p lem en t ... ... ... 6s Od
O rd in a ry  School E d itio n  (revised) ... . .. ... 3s 6d
Supp lem en t, b o und  sep ara te ly  ... ... ... ... 2s Od
T he A u th o r w ill th a n k fu lly  receive in tim a tio n  o f an y  e rro r th a t  m a y  have 
escaped his notice in  rev is ing  th e  Second E d ition  (T h ird  T housand ).
.School department.
OUTLINES OE LESSONS ON THE ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE.
B y  J o h n  M 'L e a n , F o o t s c r a y .
No. I.
M a n  alono possesses the faculty of Articulate Speech, o r  o f embodying 
in sound his thoughts and feelings.
Three opinions with regard to the Origin of Language—
1. That it was taught by God to man.
2. That it was an invention of man.
3. That it is the Spontaneous result of his Organization.
Language grows with thought. A cultivated person or a nation has a
more copious vocabulary than an untutored one. As languages grow, so 
they decay. Old modes of thought give place to new, and their corres­
ponding expressions change. In Nature, out of the decay of vegetation 
other forms of vegetable life spring up, so on the death of one language 
others come into existence.
From Sanscrit came the Hindustani.
From Greek came the Romaic.
From Latin came the Romanic.
From Anglo-Saxon came English.
The Original Unity of languages is indicated by
1. The supposed unity of the human race.
2. The Scriptural declaration that “ the whole earth was of one
Speech.”
3. The analogies and affinities among existing languages.
Such affinities are either in
1. Construction, i.e., grammatical, or in
2. Words, i.e., verbal or lexical.
From the vain search for the primitive language sprang “ Compara­
tive Philology,” as from Alchemy grew Chemistry. The primitive 
language is dead beyond recall.
Three opinions concerning the causes of the Diversities in languages :
1. That there were originally several distinct Stocks of the human 
race, and consequently as many different languages.
2. That they were the result of the miraculous confusion of tongues 
at Babel.
3. That, assuming languages to have been originally one, causes now 
in operation will account for these diversities.
Such causes are
1. Difference of occupations among men.
2. Difference of progress in science and art.
3. Difference o f climate, &c.
OUTLINES OF SIX ELEMENTARY OBJECT 
LESSONS ON HEALTH.
BY A. SUTHERLAND, M.A.
I.— T h e  B o d y .
An engine for doing work, that work either voluntarily, as running, 
thinking ; partly involuntarily, as breathing, digesting—it therefore re­
quires fuel; that fuel must burn ; the fuel is our food ; it burns by 
combining with the air we breathe, hence it must have proper food 
and an abundance of fresh air ; these two are fundamental points in 
health.
E x e r c i s e .— The body has many functions,'therefore has many organs ; 
these organs get the food and build themselves up out of it—then use 
their own substance as fuel for doing their work. Every organ must 
therefore be supplied with fresh substance as fast as it is used up. If 
an organ is not used it gets no fresh substance, but is used up by other 
organs, and so grows weak and unhealthy. Exercise of every organ is 
therefore necessary.
Lesson.—A healthy body will remain healthy unless in these two 
cases. 1st. If it be attacked by disease that comes from without. 2nd. 
If it grow unhealthy from not getting what it requires. The second of 
these is the most common cause of ill-health ; food, air, and exercise are
what it requires. Disease rarely attacks a truly healthy body, and if 
we gave ourselves a fair chance we should rarely be ill.
II.—F oo d .
D ig e s t io n .— Before food can be of any use it must be digested. Thus 
rich and indigestible food are of no use ; it requires more work to digest 
them than they can do for the body when they burn. The best food is 
very plain—vegetable and animal food to be mixed—about three times 
as much of vegetable as of animal is best. The food should be properly 
chewed, meals not be taken in a hurry, or while engrossed in thought, 
heavy work or a cold bath both injure the body immediately after a 
hearty meal. Reasons
M e a l s . —Three meals a day generally enough. I t  is best not to eat 
between meals. At meals never eat till you feel you can eat no more ; 
then you have eaten too much ; wines and beer are generally of no use 
to the body, and very often harmful.
I I I .—F r e s h  A i r .
O x y g e n .—Life depends on the combination of the food we eat with 
oxygen. This oxygen is in the air we breathe. Blood corpuscles carry 
it from lungs all through the body. Life grows dim unless there is 
plenty of this oxygen to be had. The lungs breathe out a gas called 
carbonic dioxide.
V e n t il a t io n . —When the body has taken out of a room one-fiftieth 
part of its oxygen and replaced it with carbonic dioxide, the atmosphere 
is no longer fit to be breathed. If one-tenth is carbonic dioxide, the 
body will die, for the oxygen must be pure or it will not act ; therefore 
the carbonic dioxide must be carried off and fresh oxygen brought in ; 
this is done by ventilation ; always sleep with your window a little 
open ; never sit in a close room to which no fresh air can have access.
S l e e p .—Whilst we are awake we use up more oxygen than we can take 
in ; must sleep in order to store up fresh oxygen ; hence the body to be 
healthy must have about seven hours sleep in the twenty-four ; take no 
food immediately before going to bed ; have your bedroom fresh ; be 
specially careful during sleep that the lungs can have as much pure air 
as they need; each person for sleeping room should have a space eight 
or ten feet long, equally broad and equally high.
( To be continued.)
RESULT EXAMINATIONS.
[The Editor w ill be glad i f  Teachers w ill forward the questions given to 
fo u r th  and upper classes, so that a constant supply may be kept up. 
They w ill be arranged in  subjects, so that sets may be formed at 
pleasure.]
A RITHM ETIC.
SIXTH c l a s s .
P r a c t i c e . —(1.) 79 yds. 7 ft. I l l  in. (square), at £5 15s. 7fd. per 
yd. (2.) 49 fur. 24 per. 4 yds., at £45 19s. 9kl. per fur. (3.) 53 
cwt. 3 qr. 16 lbs., at £2 14s. 9d. per cwt. (4.) 147 tons 15 cwt. 3 
qr., at £11 17s. 9d. per ton. (5.) 4 per. 12 yds. 8 ft. I l l  in. 
(square), at £7 19s. l l f d .  per yd. (6.) 78 yds. 7 ft. 108 in. (square), 
at £7 19s. l l f d .  per yd.
P r o p o r t i o n . (1.) If the English mail-bags weighed 4 cwt. 2 qr. 
25 lbs., and were carried a distance of 11,560 miles for £34 16s. 3d., 
what ought to be paid for the carriage of 24 cwt. 2 qr. 14 lbs. of 
letters for the same distance? (2.) If 59 a. 3r. 22 per. cost £1077 
19s. 6d., what will 19 a. 2 r. 27 per. cost? (3.) If 97 fur. 19 per. 
4 yds. of 3-rail wire fencing cost £1125 16s. 8d., what would be the 
cost of 36 m. 4 fur. 19 per. 1 yd. of similar wire? (4.) If 24 cwt.
2 qr. 7 lbs. of 14-lb lead cost £79 16s. 8d., what ought I  to pay for 
17 cwt. 2 qr. 5 lbs. of similar lead? (5.) If a train  can run 100 m.
3 fur. in 4 h. 20 m in., how far can it travel in 45 min. 30 sec. ? 
(6.) If 37 tons 15 cwt. 13 lbs. of carcasses yield 30 tons 19 cwt. 19 
lbs. of meat, how much meat will 13 tons 5 cwt. 29 lbs. weight of 
carcasses yield ?
FIFT H  CLASS.
C o m p o u n d  M u l t i p l i c a t i o n . —(1.) £83 17s. 9£d. x 78. (2.) £87
19s. Gfd. x 68. (3.) £93 17s. 8 # .  x 57. (4.) £67 13s. 7f d. x 92. 
(5.) £84 17s. l l^ d . x 78. (6.) £93 17s. l l f d .  x 87.
C o m p o u n d  D i v i s i o n . — (1.) £9068 12s. I l f  4 -  83. (2.) £9348
17s. Oid. 4 -  87. (3.) £3749 12s. 7fd. 4 -  93. (4.) £2059 18s. l l t d .
4 -  6 7 / (5.) £8793 12s. Ofd. 4 -  85. (6.) £1999 13s. 7fd. 4 -  93.
R e d u c t io n — d e s c e n d i n g . — (1.) 79 qr. 3 nls. I f  in., to inches. 
(2.) 371 yds. 3 qr. 3 n ls., to inches. (3.) 76 fur. 29 per. 4 yds., to 
feet. (4.) 87 lbs. 9 oz. 11 dwt., to dwts. (5.) 870 oz. 6 dr. 2 scr., 
to grains. (6.) 78 miles 45 ch. 79 links, to links.
R e d u c t i o n — a s c e n d i n g  (dictated).— (1.) 720,013 oz. to quarters. 
(2.) 908,076 pints to gallons. (3.) 8,007,030 oz. to tons. (4.) 
708,093 grs. (troy), to ounces. (5.) 519,006 min. to weeks. (6.) 
7,097,011 yds. tto furlongs.
GRAMMAR.
SIX TH  CLASS.
P a r s i n g . —(1.). H e gave the boy whom you saw lately to under­
stand tha t he was ill. (2.) I  intended to come early this morning, 
but was prevented by the heavy rain. (3.) Passengers are requested 
to put the exact fare in the box, as the driver is not allowed to take 
it. (4.) H e started up with a design to escape, and had already 
reached the mouth of the dark cave. (5.) I  am happy to find a 
class tha t has made some progress in their studies. (6.) The 
captain’s servant saw him try  to allay the fears which had been 
excited among the people.
A u g u s t, 1879. THE VICTORIAN
I nflexions. —(1.) Con. perf. act. of seek; perf. pot. pass, 
of do ; inf. pass, of send. (2.) 2nd sing. fut. ind. of 
praise ; 2nd sing, past subj. pass, of lo se ; perf. inf. act. 
of break. (3.) 1st sing. pot. past pass, of wear; 3rd sub. pres, 
neut. of b e ; inf. perf. pass, of drive. (4.) 1st sing. perf. ind. act. 
of go; 2nd sing, past pot. pass, of drive ; imper. pass, of weave. 
(5.) 1st pin. pres. pot. of write ; perf. inf. pass, of raise ; 3rd pin. 
pin perf. ind. pass, of break. (G.) Perf. inf. act. of know ; cond, 
past pass, 2nd sing, of hold ; perf. part. pass, of learn.
F IF T H  CLASS.
P arsing. —(1.) Poor though he was when he stood at the gate 
of the convent he afterwards became a very famous man. (2.) I 
never knew, Cecil, tha t you were so fond of drawing, said Aunt 
Sophia, as she looked over the shoulder of her nephew. (3.) If 
the traveller is so faint th a t he cannot move, they go back and 
fetch the monks and lead them to the spot. (4.) He wiped his 
feet when he came in, and closed the door after him, showing that 
he was orderly and tidy. (5.) H er attention was attracted by a 
beautiful little fawn that seemed too young to run about, and 
which stood timidly gazing at the child. (G.) A t length he reached 
a clear brook that ran gently through the wood, and being thirsty  
he stooped to drink.
I nflexions.—(1.) Sup. deg. of high? Obj. plu. of it ? Com. 
part, of see (2.) Poss. plu. of foaman ? P ast of bring ? Obj. 
plu. 1st per. pro. ? (3.) Poss. plu. of wife ? Obj. of who ? Past
of deal ? (4.) Poss. plu. of negro ? P ast part, of strike ? Obj.
pin. of it?  (5.)  Obj. plu. 2nd per. pro. ? P ast of bring ? Comp, 
of first? (6.) Fern, of duke ? Sup. of many ? P ast of rise?
FOURTH CLASS.
P arsing.—(1.) Sometimes the waves break down these walls and 
then the sea rushes in through the breach and spreads over the 
land. (2.) Oh ! dearly I  love her, you never did see two happier 
playmates than K itty  and me. (3.) Oh ! Mary has sprained her 
ankle and is in very great pain. Take her directly to her mother. 
(4.) He crept slyly into a farmyard, but the dog saw him, and he 
had to leave in a great hurry. (5.) There was once a prince who 
now and then paid a visit to the chief prison over which he ruled. 
(G.) Dreams cannot picture a world so fair, sorrow and death may 
not enter there.
GEOGRAPHY.
SIX TH  CLASS.
(1.) In  what country and on what river is Lyons? In  what 
country and on what river is Rockhampton ? W here is Lake 
Austin ? (2.) W hat and where is Brindisi, and mention any fact
about it ? W hat and where is Snowden ? W here is Lake George ? 
(3.) Limerick? Torrens ? Bordeaux ? (4.) Lough Neagh ? Nov­
gorod, country and river ? Macpherson R a ., country and direction? 
(5.) Where is P o it Darwin or Palmerston ? W here is Glasgow, 
country and river? Clarence, where and what into? (G.) W here 
is Tula, and for what noted? Deniliquin, and on what river ? 
W hat is Connewarre, and where is it ?
FIFT H  CLASS.
(1.) Country S. of Denmark ? Where are the Andes, and what 
is their direction ? W here is the Hopkins, and into what does it 
flow ? (2.) Of what country is Pekin the capital? Where is Rio
Grande del Norte, and into what does it flow ? W hat colony 
bounds Queensland on the W. ? (3.) Niger, country and where
falls into ? Country S. of Switzerland ? Capital of Ecuador ? 
(4.) Capital of Prussia ? W hat colony bounds New South Wales 
on W. ? Lake Maslar ? (5.) Capital of South Australia ? Country
N. of Chinese Empire ? Lake Ontario ? (G.) Country E. of P ru s­
sia ? Where is Rio de la P lata  ? Atlas M ountains, country and 
direction ?
FOURTH CLASS.
(1.) Cape H orn ? Greenland ? S trait between Australia and 
New Guinea? (2.) Wilson’s P rom ontory? C uba? Strait of 
Malacca? (3.) Chesapeake Bay? Cape Otway? W hat does 
Behring S trait connect ? (4.) M ajorca ? Gulf Tonquin 1 Cape
Bridgewater? (5.) W hat joins Asia and Africa ? Shark Bay ? 
M auritius ? (6.) Tasmania? Baffin Bay ? Cape St. V incent ?
COACHING EXERCISES.
By B. C r o o k e , B.A.
W e  are pleased to be able to announce that Mr, Crooke has consented 
to give coaching exercises for teachers and pupil teachers. The answers 
will be inserted the following month.
Parse with fu l l  syn tax —
1. “ Nor knew I not to be both will and deed created free.”
2. His reasoning, all things considered, did not satisfy even me.
T he preamble of a statu te for instituting a faculty of natural 
science in the Oxford University, and for conferring degrees there­
in, was subm itted to convocation yesterday (May 23), and after 
discussion adopted by 57 votes against 20.
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| l c t o s  o f  t h e  R U n l l i .
W e desire to draw the attention of our readers to the announce- 
| ment of the Annual Meeting of the Teachers’ Union, for Saturday, 
6th Sept., a t the Temperance H all. As m atters of importance are to 
be submitted, including election of committee, selection of delegates 
to the Social Science Congress to bo held during the currency of 
the Melbourne International Exhibition, 1880, and resolutions in 
reference to classification, extra duties imposed upon State School 
teachers, &c., the committee request the attendance of all 
teachers, and hope for the sympathy and presence of ladies.
! The committee also invite the co-operation of the country districts, 
and will welcome representatives from the various centres.
A r t i c l e s  on the Registration of Scholars, Intellectual Recreation, 
and Extract from Teachers’ Note Books—in type; and, together 
with book notices, list of appointments, will be inserted in next 
issue.
W e  have received from Mr. M. L. Hutchinson, of Collins-street 
west, a small bottle of condensed ink, or “ Inkoline.” To make 
this ink available for instant use, it only needs to be poured into 
cold water. I t  flows freely from the pen, and is admirably adapted 
for use in schools, more especially in the country districts.
T h e  Second Annual Meeting of the Geelong Teachers’ Union was 
held at the Mechanics’ Institu te, Geelong, on August 0th. The 
chair was occupied by Mr. Mowbray, and about 20 members were 
present. The Secretary read the report,which consisted mainly of 
an account of the action which the Committee had taken with 
regard to the reductions of salaries last year, and of suggestions 
to the incoming Committee for making the Union more effective. 
The balance-sheet, which was next presented, showed a credit 
balance of 15s. The report and balance-sheet, and also a code of 
rules, were adopted by the meeting. The subscription to the funds 
of the Union was fixed at 2s. Gd., and it was resolved to try  and 
persuade every teacher in the district to join the Union. The 
following persons were elected office-bearers for the year 
1879-1880 :—President, Mr. G. F. L ink ; secretary and treasurer, 
Mr. A. Hanson ; committee, Messrs. Mowbray, Sadgrove, Bye, 
M artell, and McNab. The meeting term inated with a vote of 
thanks to the chairman, and the retiring committee.
W e  understand that.Professor Strong and Mr. Leepor, the Principal 
of Trinity College, are preparing a critical edition and English 
translation of Juvenal.
PRESENTATION NOTICES.
To Mr. W i l l i a m  A. G. F r a s e r , on his being transferred from Hamil­
ton State School No. 295, to School No. —., Mount Eckersley, 
a handsome watch, albert, and locket, from his fcllow-tcachcrs and the 
pupils of the school. The presentation was made at a meeting held in 
the school-room on the 18th July, by Master H. Mott, in a neat and 
complimentary speech. Mr. Haynes, who occupied the chair, also 
spoke in eulogistic terms of the manner in which Mr. Fraser had la­
boured in the school, and expressed the pleasure it gave his friends to 
hear of his promotion.
To Mr. M a l c o l m  M cG i l l i v e a y , on his being transferred from 
State School No. 1,253, Emerald Hill, to the Head Mastership of the 
Brighton Orphanage State School No. 2,048, a handsomely-bound set 
of books, consisting of “ Men of W orth,” 2 vols.,” “ Farrar’s Life of 
Christ,” and “ Memories of the Rev. Charles Kingsley,” 2 vols. The 
presentation was made by Mr. Cooke on the 25th July, on behalf of 
the teachers of the Bank-street Schools and the members of Mr. 
McGillivray’s class.
P e n d u l u m  f o r  S h o w i n g  t h e  R o t a t i o n  o f  t h e  E a r t h . — Tho 
following description of a simple device for indicating the rotation 
of the earth on its axis, may be of interest to some of your 
readers :— “ I  secure a large perm anent magnet to the ceiling 
of a room, or a steady tripod, and from it suspend a wooden 
pendulum  rod of any length, having a t the top a cone-shaped tip 
of soft iron, which is turned to a smooth round point to allow it to 
swing freely in any direction. To the lower end of the rod is hung 
a ball of one-half the weight required to pull the rod from the mag­
net. This pendulum, once set in motion, will swing in the same 
plane for 30 hours. By placing a dial under the pendulum, the 
apparent change in the plane of oscillation of the pendulum may 
1 e observed. However, this change of position is not in reality in 
the pendulum, but in the dial, which is moved under the pendu­
lum, while the la tter preserves its plane of motion. Placed at the 
poles, this simple instrum ent would indicate 15° per hour, which is 
exactly the rate of the earth ’s rotation. In this latitude it would 
indicate an hourly motion of 9°47'. W ith this simple instrum ent, 
which any ordinary mechanic can construct a t a small cost, the 
movement of the earth may be clearly dem onstrated in fifteen 
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NOTICE.
A mong the contributors to the columns of The Victorian Schoolmaster may be 
nam ed;—Professor C. A. Strong, M .A.; Professor Elkington, M .A .; E. E. 
Morris, Esq., M. A .; F. J. Gladman, Esq., B.Sc., B .A.; Professor Andrew, 
M.A; Alexander Sutherland, Esq., M .A .; F. J . Pirani, Esq., M.A., C.E._____
IN K O L I N E . C O N D E N S E D  I N K . -
For Schools, Colleges, and Large Consumers.
TH E  BEST IN K  FOR FOUR SH ILLIN G S P E R  GALLON!
Freight, Carriage, and Packing Saved.
Order from
M. L. HUTCHINSON, Bookseller and Stationer, 15 COLLINS-ST. W . 
A N S W E R S  TO C O R R ESPO N D EN TS.
“  W. II. S cott. ”—On referring to page 21, you will see th a t the omission 
has been rectified.
“ P jeda. ”—T he passage you quote—“ The rise and fall of the great 
body of the water is very slight a t any season is perfectly cor­
rect. The general rule is as you state i t ; but the sense in which 
words are used determines their grammatical construction, as well 
as their meaning. W hen the nouns forming the subject refer to 
one and the same person or thing, or when they go together to 
form one idea, a singular verb should be used.
“ R  A . M o o r e .” ) , , , , 0 . .“ G E  Surra; ” \ —T our suggestions have been acted upon. bpecial
pains will be taken to aid “ country teachers who. from their iso­
lated positions, are unable to get any assistance in the difficulties 
encountered in their studies.”
“ E l sw ic k . ”— T he information will be inserted next m onth. Crowded 
out.
“  A L a n d y . ”—Has been attended to.
“ N o n e n tity .”—(1.) Three years. (2) No. He can, however, at 
any time, ash to be removed. (3.) No. The dissolution of 
Parliam ent does not of itself affect the position of members of 
the Cabinet. (4.) No.
“ I. W a r r e n  B all. ”—We shall endeavour to make the exchanges 
suggested. Will insert Time Table next month.
“  R  G. E ly. ”—Thanks for your communication. The subject will be 
dealt w ith at an early date.
“ I ncog . ” has om itted  to send his nam e and address.
NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Advertisements and other business communications should be 
addressed, To the Publishers. No advertisements will bo inserted 
w ithout a w ritten order, or prepayment. I t  is particularly requested 
th a t they may be sent early in the month.
Books, music, and school appliances for notice, and all letters contain­
ing anything connected w ith the literary portion of the paper should be 
addressed, To the Editor. Every communication accompanied by the 
name and address of the sender (as a guarantee of good faith, though 
not always for publication) will be acknowledged ; but we cannot 
attend to anonymous letters. _________________________________
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
L ady subscribers, when remitting their subscription, will please state whether 
paper is to be addressed Mrs. or M iss.
Subscribers will please send P.O. order or stamps, when remittance is 
under i l l .
Births.
B hown.—On the 291h July, at the State School, Ivalknllo, the wife of Mr 
H. O. A. Brown of a son.
P o t t e r .—On the 6th August, at St. Vincent Place South, Emerald Hill, the 
wife of the Bev. W. Potter, F.R.G.S., of a daughter.
W i l s o n .—On t h e  22nd June, a t  Grassmere State School, the wife of It. Wilson, 
t e a c h e r ,  of a  son.
Death.
W a t s o n .—On the 4th July, at his father’s residence, Wilson-strect, South 
Yarrn, John, the beloved and eldest son of James and Mary Watson, aged 
twenty-four years.
Eljc llir io m m  Srljoolntiistcr.
PUBLISHED THIRD WEDNESDAY IN THE MONTH.
20, 1879.
T h e  discussions at the Conference of Representatives from the 
Metropolitan Boards of Advice reveal a wide-spread desire on 
the part of those bodies to change their functions and become 
Boards of Control. I f  the attitude assumed towards teachers 
be an indication of the spirit in which control would be exer-
cised, it is manifest tha t the cause of education would not he 
advanced by yielding to th is desire. In  opening the proceed­
ings of the Conference, the chairman intim ated that the sub­
jects to be dealt with were : — 1. Communications w ith Educa­
tion D epartm ent—whether to be made by teachers direct, or 
through the Boards of Advice. 2. M aintenance of school 
buildings to be under the control of the Boards. 3. A ttend­
ance of children at school, and transfers from different schools. 
4. N ight schools generally. 5. The appointment and control 
of T ruant Officers to be vested in Boards of Advice. 
G. Prosecutions for non-attendance, and the appropriation of 
fines. 7. The desirableness of forming a M etropolitan Board 
of Advice. Resolutions embodying this programme in a 
slightly modified form were subsequently passed, and the Con­
ference stands adjourned until arrangements can be made for 
the assembling of representatives from the school boards 
throughout the colony. The very narrow majority by which 
the section of the Conference making claim to extreme powers 
of control were defeated warns us of the danger ahead. For the 
present, the claim to control the expenditure of the Depart­
ment on school maintenance, and also to have all correspond­
ence from teachers with regard to their appointment 
and promotion pass through these Boards to the Department, 
have been waived. B ut there is no telling how soon they may 
be revived. W e are bound, therefore, to look at the request 
of the Conference to the Hon. the M inister of Public 
Instruction, tha t he will publish a D epartm ental Regulation 
rendering it imperative for teachers to correspond with the 
D epartm ent on the subjects mentioned in clauses 14 and 15 of 
the Education A ct only through Boards of Advice, in the light 
of the larger claims mooted. Looked at from this point of 
view, we cannot recommend the Hon. M a j o r  S m it h  to comply 
with the request. No sufficient grounds for interfering with 
the direct communication between the teachers and the Depart­
ment were adduced a t the Conference. "Whatever information in 
reference to the subjects embraced by the 14th and 15th clauses 
of the Education Act Boards of Advice at any time require is 
promptly supplied by head masters. N or can it be shown that 
any serious inconvenience to the public has arisen from the 
existing practice. Two reasons may be advanced why the 
M inister of Education should set his face against giving Boards 
of Advice any increased power of control over the State 
schools. 1. I t  would be in direct contravention of the in ten­
tion of Parliam ent. 2. The defective mode of constituting 
these Boards. A ny one who reads up the debates which took 
place when the Education Bill was before Parliam ent, will see 
tha t strenuous efforts were pu t forth by members to have the 
powers of the Boards enlarged, but th a t both Houses resolutely 
set their faces against such a concession. On the 22nd of 
October, Mr. M ‘Bain moved, as an amendment to clause 15 of 
the Education Act, a resolution to the following effect:— “ That 
all State schools w ithin every school district shall be under the
management and direction of a district board.............. Every
district board may, subject to the confirmation of the M inister 
of Instruction, select and appoint and remove certificated 
teachers and certificated assistant teachers and pupil teachers to 
and from the schools, and shall, subject to the confirmation of 
the M inister of Instruction, fix certain times for the giving of 
religious instruction, should the parents of the children request 
them to do so." (Par. Deb. 1872, vl. 15.) This amendment 
was negatived, w ithout a division. A  similar fate befel all sub­
sequent attem pts to place the teachers under the control of the 
Boards of Advice. I t  was seen that to take the control of State 
schools out of the hands of the D epartm ent and to place them 
under local Boards would be against the genius of the system 
of education the public voice demanded. The objections then 
urged against the proposal are still valid against the demands 
of the Conference. Further, the manner in  which Boards of 
Advice are a t present constituted, loads us to protest against 
the Departm ent yielding to their clamour for more power. 
Professedly they are elected by the whole body of ratepayers in 
each school d is tr ic t; but, in reality, the Boards are constituted 
of the nominees of a mere fraction of the ratepayers. So satis­
fied are the public and the parents of scholars with the 
general working of the Education D epartm ent, th a t they take 
no interest whatever in the election, or in the operations of
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Boards of Advice. C onsequently these bodies have become
alm ost self-elected. W e, therefore, certa in ly  do no t th in k  i t
would advance th e  in te rest of education were th e  G overnm ent 
to  enlarge the powers of the Boards u n til m eans have been 
adopted for changing th e ir  composition and for ensuring g reater 
public in te rest in th e ir  w orking.
I f  we were engaged in establishing for the first time a University 
at the present day, none of us would have any hesitation in affirm­
ing that among the very first chairs to be founded should be one of 
the English language and literature, and another of modern lan­
guages and comparative philology. A ttention has been repeatedly 
called to the lamentable fact th a t the M elbourne University is 
supplied with neither of these chairs, and it is plain that with its 
present endowment the University Council cannot see its way to 
establish either of them. We can only hope by constantly 
keeping the want before the public, to succeed eventually in finding 
some generous and public-spirited citizen who may be willing to 
hand down his name to posterity in connection with these im portant 
branches of learning. Or it may possibly happen that the time 
will come when the Government will see its way to give the young 
men, who will one day bo the legislators of the country, a chance 
of applying themselves to those studies which seem peculiarly 
adapted for the youths of a new country.
The old feud between the partisans of the classical languages and 
their opponents, is not yet at an end, and indeed seems as far from 
a settlem ent as ever. B ut the defenders of the ancient languages 
as worthy to form a large staple in the arts curriculum, would 
hardly urge the claims of their favourite studies on the same 
grounds as their fathers did. I t  would hardly be maintained 
seriously now-a-days tha t the most valuable learning, the most 
philosophic thought, the most suggestive speculations, were 
enshrined in the Greek and Latin languages. The answer to such 
a claim would be, firstly, tha t the most valuable thoughts arc found, 
not in ancient, but in modern literature ; and secondly, tha t what 
is valuable in ancient literature has been all translated into 
English, and, moreover, very well translated. Nor can it be 
seriously maintained tha t no one can acquire a good English style 
who has not gone through a long  and tedious course of “ gerund- 
grinding,” in the face of the fact that some of our best and most 
philosophic writers are notoriously very indifferent “ scholars” in 
the technical sense of the term. Another plea for the retention of 
the classical tongues in their present position is th a t they give a 
truer insight into the nature of grammar, and of the philosophy of 
language, than can be given by any modern language. This means 
of course tha t a highly inflected language is, as a study, a most 
useful adjunct to an uninflected language like English. This is very 
true, but it may fairly be urged as against this that there are many 
modern languages, like the German, which, if less highly inflected 
than the Latin or Greek, still are inflected to a much higher extent 
than the English ; while others, like the Russian, are inflected to a 
much higher extent than either of the classical tongues. If these 
were the only pleas tha t could be urged for the classics, we should 
be inclined to sound the retreat along the whole line. B ut to-day 
the old authors appeal to us on quite different, and as it appears to 
us, on more cogent grounds than any of these. “ Saepe premente 
deo fert deus alter ope/m. ” The potent alliance which the classicists 
have found comes in the shape of the science of comparative philo­
logy, which at once claims to relegate Latin and Greek into their 
right position as subjects of education, and to change to 
a great extent the current methods of teaching them. 
Philology is a science which no university of modern 
times can afford to overlook or despise. I t  has 
taught us almost all tha t we know of our relationships to other 
families of the human race. I t  has mirrored forth to us the civili­
sation, the religion, nay, the very speech of the ancient Aryans, and 
it promises to achieve even greater conquests in the future. I t  
has deciphered the hieroglyphics, and laid bare to us the m inutest 
details of a most marvellous and most peculiar civilisation. I t has 
taught scholars to read the arrow.headed inscriptions with hardly 
greater difficulty then they find in deciphering Greek, and to 
dissect minutely the language which a couple of generations ago 
was looked on as so mysterious—the Sanskrit. I t  has taught us 
that no jargon is so barbarous, tha t no patois is so unim portant 
that scholars should think they may overlook it. I t  finds a niche 
for every out-of-the-way word or phrase, and thereby adds to the 
majesty and utility of the edifice it is rearing. Now, the great 
point for us to remember is tha t philology is nothing if not com­
parative. The empirical laws, which apply to a single language, 
may be interesting and instructive in themselves ; but as long as 
they stand by themselves and are compared with the laws of no 
other language, they serve to establish no principle. In philology, 
as in other sciences, wo m ust arrive at tru th  by induction. To bo 
a philologist it is necessary that a man should have mastered two 
or three different languages accurately, and th a t he should be
acquainted with the general character of several others. I t  is 
quite unnecessary that he should be a Mezzofanti ; and, indeed, 
we not unfrequently find marvellously good linguists who are very 
inferior philologists. B u t what is no less necessary than the 
acquirements already mentioned is the having mastered the 
i  different epochs of the life of some one language, so th a t the 
different laws may be seen which govern the growth, the develop­
ment, and the changes in all language. I t  is precisely here tha t come 
in Latin  and Greek with very strong claims. In  Latin and French 
we see the same language in two different stages—the inflexional 
and the analytical. There is no break in the continuity of the 
language ; the alterations which have occurred are all regular, and 
the succession in the steps of the development of the language is 
perfectly regular. The same remarks hold good as to the relation­
ship of Anglo-Saxon to English, and of Ancient Greek to Modern 
Greek. I t  m ust then be held th a t the study of modern languages 
is absolutely necessary as a supplem ent to the study of ancient 
languages, and the study of the ancient tongues is no less necessary 
for the right understanding of the so called modern tongues. The 
claims of English to demand a chair for the study of its own 
language and literature are not less im portant than those of 
Comparative Philology. B ut the statem ent of those claims would 
occupy too much space, and m ust be reserved for a future 
occasion.
lx  commenting upon the last annual Easter conference of the 
National Union of Elem entary Teachers, the Pall M all Gazeitee 
drew attention to the rapid progress they are making towards be­
coming a great political as well as educational power in the state. 
To give point to his argument, the writer sketched, in a few brief 
sentences, a powerful outline portrait of the schoolmasters of the 
century in three different stages of development. The pictures which 
he gives are graphic and perhaps true as far as they go, but they are 
so one-sided and incomplete as to be very unfair representations of 
the men as a whole. Due weight however ought to be attached 
to the opinions of so influential a paper, and we teachers, who are 
sometimes credited with indulging in foolish notions about our­
selves and our work, may to some extent be freed therefrom, if we 
are enabled to see ourselves as others see us.
All who have a work to do in the world, teachers amongst others, 
will find themselves greatly hampered, and it may be altogether 
hindered, if they attach over-much importance to what other 
people say or think about them. On the other hand, no small 
part of our success depends upon the estimation in which we are 
held by our scholars and their parents. I t  would therefore bo 
advantageous if our prom inent failings could be always present to 
us as an ugly beacon. The1 criticisms of those who see us from the 
outside, ought, for this reason, to be received with a measure of 
gratitude, even if they shock our self-complacency, or go far towards 
outraging our sense of justice.
Another purpose may be served by bringing this subject forward. 
A retrospective glance over the last fifty or sixty years, and a 
comparison of the present state of elementary education, and of 
public opinion about teachers with what it used to bo some years 
ago, cannot but be gratifying to older teachers, and inspiriting 
to their younger brethren. A change amounting to a revolution 
has taken place during a lifetime.
The writer in the Pall Mall Gazette deals first with the school­
master as he was in the early years of the century, and speaks of him 
as follows :— “ The old fashioned teacher of lower-class youth was 
a fearful wild fowl indeed. He was mostly a fortuitous concourse 
of eccentricities. Long dominion over children, and scant in ter­
course with his peers utterly  spoiled him. If he were not a 
grotesque tyrant, he was looked on as a subject for kindly laughter. 
H e knew little, taught less, and altogether had about as small 
influence outside school as any conceivable being might well have.” 
Seen from the lofty height, whence the modern critic beholds the 
struggles of ordinary mortals, the abstract teacher of seventy years 
ago thus appears to be a mere bundle of oddities, w ithout any 
redeeming features worthy of mention.
The schoolmaster whom Goldsmith pourtrayed for us in the 
“ Deserted V illage,” is outside the immediate scope of our article, 
for he lived from sixty to a hundred years earlier. There is a good 
deal more human interest about him though, and we must feel th a t 
development was almost stagnant between his time and the begin­
ning of our century. In  spite of his noisy and ill-managed school, 
his petty tyranny, and capriciousness, his amusing self-importance, 
and illogical pedantry, he was a man, strange, but working up to his 
lights, and really earning a certain am ount of respect from the un­
lettered villagers amongst whom his lot was cast.
Returning to our subject, we find th a t the stock schoolmaster of 
the novelist, answers nearly to the sketch in the Pall Mall Gazette, 
and rarely extorts adm iration or regard. We know, however, that 
there must have been some better men and women at work. Gar­
rulous old people used to talk to us sometimes in our boyhood, and 
mention the teachers of their youth with respect. N or has tho
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novelist altogether ignored them. The good old schoolmaster in | 
the Old Curiosity- Shop must have exerted an influence in the right I 
direction, in spite of his weak amiability. Sir W alter Scott in Old \ 
M ortality, represents a man of education and refined tastes, toil­
ing, “ himself against a host,” to impart knowledge, and combat 
evil tendencies, bu t manifestly out of place in a school, and suffer­
ing from the depression which would naturally follow. Bartle 
Massey, in Adam  Bede, with his rugged good sense, and rough 
kindness and manliness, and teaching power, is about the only 
elementary schoolmaster in fiction whom we are obliged to re­
spect for his strength.
B ut after we have made all reasonable allowance for exceptional 
men, an overwhelming weight of evidence forces us to conclude 
th a t the condition of elementary education at the beginning of the 
century was simply deplorable, judged from our present stand­
point. The village school was commonly kept by a deformed old 
man, or a decrepit old dame, whose physical weakness and infir­
mity prevented either of them from getting a livelihood in any other 
way. When a man was good for nothing else, he was good enough 
for a schoolmaster. People saw no incongruity in this. Children 
were sent to school, when they were sent at all, chiefly to be out of 
harm ’s way. If they picked up any fragments of learning there, well 
and good ; if they did not, no matter. The schoolmaster received 
his penny a week or less, for each child, and was not ill-paid at the 
figure. Every teacher had to invent his own system of teaching 
and of general management, and when we reflect on the difficulties 
which stronger men in better times have felt, we can easily con­
ceive the chaotic state of affairs in the old village school. No 
attem pt had been made to reduce prim ary school-keeping to a 
system. L ittle value was set on education, and it would be a 
wonder, indeed, if under these circumstances, schools or school­
masters were what they m ight have been with happier surround­
ings. We do not hold the schoolmasters responsible for the deplor­
able slate of national education at the time. H erbert Spencer tells 
us that “ there cannot fail to be a relationship between the suc­
cessive systems of education, and the successive social states with 
which they have co-existed.” H ad the people been ready for it, 
a better system would have been originated. If there had been a 
demand for superior teachers, better men would have arisen. The 
wretched state of public education was an evidence of degraded 
public sentiment. Public apathy alone made such a condition of 
things tolerable.
B etter times were at hand. Dr. Bell and Joseph Lancaster de­
vised systems for managing schools, and rendering them far more 
effective, and dem onstrated the practicability of their plans. 
Philanthropists and societies took up the cause. Institu tions arose 
in which teachers might “ learn the m ethod,” and the older school­
masters were gradually replaced by those who had undergone some 
little training for the work. W ith better teachers and better 
methods, elementary education advanced rapidly, and grew the 
faster with increasing success. Its  importance and value became 
generally recognised, and Parliam ent began to aid the societies 
with grants. The work grew upon their hands until it was recog­
nised that national education was a business for the nation. The 
societies and the teachers they sent out were mainly instrum ental 
in bringing this to pass, and Englishmen all the world over owe 
them a debt of gratitude for it.
W hat sort of men were the teachers who were engaged in this 
contest with national ignorance ? We will allow the Pall Matt 
Gazette to answer. “  The ‘ National ’ of the early.days was an odd 
phenomenon in his way. Coming from a somewhat low social grade, 
his deference for his pastors and masters never forsook him. The 
clergyman was the representative of all power to him, and he be­
stowed meet reverence. H e could teach (often in excellent style), 
he had a sort of education, and long practice made him dexterous 
in the m atter of maintaining discipline without any very galling 
friction. He was very poorly paid, and stumbled through his 
laborious life in a dim way, without aspirations, holding no con­
verse with his fellows, and with a disposition the reverse of aggres­
sive. The pathetic figure, in its elaborately thread-bare black, is 
pretty  well known to those who have lived in country places.” 
Taking even this as a representation of the average schoolmaster 
of 1820 to *1850 A .D ., we are struck by the great advance he has 
made on his autotype, Our critic concedes to him some education, 
fair skill as a teacher and disciplinarian, and considerable refine­
ment of character, although he was an “ odd phenomenon.”
Almost all of us, however, know something about this teacher 
ourselves. We went to school to him, and found him to be a much 
better man than the Fall M all Gazette imagines. He and his 
brethren had to encounter the difficulties incident to carrying out 
all reforms, to combat prejudices, and to set a new system going. 
Sometimes they were overweighted in the struggle. This was a 
pity , and we are sorry for it, but it is no disgrace. Our own school­
master did not fail though. H e worked towards the end of the 
period, and is living still, an elderly man, in lowly circumstances, 
who has retired from active duty, followed by the respect and 
kindly regard of his old scholars. Development among teachers
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may have been very rapid, or he may have been above the average, 
but subsequent experience has led us to believe tha t he was not by 
any means singular in his power. If we had been men instead of 
boys when we had to deal with him, especially if we had seen him 
and his work only from the outside, we should perhaps have been 
more struck by the weaknesses which he had in common with other 
men, than by the stronger traits in his character. B ut boys, though 
they are capricious and exacting, are more generous than grown-up 
people. They respect or despise their schoolmaster heartily, accord- 
as the algebraic sum of his character is positive or negative, and 
they commonly calculate pretty  correctly. The fact that we had a 
real liking for our teacher is proof sufficient for us that he was 
worthy of it. B ut then he had a little more pepper and a good 
deal more iron in his composition than the writer in the Pall Mall 
Gazette gives him credit for.
Species overlap one another in their progressive development, 
and as the older teachers often lived and worked contemporaneously 
with those of the more advanced variety, so these, latter often 
worked far on into the modern period with its pupil-teachers, and 
examinations, and other appliances. Some of the  truest teachers 
and worthiest gentlemen wo have know were among them. H ad 
all their fellows been like them, there would have been no necessity 
for the “ result system ” which came a few years later on. We 
have pleasant and helpful recollections of teachers’ meetings over 
twenty years ago, when we used to sit on & back-bench, and listen 
to the valuable practical hints and the words of wisdom tha t came 
from these veterans. Almost all of them are gone now, and the 
probability is they never knew the good which their earnestness 
and devotedness did to their younger brethren, who themselves 
wished to war a good warfare. We gratefully acknowledge this 
now, and contend tha t our opinion is at least as well grounded as 
th a t of the writer in the Pall Mall Gazette. Some of these men 
had been working for forty years at the time we are speaking of, 
tha t is, almost from the inception of British and National Schools. 
We have said already tha t methods were tentative and ill-under­
stood when they began to work, so tha t it fell to them to invent 
plans to feel their way in applying them, and to work them out to 
a successful issue. They did it too : all honor to them for it. 
Could we, with our greater intellectual attainm ents, have done 
better, or so well 1
All their contemporaries, however, were not like these pioneers 
and leaders. Many of them fell far short. W hatever we should 
like teachers to be, we find they are men and women after all, like 
other people. A part from their profession they are perhaps no better, 
certainly no worse than others. B ut more is expected from them 
in the way of self-restraint and good example. Much tha t is 
passable in other men would be intolerable in the schoolmaster. 
Our contemporaries measure us by a higher standard than they 
apply to themselves, so it is no wonder tha t schoolmasters have 
frequently been unable to reach it. Listen also to Carlyle :— “ In  
all provinces there are artists and artisans—men who labour 
mechanically in a departm ent without an eye for the Whole, not 
feeling tha t there is a Whole, and men who inform and ennoble the 
humblest departm ent with an idea of the Whole, and habitually 
know tha t only in the Whole is the P artial to be truly' discerned. 
The proceedings of these two m ust be altogether different.” There 
are grades, commanders, officers, privates in the “  army of ligh t,” 
as in any other army, and the privates are by far the most num er­
ous.
If an ordinary man be located in an out-of-the-way place, with 
harsh and unfavourable surroundings, his growth will be stunted, 
even if he be a teacher. His environments are depressing, although 
his work tends to refine him. Under such circumstances our critic’s 
picture may be nearly true. B ut when a man, real and powerful, 
is called to fill a more public position, and to discharge more onerous 
duties, he rises to his opportunities and responsibilities, and does 
his work well, as a goodly num ber of the teachers of the last 
generation did.
T h e r e  has been some correspondence, we understand, between 
Inspectors of Schools on both sides of the Tweed, on the desira­
bility of producing a work similar to the American Cyclopaedia 
of Education. I t  is high time that something of the sort were pub­
lished.—Examiner, May 10th, 1879.
r p E A C H E R S ’ U N I O N .
The ANNUAL MEETING- will be held in the Temperance Hall,' 
Russell-street, on Saturday, 6th September, at 11 a.m.
The attendance of all State School Teachers is particularly requested. 
Representatives from other colonies are cordially invited.
B u s in e s s  : Report, Election of Committee, Selection of Delegates to 
Social Science Congress, resolutions in re Classification, Extra 
Duties, &e. T. J. CONNOR, Hon. Sec.
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THE UNITY OF THE PROFESSION.
BY  E. E . M O RR IS, M .A .
I  a m  g lad , fo r  m y p a r t ,  to  h a v e  an  o p p o r tu n ity  to  ex p ress  m y 
sa tis fac tio n  th a t  a n ew sp ap er h a s  b een  s ta r te d ,  w h ich  is to  be 
re g a rd e d  n o t  as th e  o rg an  of S ta te  sch o o lm aste rs , or- of p u b lic  
schools, o r  of p r iv a te  schools, b u t  of th e  scho las tic  p ro fessio n  as a 
w hole. A  sc h o o lm a ste r’s life  is very  ab so rb in g . A  m an  is lik e ly  
to  w rap h im self u p  in  h is  ow n w ork , a n d  n o t to  h e e d  a ll th e  w ork  
of th e  sam e k in d  th a t  is b e in g  d o n e  a ro u n d  h im . Y e t th e re  is no 
life  in  w hich  so m u ch  h e lp  is a fforded  by h in ts  t h a t  can  be o b ta in e d  
fro m  o th e rs , a n d  by  th e  feeling  th a t  each  is n o t  fig h tin g  a lo n e  in  
sk irm ish in g  o rd e r, b u t  th a t  we a re  ra n g e d  in  a  lo n g  lin e , in  d iffe ren t 
re g im en ts  i t  m ay  be, y e t  a ll a d v an c in g  ag a in s t a com m o n  enem y. 
Iso la tio n  is th e  d a n g e r of th e  sch o o lm aste r, a n d  esp ec ia lly  of th e  
E n g lish  scho o lm aste r. O n th is  acco u n t, a n y th in g  th a t  te n d s  to  
d e s tro y  iso la tio n  is to  be  w elcom ed. A n d  h e re in  I  believe  th a t  I  
am  ex p ress in g  th e  o p in io n  of m an y  besides m yself. I t  is n o t to  th e  
q u a rre llin g , b u t  to  th e  in d iffe re n t a n d  care less t h a t  we w ou ld  u t te r  
th e  w ord  of en co u rag em en t, r a th e r  th a n  of p eacem ak in g — “  S irs , ye  
are  b r e th r e n .”
P ro fe ss io n  ! I s  i t  a  p ro fession  a t  a ll ? I n  E n g la n d , th e re  h a s  of 
la te  b een  a good d e a l of m o v em en t in  th e  d ire c tio n  of h a rm o n io u s  
fe llow -w ork . M en  h av e  ca lled  o u t fo r  u n io n , h av e  d e m a n d e d  th a t  
g re a te r  re sp ec t sh o u ld  be p a id  to th e  sc h o o lm aste r  in  r ig h t  of h is 
office, a n d  h av e  been  a sk in g  fo r  s ta tu s , re co g n itio n , a n d  th e  like . 
I n  tu r n  th e re  h av e  r ise n  a g a in s t th e m  c ritic s , of w hom  a re c e n t  
w r ite r  in  th e  Q u a rte r ly , an d  a g e n tle r  s p ir i t  in  th e  G u a rd ia n , m ay  
be  ta k e n  as re p re se n ta tiv e s . B u c k e ts  of cold  w a te r  from  th e  first, 
tu m b le rs fu ll  fro m  th e  second, h av e  been  th ro w n  on  th e  d em an d s. 
O n th e  th re sh o ld , say  th e  c ritics , sch o o lm aste rin g  is n o t a  p ro fe s ­
sion. W ell, g ra n te d . W h a t av a ils  d isp u tin g  o v e r n am es ? M an y  
of us h av e  m ad e  i t  a lin e  of life , h av e  fe lt th a t  we h a d  a  ca llin g  fo r 
i t .  C all i t  a  business, an  o ccu p a tio n , if you  w ill, ev en  a t r a d e  ; b u t  
we who are  in  th e  b o a t h av e  a com m on p o r t ,  a com m on en d  a n d  aim  
to  o u r voyage. L e t  us recogn ise  th is  a m o n g s t ou rse lv es , le t  us 
m ak e  o p p o rtu n itie s  to  d iscu ss a ll th e  q u e s tio n s  th a t  co ncern  u s all.
T h e  V ic to r ian  S ta te  sch o o lm a ste rs  a re , w ith o u t d o u b t, an  
im p o r ta n t  e le m en t in  th e  co lony. I n  m a n y  a  sm all to w n sh ip  
sc a tte re d  o v er th e  face of th e  c o u n try , th e  sch o o lm a ste r, if he  w ish  
it ,  a n d  if he  h av e  th e  re q u is ite  m o ra l q u a lit ie s , m ay  s ta n d  a t  th e  
v e ry  h ead  of th e  sm a ll so c ie ty  of th e  p lace. I f  th e  te a c h e rs  w ere  
u n a n im o u s  on an y  su b je c t, w hich  p e rh ap s  fo r tu n a te ly  th ey  a re  n e v e r 
v e ry  lik e ly  to  be, th e ir  in fluence  w ou ld  be en o rm o u s. T h ey  
a re  p ro b ab ly  m ore  n u m ero u s  th a n  a ll o th e rs  en g ag ed  in  e d u c a tio n  
in  th e  colony. B u t,  h o w ev er in f lu e n tia l th e y  a re , in  sp eak in g  of a 
re a l u n ity  of th e  p ro fessio n  so m e th in g  w id e r is w an ted  th a n  a 
u n io n  of th em , v iz., th e  fo rm a tio n  of a  leag u e  or so c ie ty  fo r  a ll. 
O n th is  su b je c t i t  w ould  be well to  in v ite  op in io n .
A b ill re c e n tly  in tro d u c e d  in to  th e  H o u se  of C om m ons in  
E n g la n d  aim s a t  o rg an isa tio n . T h e  tea ch e rs  in  e le m en ta ry  schools 
th e re ,  as h e re , a re  su b m itte d  to  a re g u la r  course  of t ra in in g . F o r  
th e  h ig h es t class of schools, th e  a tta in m e n t  of a u n iv e rs ity  deg ree  
is a t  le a s t a certifica te  of k n o w ledge, th o u g h  n o t of com petency  to. 
teach . B u t  fo r th e  schools th a t  fa ll b e tw een  th e se  tw o , fo r th o se  
th a t  a re  co vered  by th e  vague  te rm , “ M id d le  C la ss ,” no g u a ra n te e  
is secu red  by  th e  S ta te , n o n e  a p p a re n tly  is a sk ed  by th e  p a re n t ,  
n o n e  offered by th e  teach er. B y  th e  new  b ill, i t  is p ro p o se d  th a t  
e x p e rim e n t sh a ll no lo n g er be  a llow ed  u p o n  th e  m in d s  of th e  y o u n g  
a t  th e ir  te n d e re s t age. A t th is  d is tan c e , we can  h a rd ly  te ll w h a t will 
b e  th e  fa te  of th e  m easu re , w h e th e r  D r. M a tth e w  A rn o ld ’s adv ice  
to  o rg an ise  th e ir  seco n d ary  e d u ca tio n  w ill be h e a rd  above  th e  
“ h u b b u b  of th e ir  s te r ile  p o lit ic s .” B u t  b e tw een  leg is la tio n  in  
V ic to r ia  a n d  leg is la tio n  in  E n g la n d  th e re  is w h a t m ay  be d esc rib ed  
as an  “  e lec tiv e  a ffin ity .” S o m etim es V ic to r ia  is first, as w ith  vo te  
b y  b a llo t, o r p r iv a te  execu tio n s. M o re  g e n e ra lly  th e  s ta tu te s  of 
th e  m o th e r  c o u n try  a re  su b m itte d  to  th e  d ra u g h tsm e n  of th e  colony. 
T h e  p rin c ip le  of th is  m easu re  m ay  b efo re  lo n g  be  s u b m itte d  to  th e  
V ic to r ia n  houses. A  re a l u n io n  of te a ch e rs  w ould  be a  good  p re ­
lim in ary .
A n o th e r  m a tte r  in  w hich  a u n io n  m ig h t be  of use  w ou ld  be  th a t  
of c h a r ity  to  o u r  b re th re n . T h e  C ollege of P re c e p to rs  (how  th e  
good m en  h a m p e red  th e i r  w o rk  w h en  th e y  chose th a t  p e d a n tic  
t i t le  !-) has a c h a r ity  b ran ch . T h e re  is an  a d m ira b le  l i t t le  so c ie ty  
in  E n g la n d , ca lled  th e  S ocie ty  of S choo lm aste rs, th a n  w hich  p ro ­
b ab ly  no so c ie ty  w ith  m eans so sm all g ives m o re  re lief. I  can 
te s tify  th a t, in  th is  “  lan d  of p le n ty ,” th e re  a re  m an y  sch o o lm aste rs  
in  d is tress , o r one m ay  ex p ress  i t  in  th is  w ay, th a t  m an y  m en  who 
call th em se lv es sch o o lm asters say  th a t  th e y  a re  in  d istress. P u t  
a com m on case. Y ou a re  ta k in g  a fo rm , an d  h av e  re ac h ed  a p o in t 
in  th e  lesson  w here  in te re s t  is b e g in n in g  to  be ro u se d , a n d  c e r ta in  
g ro u n d  has to  be co vered  e re  th e  clock s tr ik e .. A  k n o ck  is h e a rd  
a t  th e  door, a n d  a m essage is b ro u g h t , “  can  y o u  see M r. So a n d  
S o ? ” I t  is ev en  b e tt in g  th a t  M r. So a n d  So is a  sch o o lm aste r in 
tro u b le . H is  s to ry  is in g en io u s a n d  d is tre s s in g , b u t  th e  tim e  is 
in o p p o rtu n e  fo r an  ex am in a tio n  of th e  case. A n d  w h en  cornea th e
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m ore  c o n v en ien t season  ? A n y  e d u c a to r  w ho has- s a t  a t  th e  com ­
m itte e  m ee tin g s  of th a t  e x ce lle n t so c ie ty  fo r  th e  re lie f of e d u ca te d  
p e rso n s in  d is tre s s  m u s t h av e  b lu sh e d  a t  th e  n u m b e r  of th o se  who 
p ro c la im  th em se lv es  e d u c a to rs  a n d  b re th re n .
To co n clu d e  w ith  one w ord  p e rso n a l to  m yself. I  h av e  n o t been  
th ro w n  m uch  in to  th e  w ay of e le m e n ta ry  sch o o lm aste rs  in V ic to ria . 
I  h av e  th e re fo re  n o t  been  ab le  to  d iscuss w ith  th em  th e  p ro p o s itio n  
I  h ave  m ad e  in  th is  p ap er. B u t  1 am  su re  th a t  if th e y  w ould 
a p p rec ia te  a  u n io n  w ith  th e  m as te rs  of g ra m m a r schools, th e y  w ill 
fin d  th e  o th e r  side  re a d y  to  jo in  a llian ce . A n d  if th e  p ro p o sa l h ave  
to  sh a re  th e  com m on fa te  of s im ila r  p rop o sa ls , a n d  n o th in g  com e of 
i t ,  p e rh a p s  m y w ords m ay h e lp  to  h e a r te n  som e iso la ted  follow - 
w o rk c r, a n d  so a t le a s t be lik e  th e  a rro w  th a t  was sh o t in to  th e  a ir.
DR. HULLAH ON SCHOOL MUSIC.
A t a m eeting of th e  Social Science Association, Dr. H ullah  read  a paper 
011 “  M usical In struc tion  in E lem en tary  Schools.” The Earl of A ber­
deen presided.
Dr. H ullah said th a t m usic was hum anizing in its effect ; th a t  it was 
not only th e  m ost de ligh tfu l b u t th e  cheapest of recreations ; th a t  all 
m usical education should begin w ith  singing ; th a t  everyone whose 
instruction  is begun early  enough m ay be tau g h t to sing. He noted also 
“ th e  sim plic ity  and sufficiency for all conceivable purposes of th e  
no tation  in w hich a fte r centuries of experience, m usicians, all the  world 
over, have agreed to express m usical ideas,” and  said th a t  there  is 
a lready  a large num ber of elem entary  school teachers, increasing a t the  
ra te  of about a thousand a year, who can m ore or less efficiently teach 
singing, while a t  the  same tim e th ey  do th is  e ith e r no t a t  all or very 
im perfectly . The points he should seek to  establish  in th e  p resen t 
paper were th e  necessity of beginning th e  teaching of m usic very early, 
and  of ascertain ing  th a t  i t  is, a t least in schools aided by public grants, 
properly tau g h t. Speaking first of m usical power, he said :•— “ In  w hat 
does m usical pow er chiefly consist ? W h at is it  th a t  constitu tes a 
m usician ? I t  is th e  capability  of recognising musical sounds w hen 
presen ted  to  his ear ; or, vice versa, of apprecia ting  th e  effect of m usical 
characters w hen presen ted  to his eye, absolutely  som etim es, b u t more 
often and to  equal purpose th rough  th e ir  re la tions to  one another, 
w hen th e ir po in t of departure-—technically  th e ir key-note—has been first 
agreed upon. For exam ple, a fte r not having heard  m usical sounds for 
m any hours, days, weeks, or even longer, th ere  are persons who, on a 
single sound being u tte red , could, w ith  unerring  certa in ty  nam e i t— i.e., 
say w hether i t  were C, C sharp , D, or E  flat, or w hatever o ther note. I  do 
no t believe th a t  th is  facility  or pow er of recognition is a tta in ab le  by 
everybody. C ertain it  is th a t  m any excellent m usicians never a tta in  it. 
E qually  certain  is it  th a t  m any very  young children  have i t  in perfection , 
B ut th is power, in which I  repea t m any excellent m usicians arc dcficent, 
is happily  incom parably less im p o rtan t th an  th a t of recognising a note 
from its re la tion  to a key-note th e  pitch  of which has a lready  been given. 
T he child  or the  m an who has th is  pow er is, to th e  ex ten t in w hich 
he has it, a musician. W hat is more im p o rtan t to  our p resen t purpose 
is, th a t  it  is certain ly  a tta in ab le  by everybody who seeks i t  in th e  r ig h t 
way, and a t th e  r ig h t tim e—in childhood. For though, as 1 have seen 
in repeated  instances, its  a tta in m en t is possible by adu lts, i t  is only 
possible by th e  devotion of an am ount of tim e and  labour, w hich 1 
th in k , w ith  all my zeal for th e  extension of m usical skill, m igh t in m ost 
cases be tu rn ed  to b e tte r  account ; w hereas it  is possible by children, 
not only by th e  devotion of a very l ittle  tim e, b u t w ith  th e  least con­
ceivable labour—I .  had alm ost said w ithou t any. This pow er— it can 
h a rd 'y  be repeated  too often—is th e  p rim ary  m oving power, the  fans el 
origo, of all real musical skill, and  even of all living m usical science, 
for there  is a m usical skill which is unreal and a m usical science which, 
if not dead, is absolutely sterile. I  m ean by unreal m usical skill, skill 
w hich is due only to  facility  of u tterance, w h ether by th ro a t or linger, 
in the  exercise of which th o u g h t and in telligence have no p a r t ; a s ta te  
m anifested in the  innum erable m istakes—notes false to  tim e and tu n e — 
w hich those who exercise it  even a fte r incessant labour, m ake quite  
unconciously or a t least w ith  only a vague sense th a t  som ething—th ey  
know no t w hat —is wrong som ewhere o r other. Principles are not 
necessarily a ltered  by the  ex ten t of th e ir  application, and the  pow er w hich 
enables a child  to  read and in te rp re t th e  sim plest hym n-tune is of th e  
same n a tu re  as, however less in degree from, th a t  which enables th e  
m ost accom plished m usician to read and appreciate th e  fu llest and m ost 
in trica te  score. T he foundations of th is  pow er m ust be laid  in ch ild ­
hood. Once laid  they  are very hard , perhaps im possible to  destroy  or 
d istu rb . The com pletion of th e  s tru c tu re  to be raised upon them  m ay 
for years be delayed ; b u t th is much is certain , th a t  a child  to whom th e  
first principles of w hich I  have spoken h ad  been com m unicated, and 
who from w hatever causes had n o t been enabled to tu rn  them  a t once to 
account, would, should th e  opportun ity  for doing so be presented  to him 
a t any in terval of tim e, tak e  up th e  stu d y  to w hich th ey  belong w ith a 
facility  and a pleasure absolu te ly  unknow n, perhaps inconceivable, to 
th e  a d u lt beginner.” Mr. H u llah  th en  show ed th a t  th e  reason th a t  
these principles of m usical knowledge form ed little  or no p a r t  of the 
w ork done in elem entary  schools was n o t a w an t of teaching power. 
H e  detailed  his experience as Inspector, of th e  increasing musical 
capacity  of th e  stu d en ts  of T rain ing  Colleges. A fter describing th is  he 
s a id :— “ A nd y e t we have little  or no teach ing  of music in elem entary  
schools ! I m ake th is  s ta tem en t w ith  th e  certa in ty  th a t  i t  is well 
founded, though  no t from my own personal observation. I  have a t 
presen t no tim e to  v isit e lem entary  schools ; and for some years p ast I 
have v isited  b u t few. The resu lts  of m y visits to these  few have not
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been gratifying. But the annual reports of Her M ajesty’s Inspectors, 
those a t least who deal with the subject a t all, tell us one and the same 
story ; that their w riters hear songs sung by ear more or less decently, 
in the schools they visit, b u t th a t the teaching of music in them is more 
rare." The neglect of music was simply to be accounted for by the 
absence of inspection. “ Her Majesty’s School Inspector not necessarily 
a musician, or prepared to inquire into the processes by which musical 
results can be attained, listens to two or three songs, the execution of 
which, if it be not altogether insufferable, enables him to report tha t ‘sing­
ing,’ so called, is taught satisfactorily in the school he has visited. W hat 
motive is there for the teacher to prepare his scholars to undergo more than 
this ordeal ? I t  might, no doubt, he shown to him—it has been to many of 
the younger generation of teachers—th a t the process by which this 
absolutely worthless result has been attained, costs more time and labour 
than  would a truly scientilic process, which would plant in the minds 
of his scholars seeds of knowledge and power capable of germinating 
into a beautiful accomplishment : th a t the shortest, as well as the best, 
way to teach even half-a-dozen songs, is to teach first the nature and 
the relations of the sounds of which they are made up, and thus enable 
his scholars to learn a thousand songs for themselves. But suppose this 
done. Who in the present state of things is to appreciate it ? In  w hat 
way is it to be recognised ? So the teacher sets to work in true English 
fashion, to drive the thick instead of the thin end of the wedge into the 
material on which he has to operate, and loses first his time and temper, 
and ultim ately his voice in an abortive attem pt to do something not 
worth doing." Mr. Hullah concluded as follows :—“ Let inspection— 
competent inspection—be applied to elementary schools, in music as in 
every other subject. Practically, there is no difficulty in doing this ; 
but—it will cost money, and those who will have to distribute this are 
not yet assured th a t those who will have to contribute it will be willing 
to do so."— The Schoolmaster.
jBcbicbs, Notices,
[Books for review or notice should he sent to the Editor no later than the 
25th o f the month.']
“ E d u c a t i o n  as  a  S c i e n c e , ”  b y  Alexander Bain, LL.D., Professor of
Logic in the University of Aberdeen. London : C. Kegan, Paul and
Co., 1879. Price 5s.
This book, which ought to be in the hands of every teacher in the 
community, is the most remarkable treatise on education which has 
appeared in England since Mr. H erbert Spencer published his well- 
known collection of essays on the subject ; and we regret tha t in the 
short space a t our disposal this month, we are unable to render it more 
than scant justice. I t  is the work of a recognised master of mental science, 
who possesses in addition, the valuable qualification of being a practical 
teacher of long experience ; and, bating a few marks of haste which a 
second edition will doubtless remove, it forms a carefully considered 
exposition of the principles of school training. Perhaps there is no one 
subject in the whole field of human inquiry which stands so sorely in 
need of the ‘ dry light ’ of scientific method as education. W hat to 
learn, how to learn i t ; w hat to teach, how to teach i t ; w hat is within 
the ken of human faculties ; what is beyond it, are all questions upon 
which the last word is far from being said ; and it  is no small m erit in 
the book before us tha t its treatm ent of the subject is methodical. For 
while the learned author has continually in view the wider meaning of 
education as comprehending all those processes which mould a man to 
his special vocation in life, he specifically limits his treatm ent to the 
narrower and more technical meaning of an explanation of the principles 
of the practical art of teaching. The relative quantity and quality of 
mental expenditure needful in the culture of the observing faculties, of 
the emotions, and of the intellect, are familiarly discussed ; and the 
conditions upon which moral culture depends are laid down with 
unexceptionable clearness. The advantages for purposes of mental 
training held out by the mathematical sciences as presenting the most 
perfect types of deductive reasoning, are properly insisted upon ; while 
a needful caution as to w hat mathematics does not do and cannot do, is not 
withheld. He reminds his readers th a t mathematics would be appealed 
to in vain for any useful aid to the im portant arts of observing, of 
classifying, or of generalising; th a t it is no substitute for logic, inas­
much as it cannot but fail in unravelling an obscure argument, or in 
making plain an ellipsis of expression. In mathematics, the tru th  is all 
on one s id e ; it is therefore ineffective as an instrum ent to deal with the 
vast mass of every day subjects into which m atters of opinion enter, I 
and from which tru th  can be evolved only slowly, and as the result of 
a  conflict between sundry se's of opposed reasons. The inferior position 
which Professor Bain would assign the classical languages in modern 
education is explained in chapters X. and XL, and this is the portion 
of his work which will probably be vigorously disagreed with. Briefly 
put, his contention is th a t languages are in no sense the main part of 
education but only adjuncts to it under special circumstances, and there­
fore to be treated rather as extra subjects than as part of the daily 
school routine for all pupils. The essentials of a curriculum of the 
higher education, the author sums up in three groups, th u s :—
I .  Science, including mathematics, and a selection from the wide field 
of theoretical or knowledge giving sciences, such as chemistry, 
geography, and the natural sciences generally.
II. Humanities; which would comprehend history and literature, 
political economy and jurisprudence.
III . Advanced grammar and rhetoric (composition) ; and a course of 
English literature in which the style or manner, not the m atter, of a 
select number of great English w riters is to be investigated and taught 
as an application of the principles of composition.
“ C h a m b e r s ’ E n g l i s h  R e a d e r s .” — Prim er I. and II., and books I. to III. 
Edited by J . M. D. Meiklejohn, M.A., Professor of Education in the 
University of St. Andrew’s. Melbourne : M. L. Hutchinson.
I  or ingenuity of method, attractiveness of appearance, and 
simplicity of language, we know of no elementary school books th a t 
surpass the series edited by Mr. Meiklejohn. The chief feature of 
Primer I. is th a t it assumes the alphabet to be best taught through 
words, and th a t words are easiest fixed in the memory by means of 
: pictures. There is an absence of capitals, w ith an easy gradation and 
' continual repetition of words in most frequent use. Juxtaposition of 
words of nearly similar sounds in short sentences, in which the difference 
in meaning of these words of similar sound is plainly shown. “ Pictures, 
and then the symbols—that is the key-note to part I. W hen the 
symbol has been fully mastered, now combinations are introduced, and 
these are compared with the old symbols, w ithout the intervention of 
pictures. ’ The same principle is worked out in Primer I I . in a more 
advanced form. Capitals are introduced, and most of the words 
employed in the first primer are re-introduced. Thus carrying out the 
most im portant principle of infant teaching—line upon line. Here also 
pictures play a new part. “  While in the F irst Primer pictures were 
attached to words, in this Primer they are attached chiefly to subjects ; 
and they do not lead on to the symbol, but are supposed to supply 
| motive and interest to the child to in terpret the symbol given.” In books 
I., II., H I . , we have a further development of the principles embodied 
| in the Primers. Almost imperceptibly the child’s mind is led on to 
: comprehend the signs by which ideas are presented before it. W riting 
characters are introduced, and poetry of the simplest construction is 
employed to “ elucidate, explain, and continue the ideas conveyed in 
the prose. ” Easy dictation lessons are also to be found, together w ith 
short exercises on grammar. Book III. cannot fail to prove most 
attractive to junior pupils. The exercises “ are so contrived as to give 
the pupil views of the functions of nouns, verbs, and adjectives from 
dillerent stand points ; while explanations of literary phrases have not 
been forgotten.” Professor Meiklejohn has fully grasped the wants of 
teachers of elementary schools in this series, and their marvellous 
cheapness, artistic illustration, simple and lively style, and excellent 
binding should command for them a large sale in Australia.
“  M a c a u l a y ’s E s s a y  on  M i l t o n , a n d  M i l t o n ’s C om  us , "  -with notes 
by Alexander Sutherland, M. A. For the use of students, 1879. Mel­
bourne : George Robertson.
A perusal of Macaulay’s grand essay on Milton is a fitting introduc­
tion to the study of the “ Comus.” Mr. Sutherland has, therefore, 
done wisely in issuing both works as one volume. The tex t of the book 
is printed in splendidly clear type. While the notes to Comus are not 
too extensive, they supply the requisite information. Appendix 1 
contains the analysis of most of the difficult passages, and appendix 
2 affords the student an insight into the derivation of numerous words 
employed by the poet.
“ A u s t r a l i a n  G r a m m a r  S c h o o l  S e r i e s .”  Euclid. Books L a n d  II . 
W ith Symbols, Notes, and Exercises.—By II. M. Andrew, M.A., 
Cambridge and Melbourne, Head M aster of Wesley College ; and F. 
J. Pi rani, M.A., C.E., Examiner in Euclid, and Lecturer in Logic and 
Natural Philosophy at the Melbourne University. Second edition,
1879. Melbourne : Mason. F irth  and M'Cutcheon.
W ith  this book in his hand as a tex t book, no lad need be plucked for 
Euclid at the M atriculation examination. The involved and redundant 
wording of the propositions of Euclid's Elements have been avoided, 
and by the use of the symbols allowed by the Melbourne University 
the work of the student has been wonderfully reduced. Each proposi­
tion is printed exactly as it should be reproduced a t an examination. 
One distinguishing feature of the work is that the figures of each pro­
position are printed on a black ground. There can be little  doubt tha t 
Messrs. Andrew and Pirani have rendered the study of Euclid much 
more attractive to the average school boy than it was in former days.
“ V i r g i i / s B u c o l i c s . ” Eclogues, I. and IV. to X., and Cesar's 
Commentaries. Gallic W ar, Book IV., w ith Notes. Melbourne : 
George Robertson.
A students’ classic, containing selections from the most approved 
texts of the authors named in the title  page. The book forms one of a 
series, in course of publication by Mr. George Robertson, intended 
for the use of young men who are preparing for matriculation. The 
notes, which arc sufficiently comprehensive for junior students, treat on 
the technical difficulties to be met with. The translations of difficult 
passages are given as literally as possible. W hile the value of the notes 
is increased by their being printed at the end of the book ; as when 
collated with the tex t the student is apt to neglect the cultivation of 
his memory by a too frequent reference to them.
“ H o m e r  I l l i a d  B o o k  IV., a n d  X e n o p h o n — A n a b a s i s  B o o k  IV .” 
—For the use of students. Melbourne : George Robertson, 1879. 
These selections from the works of Homer and Xenophon are specially 
designed for the use of candidates for matriculation a t the University. 
The book is well got up, the original tex t being printed in beautifully 
clear type. The comparatively low price at which it is published is an 
additional recommendation.
“ T h e  F r e n c h  L a n g u a g e  : A C o m p l e t e  C o m p e n d i u m  o f  i t s  H i s ­
t o r y  a n d  E t y m o l o g y . ”—For the use of colleges, public and p ri­
vate schools, and students. By E. Rouband, B. A., Paris, professor 
of the French language, &c , &c., London : Crosby, Lockwood, and 
Co. Melbourne : S. Mullen.
The plan of this work is excellent. I t  contains :—“ 1. The history of 
' I the French language, together w ith the phonetic laws of its formation.
2. The etymology of the several parts of speech, including their modern 
i formation, and a list of the irregular verbs, w ith all their irregularities
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explained by their derivation—the raison d'etre of the complicated in ­
terrogative construction, and of reflexive verbs being conjugated w ith 
etre in their compound tenses. 3. An alphabetical index which will be 
of great value to the student by drawing his attention to points likely 
to be the subject of questions in examination papers.” Teachers, as 
well as students, will find it a most useful auxiliary to the modern 
French Grammar. The methodised form in which the fund of informa­
tion it contains is placed before the pupil, must prove of immense value 
to the student.
“  P a y m e n t  b y  R e s u l t s , ” the system of, exposed in its principle, prac­
tical operation, and resulting consequences. By Robert Gregory.
Second edition. Melbourne : M. L. Hutchinson.
Mr. Gregory’s vigorously-written pamphlet contains a full exposure 
of the pernicious influence of the present system of payment by results. 
This system, he contends, has “ mis-classified the great bulk of the 
national mind, placed it under a narrow and generally unsuited system; 
stimulated to erratic methods of instruction ; induced wrong aims and 
sinister objects on the part of the public instructor as essentialities to 
his professional respectability and recompense—until a system of par- 
rotic cramming, mentally debilitating to the last degree, has been adop­
ted, and what is called 1 teaching for results’ has become the all- 
absorbing idea—the all but universal practice of the whole profession of 
public teaching.” In  this second edition of the pamphlet, the w riter 
supports his views on the u tte r failure and worthlessness of the result 
system by quotations from Professor Pearson’s Royal Commission report 
on the working of the Education Act, 1872. The pamphlet is issued 
“ under the special sanction of the M inister of Public Instruction,” and 
should be read not only by school teachers, but by ail who take an 
interest in the development of our educational system.
BOOKS FOR R EV IEW .
A lphabetical  l is t  of books received during the month for review for 
notice :—
“ Answers to Outlines of Algebra.”—By John P. Wilson, M.A. 
Melbourne School Series II. Melbourne : S. Mullen, 12mo.,3s. ; key Gd.
“ Australian Grammar, School Series—Euclid : Books I. and II., with 
symbols, notes, and exercises.”—By II. M. Andrew, M.A., Cambridge 
and Melbourne; and F. J. Pirani, M.A., G.E., Melbourne. Second 
edition, 1879. Melbourne: Mason, F irth  & M'Cutcheon, 2s.
“ Examination Papers—University of Melbourne, February Term, 
1879.” Printed for the University by John Ferros, Government Printer. 
Melbourne : S. Mullen, Gd.
“ French Language, The.” A complete compendium of its history 
and etymology. For the use of colleges, public and private schools, and 
students. By E. Rouband, B. A ., Paris. Professor of the French 
language, author of “ The French Pronunciation.” London: Crosby, 
Lockwood & Co. Melbourne : Samuel Mullen, 12mo. Is. Gd.
“ H ints to Candidates for Matriculation and Teachers’ Examinations.” 
—By I. W arren Ball. Melbourne : Samuel Mullen, 12mo., sowed, 2s.
“ Melbourne School Series, I I . ” The outlines of algebra to simul­
taneous equations, for the use of schools and colleges. By John P. 
Wilson. M.A. Melbourne : S. Mullen, 12mo. 3s. key Gd.
“ Melbourne University Calendar for the Academic Year, 1877-78.”— 
Printed for the University by John Ferres, Government printer. S. 
Mullen, 2s. Gd.
H U R R A T I F O R  D E A R  V IC T O R IA .
The words of the follow ing song have been slightly altered from Mr. Stodart’s choral 
song. Music by Mr. J. C. R ennie, teacher of singing in the Hotham  State Schools. 
Teachers can obtain copies from the publishers at 5s. per 100.
Words by M. A. Stodart [slightly altered). Composed by J. C. Rennie. 
Boldly, f  i \  . i \
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1.— H ur - rah for dear Vic - toiia, H er woods and valleys green; H ur-
2.— R igh t joyously we're singing, W e’re glad to make it known, That
J i - J  I |_
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rah for dear Aus - tra - lia, 
we love the land we live in,
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H ur - rah for E ngland’s Queen. 
And our Queen upon the Throne.
Good ships he on 
Then hurrah for
Cres.
waters, Firm  friends upon her sh ores: Peace 
Victoria, And may wo still bo seen, True
peace w ith in her 












Dit tovian  ® m u t t o n  g c p a r t m e n t
T hf. following is a list of the successful candidates a t the Examinations 
held in June and July :—
DRAW ING.
L i c e n s e . — Alice Elizabeth Chambers, Edwin Thomas Earl, Patrick 
Fennessy, Agnes Holmes, Harriet Ingamells, Joseph A rthur Kennedy, 
Eliza Parnell Haddock, Elizabeth Jane M‘Hugh, Grace Emily Poole, 
Horatio Nance Rem fry, William W atchorn, Helen Elizabeth Watson, 
Alfred Hanson, Clara Melinda Toy, Mary Ann Collins, Charles Trub- 
shaw Radcliffe, George Law McFadyen, Thomas Potter.
L ic e n s e  P e n d i n g  E x a m i n a t i o n  i n  A r t  o f  T e a c h i n g . —Julian  
Rossi Ashton, William Krueger, Margaret U rquhart, Luther Willliams.
SINGING.
L i c e n s e .— Fanny Davies, H arriet Ingamells, Florence Kemp, Eliza 
King, Julius Samuel Lazarus, A lbert Mattingly, Jane M'Sweney, Mary 
Woods, Eliza Grant, Ben Julius Smyth, John Henry T rath an, Margery 
Robertson, Mary Jarvie.
L i c e n s e , P e n d i n g  E x a m i n a t i o n  i n  A r t  o f  T e a c h i n g .—Peter Hot* 
ton, David Moore, Charles Sowerby, Catherine Ann Fyfe, Alice Leary, 
Emily M'AUister, John Coutts, John Cross, Ida OctaviaKildahl, Thomas 
Potter.
C e r t i f i c a t e , P e n d i n g  E x a m i n a t i o n  i n  A r t  o f  T e a c h i n g .—John 
James Bailey, Charles Blanchard, Louis Pulver.
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School from w hich Sent 
Up. Grammar School 
Sent to.
Name. Roll No.
Parry, A lbert . .  . .  870 6.10 Carlton 112 Scotch College
Thomson, J a m es . .  . .  ,, 680 Yarra Park 1406
H am ilton, Robert . .!  „ 633 Mount P leasant 1420 „
Boyes, W illiam Isaac . .  „ 609 C arlton .. 112
Anderson, Alfred Victor! „ 
M illa r d ............................j
572 Prahran North 1407 Wesley
•W atson, Ism ay . .  . „ 670 Oeelong 679 Retired 1879.
Hodgson, Thomas . .  „ 509 Melbourne 391 Wesley College
Bruce, W illiam . .  . .;  „ 561 Prahran North 1407 Scotch „
Jones, Ernest Trevor (vice „ 
Watson) . .  ..I
654 Yarra Park 1400 ”
Queen.
C E N T R A L  T R A IN IN G - IN S T IT U T IO N .
T h is  in s titu tio n  is conducted  u nder the  superin tendence  of F . J .  
G lad m an, E sq ., B .Sc., B .A .
T he follow ing are  the  A lgebra and  G eography papers se t a t the  
exam ination  of S tuden ts  in tra in ing , held on the 20th and 27th 
Ju ly .
[Solutions o f the algebra paper will be inserted in  our next 
issue. ]
G e o g r a p h y .
( F or  F ir s t  Y e a r ’s S t u d e n t s .)
'J’/vo hours allowed for this paper.
1. In w hat longitude is a ship whose chronom eter a t noon in d i­
cates 2.30 p.m . as G reenw ich tim e?  E xplain  how the eclipses of 
J u p i te r ’s satclites enable m ariners to check the  chronom eter.
2. On w hat circum stances does the  rainfall of any place chiefly 
depend? Give, w ith explanations, instances of m arked differences 
of ra infall w ith in  sim ilar la titudes.
3. T race the  course taken  by the  equatorial cu rren t of the Pacific 
Ocean. On w hat voyages is it  of service to m ariners ?
4. E xplain  how the land and  the  sea breezes are caused. W hat 
k ind  of w eather prevails in In d ia  du ring  the early  p a rt of the S ou th ­
west M onsoon ?
5. D raw  an ou tline map of A fghanistan , inserting  the  follow­
ing
Rivers— H elm und , H eri-rood , Kabul.
Towns—K abul, G huznee, K andahar, D ushak, Je lla labad , H e ra t.
Passes—B olan, K hyber.
M ountains—Parapam isan , H indu  K ush , Sulaim an.
Lake—Seistan.
Show also the re lative positions of P eshaw ur and  Q uetta  w ith 
respect to A fghanistan.
6. W h at and w here are the  following ? S ta te  any circum stance 
for which they  are severally  rem arkable :—
U rum iah , Cologne, K oo-w ee-rup, R ose tta , G ranada, Pondicheri, 
E gm ont, W oolwich, M anitoba, N agasaki, B angor, Cuzco.
A l g e b r a .
Three hours allowed fo r  this paper.
1. E xp la in  fu lly  the  differences betw een the  following expres­
sions :—
a  x b — c -f- d, a x  b ~ c + d ,  a x b  —c +  d, a  x b — c x  d.
Find  the value of each when a =  2, 6 =  3, c = -  d ~  1.
2. I f  a straight line be divided into two equal and also into two 
unequal parts the rectangle contained by the unequal parts to ­
gether with the square on the line between the points of section is 
equal to the square on half the line.
Supposing the straight line to be 2a units long and the greater 
of the two unequal parts to be m  units long, write o u t as an equa­
tion  the  proposition  above and  show th a t the  equation  is an iden tity .
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3. F ind  the product of (« +  6)m x  (rt +  6)« x (a — b)>* x (a  -  6)",
I l  1 3 i l
and the quotient of x 3 -  2 ( x - y 3)® — x~ ( x 3y 2y  + 2y  and.?2 -  y :i
4. Prove th a t any common measure of two numbers a and b will 
also measure the sum or difference of any multiple of these num ­
bers.
5. F ind the cube root of
, 8
6. Solve the equationsus
i ( f + O - ^ - s d - 1)
7. Solve the equations
z /+
l _ y _ 2 _ _ z  +  3
=  _ _
" 4 5
x  -
3 4 ”  12
1 - -
a b c
?/ , *_  - + - _ ■ - : \ + ya b c
8. (a)  Solve the equation
3 ( # - 2 ) 2  = 18 +  8%+%.
(b) W rite down a quadratic equation whose root shall be 3 
and — -2.
9. The simple interest for two years on a certain sum of money 
at 7h per cent, is £24 less than the compound in terest for the same 
time on the same sum at 10 per cent. W hat is the sum of 
money '!
10. A  can walk 14 miles in 30 minutes less than B,  who walks 
half a mile an hour slower. F ind the rate per hour at which A  
and B  walk.
S o l u t io n  o f  the Arithm etic P aper set at the Exam ination of 
the Students in Training, on 26th June, 1879.
(By G e o . O l d h a m , Em erald H ill.)
1. How many times must seven thousand and sixty-nine he 
added to eight hundred and ninety-three thousand and seventeen 
so th a t the sum may be four times the la tter number ?
3x803017 ,7 .6 9 6 9
7069 u7 7069 ^
2. The daily allowance of meat to each man in camp being f lb., 
how many men were there in an army which consumed 1L5 tons
1 cwt. 42 lbs. of meat while in camp from 1st March to 15th May
inclusive ?
No. of days — 76.
Amount eaten by each man in time 76 X J lb. =57 lbs.
115 tons 1 cwt. 42 qrs. = 257754 lbs.
= 4522 No. of men.
o7
3. F ind by practice the ren t of 76 sq. m. 96 acres 3 roods 
22 perches at £53 6s. 8d. per square mile.





1 8 P r ice of 1 sq. mile
76
; 8 76 sq. miles.
; 4 80 acres
i 8 16




1 1 |  = P r ice of 76 sq. miles£4001 8
4. A case of toys contains £50 worth of wooden dolls, £25 worth 
of miniature crockery, and £15 worth of tin trumpets. If the duty 
on wood ware is 10 per cent., th a t on crockery 15 per cent., and 
th a t on tin ware 20 per cent, on the value, what will be the whole
duty payable on the case, and how much in the £  will it am ount 
to on its value '?
Value of Dolls £50 D uty £5 
,, Crockery £25 ,, 3 15
,, Trum pets £15 ,, 3
Total Value £90 Total duty 11 15
D uty in the £  will be A —^
90  L < 3 *
5. If the value of a crop of wheat from 17 acres 2 roods is £100 
12s. Gd. when the yield is at the rate of 10 bushels to the acre and 
thu price of wheat is £21 9s. 4d. per ton, what must be the yield 
per acre of a field containing 25 acres 1 rood the crop from which 
is worth £142 0s. 7£d. when wheat is selling a t 16 guineas a ton ?
Acres. Rds. Acres. Rds. Bushels.
25 1 : 17 2
£100 12 
£10  16






X A  X A  805 *  84
10
25 
: 2 121 Bushels
7. In what time will the simple interest on £680 at 3fV per cent, 
equal the compound interest on the same sum for 2 years at 5 per 
cent, per annum 1
Compound In terest of £680 at 5 per cent, for 2 years is £69 14s. 
Simple In terest of £680 at 3T%- per cent, for 1 year is £23 4s. 8d.
09 A: =  3 ye
23?
^  ,  -m  209 14 0'. No. of years will be £ 23~4~8 ars.
9. F ind the value of
? x 2 4 - i
4 -
% o f 2 }
1-5- 3!F'
4 - & o f  3.1
Reduce the result to an equivalent decimal.
9,-1. ■X 21.
U  + i f
—iyv=
4 - f  of 3^
4 1 --■yj—
10. W hat fraction of 13 hours 6 minutes 30 seconds is the time 
cf which 6 hours 3 minutes is two-thirds 1
6 hours 3 minutes is of 8 hours 4 minutes, then the fraction
will be 13h. 6m. 30sec- =  -\{fz =-rs  fraction required.
11. (a) F ind the difference between the quotients when 66'875 is 
divided by 5 35 and when 5 35 is divided by 66 875.
(5) F ind value of ( 0138+  '207 X 11 + 4  2 7 - 3  86805) of £3.
(a )  The quotient of 66 8754-5 35 is 1 2 5  ; th a t of 5 354-66 875 
is 08. Their difference is 12 42.
(&) ( 0138 + -207 x 11 +  4 27-3-86805) of £3  = 
( T W i + R - % )  of 2 3  =  4 ^ x 3 = 4 8  2s. Id.
M ATHEM ATICS.—PROBLEM S FOR SOLUTION.
By S. T e y t h a l l .
(1) Given the area of a right-angled triangle, the sides being in 
arithmetical progression, to find the sides.
(2) F ind the sum of the infinite series,
H I M  ( I ) ' &C.
(3) From Govett’s Leap, M ount Victoria, I  let fall a stone, and 
eight seconds afterwards I  heard it strike a branch of a tree below. 
I t  is required to find the height of the precipice, supposing sound 
travels a t the rate of 1,100 feet per second, and a body falls 
16-,+- feet in the first second.
E a r l  G r a n v i l l e , when presiding at the presentation o f  p r iz e s  
to the students at the London University, referred w ith  satisfaction 
to the admission of women to the examinations. A t the same 
meeting Mr. Lowe, M .P ., expressed it as his opinion that one o f  
the six vacant parliam entary seats could not be better c o n fe r r e d  
than on the Queen’s University in Ireland.
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T h e  following are the solutions of the A rithmetic and Algebra p a p e r s  
set a t the Matriculation Examination of the Melbourne University, 
February Term, 1879, inserted in our last issue :—
A r i t h m e t i c .
(Solutions by A  Sutherland, M .A .)
=  4181 with remainder 476,025,773
Do/ jZJLDj / ji_
§ § §  =  1^ th c G .C .M . being 13,059.
1.
2 .
4. 14 X 2 3 X 027 X I  740 =
5. 27-057093 =  27 +
Y _  32T





' =  2 7 +  = 2 7  H i 2--.
^ 9 9 9 9 0 0  249075








X 3 9 27. T7jr of 3cwt. 2qrs. +  of 5cwt. lit). +  •§■ of 12£ft>. — 10- 
+  -K X 561 +  3 X ^  lbs. =  7- X 49 +  4 X 33 +  lA lbs. =  M 3 +  
132 +  - - lb s .  =  171 £ +  132 +  7 |lb s  =  3111bs. or 2cwts. 3qrs. 31bs.
g 13hrs. 12m in_5sec._ _  .47,525 _  -250023.
2d. 4hrs. 48min. 2sec. 190,082
9. 408 tons 15 cwts. 3 qrs. a t £5  16s. 8d. w orked by practice 
22384 l l s .  10+1.
10. 8 per cent, per annum  is 4 per cent fo r half-a-year, or '04 on 
£ 1  per half year. H ence in half a year £ 1  becomes £ 1 '0 4  ; in  4 
half-years (1 ’04)4 =  1'16985856. Again, in th e  second case £1  a t 
th e  end of a year becomes £ 1 0 8 . H ence in  2 years (1 '08)2 =  
1T664. T herefore the  difference on £ 1  is 00345856, and  on £1000 
. ' .£ 3  45856 =  £ 3  9s. 2 0544.
A l g e b r a .
(Sokotions by A. Sutherland, M .A .)
1. (5a +  4c -  65)2 -  (75+10c -  5a)2 =  (30 + 8 - 1 8 ) 2 -  (21 + 20 -  30)2
= 4 0 0 - 1 2 1  =  279.
2. 5%4 -3 % 2 + x - (4 % 3 +3%2 - 2 ) - { 2 % - % 2(%2 — 3)}= 5% 4 — 3%2 
+ x  — 4a 3 — 3 a  2 + 2  — 2x + x 4 — 3 a 2 = 6x4 — 4 x 3 — 9%2 — x + 2.
3.
(x 3 + 3 x 2 + 3x + l ) (x3— 3 x 2 + 3 x — 1) x c> +  6x4 + 9x2 -  (9x4 + 6x2 + 1)
x + 1
3x4 + 3a (x2 — I ) 3
X3 — x 2  X  + 1
(X — 1)3(« + 1)3
4.
( X  ---  1) ( X  +  I ) 2 .
(a + b + c) (be + ca + ab) — abc _  {a  + (b + c) j j be + a  (b + <•) j — abc 
b + c b~+~c
_ctbc  + g a (b + c) + bc(b + c) + a(b + c)2—abc + c) + be + a(b + c) j
b + c
= a -  + bc + ah + ac.
b + c
5.
03— y  , ® + y  _  2 .x ’2—V3 (X— xjY(x5 -f Vs) + (■+ + y)-(xi + y*)— 2(iP2—y2)2 
<c + y X— y x~ + y 2 <8*— y 4
O 2 + y 2) j (a; —  !/)2 + (x  + i/)2 | — 2 ( x 4 — 2«2y 2 + i/4) 
a?4 — i/4
(x 2 + y 2 ^ 2 x 2 + ‘2y~) — 2 x 4 + 4®2y 2 — 2y4 
x 4 — 1/4
2 z 4 + 4 z 2y 2 + 2 y 4 —2* 4 +"4z2ya — 2y4 8.r2i/2
,t 4—y 4 x*—y*
0  1 1 1 b—c—(a—c) + (a—b)
(a—b) (a—c) + (b— c) (b—a) + (c—ct)(c—b)~(ft—b) (a—c) (b—c) 
=  0 .
a 2 — (b—c)3 (a  — b + c) (a + b—c) a —-b + c7.
(<* + &)*—■ c~ (a  + b — c) (a  + b + c) a + b  + c
T he o ther fractions reduce sim ilarly , hence we have 
a— b + c 4 b— c + a c— a  + b 
a  + b + c a + b + c a + b  + c 
a  — b + c + b — c + a  + c — a  + b a + b + c
a + b + c
W  2
a + b + c
x  — 2 <c + l  x  
x 2 + x  + x 2— 2<8 =  2 (x 2—x —2)
2.8 2 X  —  2.82 — 2.8— 4
8 =  — 4
a 82 + bx + c ax  + b 
p x 2 + qx + r j)X + q 
a p x3 + bpx 2 + cpx + a<p2 + bqx + cq =  ap» 3 + aqx2 + a m  + bp# + bqx + br
9.
cpx—a rx  — br— cq 
x  (cp — ar) = hr — cq
x J r - n
cp— ar
1.0. L e t x  be the  no. of yards sold a t first, th en  (a —x ), and 
(a '— x) are th e  no. of yards left of each. T hen  wo have x  yards a t b 
shillings w ith  (a —x) yards a t c shillings which give as to ta l received 
for first bx + c(a —x), sim ilarly  to ta l received for second b'x + c' (a '—x) 
bx + c (a—x) = b'x + c’ (a '—x)
bx + ac— cx =  b'x + a'c'—c'x bx— cx —
7, , , , a'c!— ac
bx + cx  =  a c —ac x  = ~, = >b— c—V- + c
r p O  H EA D  MASTERS, SECRETARIES OF BOARDS OF 
X  ADVICE, A N D  OTHERS.
A L E X .  M ' K I N L E Y  6  CO.
' made considerable additions to their stock of Bookwork and 
.re prepared to execute orders in every description of
G E N E R A L  P R I N T I N G
All orders entrusted to them will be printed in a satisfactory manner.
B O O K S . B O O K S . B O O K  S.
SCHOOL BOOKS, AND BOOKS ON SCHOOL MANAGEMENT.
Saumlors’ Practical H ints for Pupil Teachers on Class Management, 2s. 6(1. Marcus Ward’s Universal Atlas, 22 Coloured Maps, (id.
lckcrsham s School Economy : a Treatise on the Preparation, Organization, Creighton’s History of England, Is. 3d.
c., of Schools, 7s. 6d. Park’s Manual of Method for Pupil Teachers and Assi
GEORGE ROBERTSON, 33 & 35 LITTLE COLLINS STREET W EST.
U N I V E R S I T Y
Xenophon’s Anabasis, Book IV., and Homer’s Iliad, Book IV., Is. 6d.
Milton s Comus, and Macaulay’s Essay on Milton, with Notes by A. Suther­
land, M.A., 2s.; or without notes, Is.
GEORGE ROBERTSON, 33 & 35
T E X T  B O O K S .
Virgil’s Bucolics, Eclogues, I. and IV, to X ., and Caesar's Commentaries, 
Book IV ., with Notes by A. Sutherland, M.A., Is. (id .; or without notes, 
Is.
LITTLE COLLINS STREET W EST.
Elementary Science for the use of Schools, by John 
Cur now, B.A., LL.B., with illustrations, 2s. 
Selected Poems of C. Valerius Catullus, with Notes 
by H . A. Strong, M.A., Oxon, 6s.
R E C E N T  P U B L I C A T I O N S .
Burs ton’s, The State School Arithmetic, with Sup­
plement, 5s.; may also be had without Supplement 
3s. 6d .; Supplement separately, 2s.
The Analysis of Sentences, by Thomas Noye, Is. 6d. 
The History of Australia from 1600 to 1876, by Alex, 
and Geo. Sutherland, 2s. tid.
GEORGE ROBERTSON, PUBLISHER, 33 6  35 LITTLE COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE.
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N I C H O L S O N  A N D  A S C H E R B E R G ,
IM PORTERS OF
P I A N O F O R T E S .
T H E
T H E
A L L T H E
SOLE AGENTS FOR
W O O D S ’ O R G A N ,
The Finest Organ ever introduced to Victoria.
T I M E - P A Y M E N T  S Y S T E M ,
ON TH E MOST LIBERA L BASIS.
N E W E S T  M U S I C  A T  H A L F - P R I C E .
M ELBOURNE—
4 5 A N D  47 C O L L I N S  S T R E E T .
SYDNEY—
3 1 7  G E O R G E  S T R E E T .
M .
WHOLESALE
N O V E L T I E S  I N  S C H O O L  S T A T I O N E R Y  
Regularly imported from England and America by
L .  H U T C H I N S O N
AND RETAIL BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
15 COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE.
Liberal Discount allowed to Teachers.
M. L. HUTCHINSON supplies School Teachers with all the necessary requisites at the Lowest
Prices.
Exercise Books from Is. per dozen.
Vero Foster’s Copy Books, Is. per doz.
Vere Foster’s Drawing Books.
Ameriran Pointers, for maps and blackboards. 
American Chalk in gross boxes.
School Slates and pencils, very cheap. 
Thacker’s School Ink and Inkoline. 
Thacker’s Educational Gaines. 
Picture Lessons in Geography. 
Nelson’s Royal Readers.
G L A S G O W  B O O K  W A R E H O U S E ,
15 COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE.
E1' D U C A T I O N A L  W O R K S
BOLD BY
WILLIAM ROBERTSON.
89 E L I Z A B E T H  S T R E E T ,
M ELBOURNE.
Opposite the Colonial Bank.
Nelson’s Royal Readers, both Australian Editions. 
Collins’s Progressive Copy Books. Post and foolscap. 
Practical H ints for Teachers on Class -M anagemen t. 
Child Nature, Personal hints, and Methods of Teach­
ing, revised and enlarged edition, by James 
Saunders, 2s.
Elements of Musical Analysis, by James Currie, 4s 6d. 
Aim’s School Books.
Arithmetic, with Answers, by Dr. Evers, 3s.
 - — , Colenso’s, 4s. 6d.
—......— —, Complete System of Practical, Is. 6s.
—— —------, Practical, by James Currie, Is 6d.
Boll’s modern Speaker, 3s. 6d.
Bible Training Notes of Lessons, by M. A. Ross, 
7s. 6.
Book-keeping, Single and Double Entry, by W.
Inglis, Is. 6d.
Cesar, Books I  to V II, with copious notes, by Dr.
Schmitz, 3s. 6d.
Chemistry, Inorganic, the Non Metals, by Thorpe, 
2s. 6d.
  ----- , Inorganic, by Dr. Kcmphead, enlarged
edition, Is. 6d.
 ------------, Organic, by Watts, Is.
 -------------, Practical, by Howard, Is.
Craig’s Outlines of the History of the English Lan­
guage, 2s. 6d.
Crombio’s Etymology and Syntax of the English L an­
guage, 7s. 6d.
Euclid, Books I. to VI., 4s. 6d.
  Todhunter’s, Books I. to VI., 3s. 6d.
 Books I. to IV., based on Simson, Is.
Books I. to VI., based on Simson, ls.6d.
S. M U L L E N
B EGS to intimate that since Ids removal into his new premises, he has opened a department solely 
devoted to the sale of School Books and School 
Requisites, which he will continue to supply at the 
lowest current prices.
A Classified Catalogue of
E D U C A T I O N A L  W O R K S
may be had gratis on application.
Agent for the sale of the
PUBLICATIONS OF TH E MELBOURNE 
UNIVERSITY.
THE EXAMINATION PAPERS
For the Second February
M A T R IC U L A T IO N  E X A M IN A T IO N , 1879,
Now ready, Price 6d.
Freeman's General Sketch of European History,3s. 6d 




29 & 31 COLLINS STREET EAST,
A. J. S M I T H ,  
IMPORTER OF BOOKS & STATIONERY, 
35 SWANSTON STREET,
MELBOURNE.
All School Books and Requisites at lowest prices.
CEN TR A L CLASSES FO R  C E R TIFIC A T E  and Pupil T eachers’ Exam inations, by an  
experienced certificated  m aster.
C ountry teachers by correspondence.
J . W. RO G ERS, 9 M aritim e Cham bers, 
Sw anston-street.
F. W. NEEDHAM,
B O O K S E L L E R  AND S T A T I O N E R
154 B O U R SE STREET EAST,
M e l b o o e x e ,
EGS to draw the attention of School Teachers 
to his large stock of
S C H O O L  R E Q U I S I T E S .
B
T H E ROYAL SCHOOL SERIES,
All numbers, fresh shipments now landing. New, 
and old editions.
Glad man’s School Method, 2s 6d 
G i f t  B o o k s , a large assortment.
Specia.ly prepared C h a l k , gross box, Is 6d 
Field’s Chemical Ink 
Ink Powders
Exercise Books, large variety 
Copy Books
Dawson’s, Lowe’s, and Gillott’s Pens.
T H E  SCHOLAR’S FR IEN D ,
A metal ruler, containing penholders, pencil and 
holder. Price Threepence.
MAGAZINES AND NEW SPAPERS 
By every mail.
Country orders will receive prompt attention.
The address is—
F.  W.  N E E D H A M ,
164 BOT7RKE STREET EAST, MELBOURNE
A Liberal Discount Allowed.
89 ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE. MELBOURNE. Printed and Published by Alex. M'Kinley and Co., 61 Queen-street, Melbourne.
Published Under  the Auspices of the Victorian Teachers ’ Union.
VOL. I., No. 3. WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1879. |Year,y,c,%T'S%,y,s,.6d.
Messrs. fVM. COLLINS, SONS, & CO.,
Publishers and IVholesale Stationers,
( O f  L o n d o n , G l a s g o w , a n d  E d i n b u r g h ,)
i 25  C O LLIN S S T R E E T  W E S T ,
H E R R IO T  H I L L  B U ILD IN G S,
And31  Q U E E N  S T R E E T ,
append a L ist o f some of their Manufactures and Specialities, o f which they hold a large Stock.
Stationers and Storekeepers will do well  to inspect Messrs. IV. Collins, Sons, and Co is 
Stock before ordering S t a t i o n k r y  and S c h o o l  B o o k s .
C O LLIN S’ Editions of Bibles, Prayer Books, Church Services, Testaments, Psalm Books and Catechisms.
C O LLIN S’ Commentaries, Critical and Explanatory, by Jamieson, Fausset and Brown.
P U B L IC A T IO N  D E P A R T M E N T .  ‘
C O L L IN S’ Australian Reading and other School Books. 
C O L L IN S’ Handbooks on Specific Subjects.
C O L L IN S’ Elementary and Advanced Science Series, 
C O L L IN S’ Beautifully-printed High Class Atlases.
C O LLIN S’ Illustrated Etymological and Pronouncing Dictionaries.
CO LLIN S’ School Management, Pupil Teacher’s Handbook, English Literature, Natural History, N atural Philosophy,
Dom. Economy, Political Economy, Mechanics, Lessons on Common Things, Eminent English Writers, Arithmetic, 
Mathematics, Languages, School and College Classics, History, Grammar and Composition, Geography, Music. 
C O L L IN S’ School Wall Maps, Diagrams, Globes (Terrestrial and Celestial,) and other Educational Appliances.
C O LLIN S’ Useful Ready Reckoners, Percentage and Interest Tables.
C O L L IN S’ “ N am e” Series of Note Papers, White and Coloured Printing Papers, Flat Writings, Drawing and Account
Book Papers, Plottings, &c., Grey and Brown Wrapping Papers, Card, Cardboard, &c.
C O L L IN S’ “ N am e” Series of Envelopes, in the new sizes and shapes.
C O LLIN S’ (W.) Junior’s Patent Machine-made Envelopes.
C O LLIN S’ Unequalled “ Herriot H ill’’-made Account Books, Memorandum, Metallic, and School Exercise Books. 
C O L L IN S’ Popular Series of Progressive Headline Copy Books.
C O LLIN S’ Finely Engraved Drawing Books for Practical Teaching.
C O LLIN S’ “ Blue V ein” School Slates, Slate Pencil, School Chalk, Penholders, Patent Chalkholder, Black Boards, Easels,
Ink  Wells, &c.
C O LLIN S’ Mercantile and School Pens, Writing and Drawing Pencils.
C O LLIN S’ Gold Plated Pencils, new movements and finish.
C O LLIN S’ Colour Boxes and Mathematical Instruments.
C O C H R A N ’S “ Guaranteed Extra Q uality” Writing, Copyable, and Ruling Inks, Ink Powders, &c.
C O LLIN S’ Purses, Pocket Books, and Letter Wallets.
C O LLIN S’ “ Princess” and other Photographic Albums, Scrap Books, & c.; Gummed Tickets, Luggage Labels, Cash Boxes, 
Copying Presses, Damping Brushes and Water Wells, Desks, Letter Balances, Elastic Bands.
CO LLIN S’ Stationers’ Rubber, Sealing Wax, Birthday Cards, Coloured and Fancy Scraps, Tissue Paper, &c.
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B^omrbs of ^bbm
[ We shall he glad to receive information from  the Correspondents of 
JBoards of Advice.]
BOARDS OF ADVICE CONFERENCE.
T hu  delegates appointed by th e  various Local Boards of Advice th roughou t the 
colony assembled in the M elbourne Town B a ll, on 2nd instan t, for the purpose 
of dicussing a series of resolutions on the subject of the State school system of 
education. On the assembly of the  Conference, M r. J .  M. Tem pleton was 
elected to preside over its sittings, while M r. W . I f . Leonard was appointed 
Secretary.
M r. Tem pleton opened the proceedings by recapitu lating  the steps taken by 
previous m eetings of a sim ilar character, b u t which only comprised delegates 
from a lim ited num ber of the Boards of Advice. I t  was the intention of the 
com m ittee, by whom the business paper had been prepared, to trea t th e  resolu­
tions passed a t the minor Conferences simply as recom m endations made to this 
Conference. The functions assigned by the Education A ct to Boards of Advice 
w ere of an onerous and im portant character, an d  the general feeling of gentle­
m en acting  upon the Boards was th a t the departm ent had not fully recognised 
this, the result being th a t advice tendered to the departm ent was bu t little 
heeded, and their legitim ate influence over the m anagem ent of State schools 
became thereby seriously curtailed. The whole subject of the proper functions 
o f Boards of Advice, and th e  resolutions thereon passed last m onth would be 
subm itted  for the consideration of the present Conference.
The first day’s proceedings resulted in the affirming of resolutions to the 
effect— 1. T hat all communications from teachers to the departm ent on the sub ­
jec ts  m entioned in clauses 14 and 15 of the Education Act should be made 
th rough  the Board of Advice. 2. T hat the  departm ent should exercise more 
expedition in effecting petty  repairs to school buildings than  is a t present 
observed.
The resolutions carried during  the second day’s sittings affirmed— 1. T hat 
th e  seats of all those members o f School Boards should be declared vacant who 
fail to attend at least tw o-thirds of the Board-mcotings, or who do not visit some 
school in their district once in every quarter. 2. T hat a scheme whereby 
scholarship and m erit on the part of the girls a ttending State schools should be 
devised by the departm ent. 3. T hat lessons in morals and m anners should be 
given in all S tate schools. 4. T hat provision be made for obtaining retu rns 
fro m n o n -S ta te  schools, and th a t registration  be enforced upon all such schools. 
6. T hat regulations should be fram ed th a t would reduce to a m inim um  the 
transfer of children from one S tate school to another. 0. T hat every child on 
being transferred should bo supplied w ith a certificate from the head teacher, 
specifying the num ber of attendances given during the past or curren t quarter. 
Such certificate to be filed by the m aster of the school to which the child is 
transferred .
On the third day the Conference reso lved :—1. T hat they viewed w ith 
anx iety  the hostile a ttitu d e  assumed by certain sections of the com m unity 
tow ards the E ducation  Act, and were opposed to the g ran tin g  of money to any 
relig ious denom ination for the purpose of education. 2. T hat Boards of 
Advice should, as a rule, consent to the school buildings being used for the 
purpose of religious instruction after school hours, and after the children have 
been dismissed. 3. T hat provision should be made by the departm ent to meet 
th e  case of children who do not attend a t any school. 4. T hat n igh t schools 
should be radically changed or be abolished. 5. T hat the entire control of T ruan t 
Officers should rest with the Boards of Advice. 6. T hat the regulation recently  
issued by the M inister of Public Instruction  requiring head teachers of State 
schools to act as m anagers of Penny Savings Banks is impolitic, as the duties 
m igh t bo better carried out by the postm aster. 7. T hat tru an t officers should 
be empowered to arrest children who refused to answer enquiries as to the 
school they attended, and th a t all fines aw arded by the Bench for breaches of 
the Educat'on A ct be placed a t the disposal of Boards of Advice. 8. T hat an 
education tax should bo empowered, revenue derived from which should be 
placed a t the disposal of Boards of Advice, to be expended by them  in the 
erection and the m aintenance of school buildings. 9. That the M inister of 
Public Instruction  should take steps to insure th a t teachers giving instruction 
in  State schools possess certificates of qualification.
On the fourth, and last day of sitting , the Conference affirm ed:—1. That the 
E ducation A ct should be amended so as to enforce tha t all employers of children 
w ithin the school age should keep a register of the ago, names, address of such 
children, and of the num ber of hours they arc engaged a t work per day. 2. T hat 
half-tim e schools be subject to the operation of the compulsory clauses, 3. 
T hat, on a child a tta in ing  the school age, i t  be compulsory upon its parents or 
guardians to register it, and th a t arrangem ents be made for keeping up the 
register. 4. T hat an A nnual Conference of the Boards of Advice should be 
held. 5. T hat singing and draw ing masters should be appointed to country 
schools wherever the schools are so situated  th a t the whole of such m aster’s time 
can be employed, 6. That a council consisting of Messrs. J .  M. Templeton 
\V. 11. Leonard, I. YV. Ball, J .  E . Stewart, E . D. H eather, E . K ing, T. Rowe’ 
and J .  Saunders be appointed to lay the resolutions of the Conference before 
the M inister of Public instruction, and ask to make the necessary arrangem ents 
for holding a Conference in  the year 1880.
Before separating the Conference passed an enthusiastic vote of thanks to 
M r. Tem pleton for the able m anner in which he had presided over the m eetings 
and  also to M r. Leonard for acting  as sect rotary. ’
^  a h e x  a m  B o o n  S h i r k  B o a r d  op A d v i c e .—The triennial election for the 
Board o Advice Bo. 259 took place on the 14th ultim o. There are eleven 
S tate Schools under this board scattered over a very extensive area of country 
the school district em bracing the whole county of H eytcsbury  and a part of 
H am pden. E ig h t candidates were nom inated, and the large num ber of votes 
polled—1327 in the aggregate—may be taken as an indication of a  growing 
in terest on the p a r t  of ratepayers in (he w orking of the Education  Act. The 
following w cro th e  successful cand idates:—Messrs. W . Laidlaw, G. Nicol, J .  
I). Burm a, J . F isher, and Jam es Burleigh.
Em. e h  a m i  B i l l  B o a r d  o f  A d v i c e . — The ordinary m onthly m eeting took 
place on the 10th inst. Messrs. J .  Braim , E . D . H eather, a n d 'H .  Rch% who 
had been re-elected, having taken their seats, M r. H eather was again appointed 
correspondent. Among other business transacted, it was resolved, “ T hat a 
le tte r bo w ritten to the M inister of Instruction , u rg ing  the im m ediate erection 
oi the now building tor the Doreas-streot School.”
VICTORIAN TEACHERS' UNION.
A N N U A L  M EE TI NG.
At  the annual meeting held on the 6tli instant, the Committee presented 
the following report
“  The Committee was elected, you are aware, by a crowded meeting, 
during a period of intense excitement caused by the heavy and sudden 
reductions of salaries, announced in the Gazette, of 19th July, 1878, 
and were commissioned to prepare a memorial to the Hon. the 
M inister of Public Instruction, requesting th a t the reductions be not 
enforced.
“ I t  was also decided to form a Union, the basis of which should 
be :—To maintain the social status of the profession ; to endeavour to 
carry out such measures as will benefit the  profession as a whole ; To 
afford mutual assistance and protection.
“ As, however, a call was made to defray the heavy expenses to which 
the committee were put, they refrained from fixing a subscription for 
the past year ; and as the demands upon their time were so great they 
had to defer the consideration of the rules of Union, especially as 
they would have to depend upon the nature of the scheme for mutual 
assistance adopted. A great deal of time was spent in connection w ith 
the Insurance Fund, but any definite action was stopped by the illness 
of Mr. Smith, who had taken the lead in the matter.
“ The memorial was signed by about 1000 teachers in the course of ten 
days, and this number could have been m aterially increased had time 
allowed. Though courteously worded, and immediately acknowledged 
by the Departm ent, it  was not answered by the Hon. the Minister,
“  The action of the Government in making these reductions was 
universally condemned by the press of the colony, to whom the Teachers 
owe their warmest thanks.
“ Prior to the Education Vote coming before the Assembly for 
discussion, Mr. Sergeant, the newly elected member for Dundas, after 
several interviews with the Minister, finally arranged a compromise 
by which the reductions were rem itted to all assistants and to head 
teachers w ith salaries under £300, while those obtaining over that 
amount received the reduced increment of £8 in place of £10. By this 
arrangement, however, the workmistresses’ still suffered the loss of 
result-money, about 25 per cent of their incomes.
“ The committee while recognising the great exertions of Mr. 
Sergeant in their behalf, considered tha t as the compromise still contained 
the principle of despotic reductions it was their duty to protest, and 
this was accordingly done.
“ A fter a long period of vexatious delay, the Education Vote was 
passed a t the close of the Session, in accordance with the compromise. 
The committee have to record their thanks to a large number of 
members for their friendly support, and cannot refrain from saying th a t 
had the vote been brought forward untrammelled in the early part of 
the session a different result would have ensued.
“ Although a portion of the teachers had, and still have, to accept 
the reduced amounts, a feeling of satisfaction m ust arise from the fact 
th a t the House almost unanimously condemned the practice of 
interfering w ith the status and emoluments of the profession without 
the sanction of Parliament.
“ In his place in the House the Hon. the Minister, in November last, 
stated his intention of subm itting a scheme of classification, showing 
the position of every teacher to Parliam ent this session, and th a t it 
should be ready so tha t any one feeling aggrieved might appeal. The 
outline subm itted at the time classed the present teachers upon the 
positions now held, and future teachers upon attainm ents and position. 
V our committee need hardly say th a t no scheme, however elaborate, 
can be accepted as satisfactory th a t does not recognise the inchoate 
rights of all teachers.
“ The committee, on behalf of the teachers, desires to express its 
gratification th a t arrangements were made in the D epartm ent by which 
the delay in payments at the commencement of the financial year were 
avoided.
“ The committee have held twenty-four committee meetings (each 
member averaged 18), and 13 sub committee meetings, in addition to 
which several of the members attended at the House almost every night, 
waiting for the ever-postponed Education Vote.
“ The response to the call of the committee was not so full as antici­
pated, several districts not taking the slightest notice. The amount 
received was £76 12s., of which the committee subscribed one guinea 
each ; and the expenses were : Central Committee, £48 12s.; D istrict 
expenses, £19 8s.
“  Regret m ust be felt th a t the result system, which is injurious to 
education and unfair to teachers, still maintains, and it is to be hoped 
th a t ere long it will have to give way.
“ I t  is w ith a feeling of satisfaction th a t the committee have to 
report the starting of the Victorian Schoolmaster. I t  was felt th a t to  
ensure success the paper should be conducted upon the broadest 
educational basis, and that, while seeking to extend the influence of 
all working under the Education Department, it should treat of any 
subject having a direct bearing upon the progress and efficiency of the 
Public Schools. The failure of the conductor of the last publication to 
carry out his engagements w ith the teachers has proved a great draw ­
back to the present enterprise ; bu t it is to be hoped th a t the generous 
help accorded by so many gentlemen connected with the University and 
the Grammar Schools, See., and the maintenance of its acknowledged 
merit, will ultim ately overcome all obstacles, and th a t it will be 
recognised as the organ of the profession throughout Australasia.
“ The committee desire to acknowledge the generous arrangement 
of the publishers, and hope th a t they will be rewarded by a full sub­
scription list.”
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The report was unanimously adopted, and the best thanks of the 
teachers tendered to the retiring committee.
After discussion the following resolutions were passed :—
“ 1. That the old committee be re-elected for the year 1879-SO, and 
th a t in future one half only of the committee retire annually.
“ 2. That Messrs. L. W hyte, F. J. Glad man, B.Sc., J. Smith, and T. J. 
Connor be appointed to represent the Victorian Teachers’ Union at the 
Social Science Congress in 1880.
‘*3. That in the opinion of this Union the duties connected with 
Savings Banks are entirely outside the functions of State School teachers.
“ 4. That in the opinion of this Union the growing practice of 
requesting holidays for State School scholars for the encouragement of 
show business should be discountenanced, as such shows fail to exert any 
educational influence, while the holidays tend to disorganise the 
schools.”
On the subject of the Science Circular, recently issued by the D epart­
ment, being brought on for discussion, a very general expression of 
opinion was given in favour of science teach ing : bu t as the circular 
failed to show what effect the introduction of this branch would have 
upon the classification of teachers, the circular was rem itted to the 
committee with instructions to take such action as m ight be deemed 
necessary.
A vote of thanks to the chairman term inated the meeting.
School .Department.
HINTS TO TEACHERS ON THE VALUE OF 
INTERROGATION.
BY F. J. GLADMAN, B.SC., B. A.
Q u e s t i o n i n g  has a twofold use in school work ; 1st. I t  is the chief 
means of “ education 2nd. I t  is the teacher’s instrum ent for testing 
the fulness and accuracy of the pupil’s knowledge.
No one can become a good elementary teacher until he has acquired 
the art of questioning w ith readiness and effect.
Q u e s t io n i n g  i s  a n  a r t , and facility in this art, as in all others, comes 
only after painstaking practice.
“ We can only become good questioners after much patient practice, 
and as is the case with every art, proficiency can only be attained by 
working a t it, and education in it only by the teaching of experience.” 
—Mr. Fitch.
S p e c ia l  k i n d s  o f  Q u e s t i o n i n g , t h e i r  u s e . Good oral teaching is a 
compound of direct address and interrogation ; the one supplies the 
information, the other enables the teacher to discover whether it has 
been assimilated or no.
In giving a lesson, the teacher’s questions serve different purposes a t 
different periods.
A t first he has to discover the amount of knowledge th a t the pupils 
already possess on the subject. Such questioning is known as p relim i­
nary or experimental questioning. I t  should be animated, searching, 
and brief. If successful, it will lead the pupil to see his own deficiency, 
and will create in him the desire for further information. Thus his 
interest in the coming lesson is awakened.
N ext comes the educational questioning. This is the most difficult 
and im portant of all. If it be managed rightly, the teacher will succeed 
in leading the thoughts of the boys to a conclusion which he has pre­
determined. I t  demands concentrated thought from him and his pupils. 
“ By it the boys become sharers in giving the lessons.”—If it be 
properly used, the pupils become “ skilful finders rather than passive 
recipients of tru th .” {See Inductive Teaching, p. 20, and Socratic Teach-
jp. 22.)
Lastly, we have recapitulatory questioning, or the questioning of 
examination. This is one of the teacher’s tests of the success of his 
lesson.
In  a former paragraph (see p. 27) we have recommended the practice 
of recapitulating the p a rts  of a lesson. This will be done best by 
questions rapidly put and distributed over the class.
A t the end of the lesson, a similar process ought to be applied to the 
whole.
Questioning is almost always the lest form of recapitulation, whether 
the lesson has been inductive or no.
Whenever new facts or new truths have I ecu taught, try  to drive them 
home by questioning upon them. But do not allow'the question to follow 
immediately upon the information, or at all events, do not let the final 
question on any new teaching follow directly upon i t ; or a parrot-like 
kind of answering will result. No question should be pu t which does 
not demand thought before it can be answered.
S o m e  m a r k s  o f  g o o d  Q u e s t io n s  a n d  g o o d  Q u e s t i o n i n g .— I. They 
are simple and short, the  words are well chosen and grammatically 
arranged.
2. They are in the teacliei''s own words, and not in the words of a 
text-book.
They are varied in form . (Some teachers appear almost unable to put 
questions, except upon a set pattern. This is a weakness which they 
ought to remedy by thoughtful practice.)
4. They preserve the interrogative form  throughout. Avoid such 
forms as these “ The Indus is a river—of what country?” or, “ The 
battle of Brunanberg was fought— in what year ?” Say rather, “  Name 
the country which contains the river Indus." “In  what year was the 
battle o f Brunanberg fought ?” (This fault, which some would esteem 
trifling, is so common among students, th a t the writer feels it his duty 
to call particular attention to it.)
5. They do not tell much, they do not suggest the answer from their 
mere form.
6. They do not adm it, of being answered by guess. If questions which 
are faulty in this particular are frequent, the discipline of the class 
must suffer. Guessing should never be allowed, and the teacher ought 
to be on his guard against fostering this bad habit by his style of 
questioning.
7. Ihcy seldom admit o f being answered by “ Yes” or “  No.” If such 
questions are given, the answer should be plain and easy, or the question 
will admit of guessing,
S. They are definite, adm itting properly but of one answer, and th a t 
the answer which the teacher desires to obtain. Indefiniteness is one 
of the commonest and most serious faults in questioning. Vague and 
indefinite questions bewilder a thoughtful boy, and do more to promote 
the mischievous habit of guessing than anything else, except allowing 
it to go on unchecked. It is not always easy to frame questions which 
shall be free from this objection, although few but the practised 
questioner would appreciate the difficulty. But indefinite questions are 
so serious an evil, th a t it behoves teachers to use all diligence and 
watchfulness to prevent themselves from lapsing into them. Such 
questions as the following arc types of the worst form of indefiniteness, 
— “ W hat is there in  the Worth o f A frica ?" (Answer expected, “ The 
Sahara D esert;”) or “  What took place befoic the battle of Hastings ?" 
(Answer expected, “ H arold’s brother invaded England.”) E ither of 
these questions admits of an unlimited number of answers, many of 
which would be quite as appropriate as the answers which were 
anticipated.
9. They are adapted to the capacity o f the pupils. They are such as 
the pupils may be reasonably expected to answer.
10. They follow in  due sequence. The answer to one question should 
usually suggest the next question, and the whole series of questions and 
answers should be such as the teacher expected and laid his plans to 
obtain.
11. They follow with proper rapidity. The pauses should be long 
enough to allow the pupils to comprehend both question and answer, 
but no time should be wasted. The teacher should bo brisk, but he 
should never be in  a hurry.
12. They require a distinct intellectual effort before they can be 
properly answered.
13. They are well distributed. The teacher ought to encourage a 
habit of answering throughout the class. All the boys should feel th a t 
they must try  to answer. To obtain this result, the teacher must not 
attend too exclusively to volunteers, though they ought to get their 
share of the work. But lie must look sharply after those who are 
disinclined to work of their own accord, and must use the needful 
pressure.—[Extracted from his work on School Method,]
COACHING EXERCISES.
B y  R . C r o o k e , B.A.
[We are pleased to be able to announce th a t Mr. Crooke has consented 
to give coaching exercises for teachers and pupil teachers. The answers 
will be inserted the following month.]
Answers to August Questions :—
1. “ Nor knew I not to be both will and deed created free.”
—Paradise Lost, Book 6. 
Nor Conjunction joining “ I knew," and “ I have heard,” “ I
have heard” is the previous sentence, 
knew Verb, irregular, transitive, indicative mood, past tense,
first person, singular, agreeing w ith its subject 1.
I  Pronoun, personal, simple, first person, masculine gender,
subject to the verb knew, 
not Adverb of negation, modifying knew, and negativing the
previous negative nor, 
to Particle sign of infinitive mood,
be Verb, auxilary, indicating passive voice,
both Conjunction, correlative w ith “ and.”
will Noun, abstract, th ird  person, singular number, neuter
gender, objective, after the verb knew, 
and Conjunction, copulative, continuative, correlative with
both, and connecting the nouns will and deed, 
deed Same as will.
created Past participle passive verb to create, joined to the auxiliary
be, and the particle to, to form the present passive infini­
tive of the verb to create.
“ to be Verb, regular, transitive, compound, infinitive mood, pro­
created” sent tense, passive voice, dependent on will and deed,
free Adjective of quality, positive degree, qualifying will and
deed. ------------
2. “ His reasoning, all things considered, did not satisfy even me.”
■—Old .Examination Paper. 
His Pronoun, personal, simple, possessive, a ttribute to
reasoning.
reasoning Noun, verbal, abstract, singular, neuter, th ird  person, sub.
to the verb did satisfy, 
all Adjective, indefinite numeral, qualifying things,
things Noun, common, plural, neuter, third person, nominative,
absolute.
considered Participle, past tense, passive voice from the verb to con­
sider, a ttributive to things, 
did Verb, auxiliary, used to make with not, the negative con"
jugation.
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Verb, present, infinitive, active, joined to did not, to from 
the negative conjugation.
Verb, regular, transitive, negative conjugation, indicative 
mood, past tense, th ird  singular, active, to agree w ith its 
subject reasoning.
Adjective of emphasis, qualifying me.
Pronoun, personal, first person, singular number, common 
gender, objective after satisfy.
E X A M IN A T IO N  F O R  A D M IS S IO N  TO T R A IN IN G .
J  one 1879.
P arse  fully  every w ord in  th e  following sentence :— “  H e r 
a tten tio n  was a ttrac ted  by a beau tifu l litt le  faw n t h a t  seem ed too 
young to ru n  about, and  which stood tim id ly  gazing a t th e  child 
w ith  its soft, dark  eyes.”
(Answer w ill be given next month.)
RESULT EXAMINATIONS.
[The Editor w ill be glad i f  Teachers w ill forward the questions given to 
fo u rth  and upper classes, so that a constant supply may be kept up. 




( 1 )  G" +  T<y +  t V )  x ( f  ~  D -  (3-) (ii +-ff ~  i )  + (& ° f  2 | ) .  (3.)
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Proportion.— ( 1.) If the 4d. loaf weigh 3 '351b when wheat is 4 '75s. a 
bushel, what ought to be the price of wheat per bushel when 47• 51b of 
bread cost 13 3s ? (2.) If the weight of an oblong plate of gold *75 in, 
thick 2 '5ft. long and 1 25ft. broad is 212T251bs. what w ill be the weight 
of a plate of gold 1 "25in. thick 3ft. long and "75ft. broad ? (3.) If
153'056yds. of cloth can be purchased for £22  73 the w idth of it  being 
3 "725ft., how many yds. would I get of cloth 4'76'ft. wide for £70 ? (4.) 
If a carrier receive 3gs. for the carriage of 3 "725 cwt. for 150‘9 miles, 
how much ought ho to receive for the carriage of 7'825cwt. for 50'125 
m iles ?
SIXTH CLASS.
P r a c t ic e .— (1.) 59 lb. 5 oz. 17 dwt. @ £ 3 1 17s. old. per lb, (2.) 57 ac. 
3 rds. 17 poles @ £19 4s. 6d. per ac. (3.) 57 tons 13 cwt. 3 qrs. at 
£24 17s. 6d. per ton. (4,) 6 ton 12 cwt. 3 qrs. 1011b @ £3  14s. 8  ^ per 
cwt.
Proportion.— (1.) How much corn can we obtain for £35 if 40 bus.
2 pks. cost £8  15s. 6d ? (2.) If a train can travel 34 m, 4 fur. 15 rds. 
in 27 min. how long will it take to travel 139 m. 2 fur. 8 rds? (3.) If 
a man can walk 37 m. 5 fur. in 91 hrs. how long would it take the same 
man to walk 29 miles ? (4 .) If 1 can buy 37 bus. 1 pk. of wheat for 
£8  17s. 9d. how much will 13 bus. 2 pks. cost?
FIFTH CLASS.
Com pound M u lt ip l i c a t io n .— (1.) £87 13s. 5d. x 59. (2.) £95 14s 
7&d. x 83. (3.) £57 13s. O^d. x 69. (4 .) £5G 10s. S^d. x 8G.
C o m p o u n d  D i v i s i o n . — ( 1.)  £6083 13s. 6 .UI4-GS. (2 .) £4960 13s. 10Id 
4-87. (3 .) £7934 lG s.4^ 4- 87. (4 .) £5487 19s. 6% 4- 07.
Reduction— D escen d in g .— ( 1.) 87 cwt. 3 qrs. 5 lb to pounds. (2.)
3 sq. miles 115 ac. 2 roods to roods. (3.) 7 m. 14 poles 3£ yds. to yards. 
(4.) 78 m. 5. fur 15 rods, to rods.
R eduction— Ascending  (D ic ta ted ) ,— ( 1.) 7085098 lb to tons. 




A n a ly jsk .— (1.) The kangaroo is a large animal, belonging to the order 
marsupia ia, and inhabits almost exclusively the island continent of 
Australia! (2.) At the time when Victoria was first colonised, there 
were no s camships to convey the colonists rapidly to England. (3.) 
Smarting w ith the wound the whale dives into the eddying current, 
and swim 8 away as far as he can. (4.) He told them  where they could 
find abundance of melons that grew wild in the island.
D e r i v e  F ully. —(1.) Production; Alderm an; Telegraphy. (2.) 
Astronomy; Donation; Nightingale. (3.) D runkard; Eminent ; 
Credit. (4.) Mannikin ; Circumstantially ; Dogmatism.
SIXTH CLASS.
Pausing.— (1.) I went to tell the man of the accident that had 
happened j to his horse. ( 2 .) 1 asked the man to tie my horse to the 
fence with a strong piece of rope. (3.) The king desired his generals to 
prosecute the war with the utm ost rigour. (4.) When the warm 
weather comes it quickly causes the many flowers of spring to burst into 
bloom.
I n f le x io n s .— (I.) Past cond. pass, of strike ; fut. pcrf. ind. act of 
hear; perf. pot. pass, of beat. (2 ) Past cond. 3rd sing, of to be ; 3rd 
sing, past ind. pass, of to slay ; perf. inf. act. verb to write. (3.) Perf. 
inf. pass, of to teach ; past cond. of to be ; 2nd fut. act. of dig. (4). 
Past ind. pass, of th ro w ; past cond. of to be; perf, inf. of to 
drive.
FIFTH CLASS.
P arsing .—(I.) As soon as he came to a clearer place he lay down on a 
rock, and fell into a very deep sleep. (2.) The Zebra is found chiefly 
in hilly  districts which it loves better than the plains. It is a very timid
creature . (3.) In  winter, when it freezes so hard th a t you could not
stand in the air a minute, the reindeer wanders about for moss. (4.) 
Beavers were a t one time abundant in Europe, bu t they are now found 
chiefly in Canada and other parts of America.
I n f l e x i o n s .—(1.) Past part, of ru n ; pos. of la s t ; poss. p lu . of she. 
(2.) Obj. plu. of I ; super, of bad ; past tense of hear. (3.) Poss. plu. 
3rd pers. pro. ; super, of many ; past part, of to drive. (4.) Plural of 
c a lf ; compar. of b a d ; past part, of teach.
GEOGRAPHY.
UPPER SIXTH CLASS.
(1.) Chief exports of Russia ; chief coal producing countries of the 
world ; chief productions of Great Britain. (2.) XV here do the follow­
ing belong ?—Java, Iceland, New Caledonia, Hong Kong ? For w hat 
manufactures are the following noted—Lyons, Leghorn, Birmingham? 
Define the terms Delta, ecliptic, watershed. (3.) Population of 
N. S. Wales ; productions of Sweden ; name four southern counties of 
England, w ith principal towns in each.
s i x t h  c l a s s .
(1.) Prague; Gawler Ra. ; L. Moore. (2.) Hoddle Ra., where and 
direction? Mitchell, where and into w hat? L. Taupo. (3.) Baw Baw 
Jits.; H unter, R , where and into w h a t? Marseilles. (4.) Horsham, 
where, and on w hat river ? Mt. Altua ; L. Torrens.
f i f t h  c l a s s .
(1.) R. Tambo ; country S. of La P la ta ; Cap. of Sweden. (2.) R. 
Ganges, where and into w hat ? Kong Mts., and direction ? L. Michigan. 
(3.) L. Burrumbeet ; Yeddo, of w hat country the capital ? Rocky Mts. 
(4.) L . Balkash ; Echuca, where and on w hat river? country E, of 
Venezuela.
EXTRACTS FROM TEACHERS’ NOTE BOOKS. 
b y  n .  o . c .
I  c a n  only und ers tan d  the  p resen t estab lishm ent of S ta te  School 
Savings B anks, a t a tim e w hen banks in general seem to  exercise 
th e  M inisteria l m ind very  severely, on th e  assum ption th a t i t  is 
a sub tle  suggestion of M r. M iram s to  educate th e  rising generation  
to his N ationa l B ank  of Issue. I  cannot help th ink ing , how ­
ever, th a t th e  in s titu tio n  will become unw ieldy  from  th e  im possi­
b ility  of exercising a com plete su p e rv is io n ; and to prove th a t  
g reat danger is liable to  arise from  d ishonest depositors, I  cite an 
instance which happened in  connection w ith one of th e  P en n y  
Savings B anks in existence p rio r to the estab lishm ent of the P . O. 
Savings B anks. Upon receiving the  pass books of a sister and 
two b ro thers to m ake note of “ notice to w ithd raw ,” th e  secretary 
observed th a t a lterations had  been m ade in several of the  am ounts, 
and  a t once handed the  books to th e  treasu rer, who chanced to be 
presen t, so th a t they  m ight be b rough t before th e  trustees. The 
a lterations, w ith  one exception, w here 12s. had  been en tered  in  a 
g irl’s hand, and allowed to dry  black, over a dash draw n across th e  
sh illings’ colum n w hen 7d. had  been originally  paid  in , were very 
neatly  m ade and  am ounted  to  several pounds. T hey consisted 
of th e  insertion  of a "  one ” before any u n it of sh illings, and had  
i t  n o t been for the  instance ju s t m entioned , w ould have alm ost 
defied detection. I n  view of th e  approaching close of th e  banks, 
th e  trustees decided to  offer th e  am ount a t credit in th e ir  ledger 
and  destroy th e  pass-books. This offer was, how ever, refused, and 
th e  ira te  p a ren t b rough t an action against them  in  th e  C ounty 
C ourt for th e  am oun t as shown by the  a ltered  pass-books. T he 
la te  M r. B in don obtained a verdict, and Ju d g e  Poh lm an  ordered 
th e  books to be im pounded w ith a view to fu r th e r proceedings.
W hile speaking of Savings B anks I  am rem inded  of a V ictorian  
postm aster of whom it is said, th a t he m akes 5s. pe r week by his 
dozen olive branches depositing Is. each every M onday m orning, 
and w ithdraw ing the  same am ount every S atu rday  n igh t. T ru ly  a 
good financier, b u t un fo rtuna te ly  th e  h in t is of no use to m y fellow 
bankers as they  have to w ork for “  gratis, free gratis, for noth ing, 
and  no th ing  to pay. ”
One of the  p leasures which ligh ten  th e  te ac h e r’s labour in  his 
endeavours “ to teach the young idea how to shoot ” is th e  p aren ta l 
correspondence, and  I  th in k  my readers will allow th a t th e  following, 
sen t to a friend  of m ine w ith in  th e  last few days, is ra th e r  good :— 
“ Sir,—In consequence of your reply to my note of the 25th inst., I  
am not safe by allowing my children to attend your school any longer. 
I t  seems th a t you are laboring under a misapprehension by stating th a t 
I left my ‘Boy,’ Thomas, to be dealt w ith by you. My instructions were, 
th a t if he absented himself from school without my permission, th a t I  
would feel obliged to you to inform me of same, so th a t I  could chastise 
him. As regards leaving him in your hands to be dealt with, I would 
prefer leaving him to Gately the Common Hangman, for in th a t case he 
would receive w hat the Law ordered, but by you there would be no end 
of thrashing him. The faith my Boy is brought up to is at X'ariance 
with yours, therefore your spleen is easily accounted for. In  conclusion 
I  wish to state th a t I  shall bring your treatm ent of my Boy before 
the board and likewise before the Honble. the Minister of Education, 
asking in the meantime if a Teacher can be found to teach, and not 
ruin my children.
“ Respectfully yours, &c.‘, &c.”
“ P.S.—Please allow Thomas to take his sister’s books w ith his own 
and come away without a thrashing. ”
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NOTICE.
A m ong  the contributors to the columns of The V ictorian Schoolmaster may be 
named:—A. Beeper, M.A., LL.B. ; Professor C. A. Strong, M .A .; Professor 
Elkington, M .A .; E . E. Morris, Esq., M .A .; F. J. Gladman, Esq., 
B.Sc., B .A .; Professor Andrew, M .A ; Alexander Sutherland, E sq., M .A .; and 
Dr. Thomas F. Bride.
A N SW E R S TO CO RRESPO N D EN TS.
“  A l p h a .”—A reference to the rule laid down in the answer to “ P e d a  ” 
will show th a t the Inspector’s entry— “ The tone and discipline of 
the school are good ”—is strictly  grammatical. The words “ tone ” 
and “ discipline ” do not ‘ ‘ refer to one and the same thing," nor do 
they “ go together to form one idea."
“ W. W .”—There m ust he some misapprehension. The instructions of 
the Departm ent do not allow inspectors to exempt any child not 
suffering from some infectious disease. If you will supply a case 
illustrating the irregularity mentioned, inquiry will be instituted.
“  S a r a h  A. C o l l i e r , ” )
“ E d w a r d  H a y e s .”  ( On referring to page 34, it will be seen tha t
“  B r i s k .”  ( t h e  m is ta k e  m a d e  h a s  b e e n  c o r re c te d .
“  W .  W il l m o t t .”  j
“ E. R . L e n n o n .”—Please give answers to the whole of the questions
on the papers. The manuscript should be sent in by the 1st October.
“ J .  C. B e n n i e , ” “  W. C r o s s , ” “ D o c e o , ” “  S t u d e n t . ” — Received.
“ T. F l y n n . ”—Thanks. Will be used.
“ S. T r y t h a l l . ” —Will be inserted next issue.
“ H e l p . ”—Thanks for the suggestion. See page 32.
“ I. W a r r e n  B a l l . ” —The corrections have been noted.
“ J. D a v id s o n  B u r n i e .”—S h a ll  b e  pleased to  receive t h e  in fo r m a t io n  
m e n tio n e d .
“ A. K em p."—W ill be inquired into.
“No. 817,” in submitting a correction of the error in solution No. 10, writes, 
“ The thanks of remote country teachers are most certainly due to 
Mr. Oldham for the lucid manner in which he has worked out these 
solutions, thereby enabling them to check their own operations. 
Could not some other town teacher of recognised ability handle 
the Grammar paper in a similar manner ?”
“ C. Sm i t h w i c k ” & “P. C a n n i n g ." —Will be glad to hear from you again.
“  A l e x . G o r r ie . ” —The Departm ent have not kept the papers required.
“|A. M a cL e o d .” —Thanks. The system will be adhered to. Every 
teacher in the country should become a subscriber.
“  J . C o u t t s , ”  & “ J .  G i l l e s p i e . ” —Result questions and poetry received.
Birth.
P o r t e r ,— On  August 27th, the wife of John Porter, H.T. 
School, of a daughter.
Homebush
imTim o v  a u ajm i l
PUBLISHED THIRD WEDNESDAY IN THE MONTH.
17, 1870.
E d u c a t i o n i s t s  unacquainted with the present anomalous po­
sition of State School teachers, on perusing the report of the 
annual meeting of the “ V i c t o r i a n  T e a c h e r s ’ U n i o n , ” will 
be struck with the character of the Executive Committee’s 
report, not less than by the absence of any statem ent of the 
grounds upon which the meeting arrived at the resolutions 
passed. The fact is, tha t though the State system of compul­
sory, gratuitous, and secular primary education has been in 
force for seven years, teachers working under it have not 
yet had an assured position and classification given them. 
The M inister of Public Instruction holds the power of trans­
ferring at pleasure teachers from one school to another, and of 
fram ing regulations affecting the classification and the salaries 
of the teachers as a body. The Hon. M ajor Smith prides him­
self upon having compelled the Education Departm ent to 
acknowledge th a t teachers under it are virtually members of 
the Civil Service. Nominally, this may be the case. In  reality, 
while only certain privileges of the Service have been 
granted to teachers, the whole of its disabilities have been 
imposed. Thus State School teachers have no legal claim 
to the status of Civil Servants. W hatever position they hold 
is held at the pleasure, and is subject to the whim, of the Min­
ister of Public Instruction. M ajor Sm ith’s own action last
year in respect to the reduction of teachers’ salaries is irre­
fragable proof of the fact. The report presented to the 
V i c t o r i a n  T e a c i i e r s ' U n i o n  attests, th a t but for the efforts of 
the Executive Committee the whole of the sweeping reduc­
tions proposed by him would have been carried into effect, 
in spite of the universal condemnation of the V ictorian 
press. N or has the compromise ultim ately arranged been 
strictly carried out. In  his place in Parliam ent, the M inister 
announced the compromise to be, th a t the proposed reductions 
should not take place except in the case of head teachers and 
assistants in the receipt of over <£300 a year, and th a t during the 
recess a scheme of classification should be prepared and pub­
lished, so th a t teachers would, before the scheme was subm itted 
to the Assembly, have an opportunity of appealing if not satis­
fied. The continuance of this state of uncertainty as regards 
stakes and emoluments m ust m ilitate seriously against the pro­
gress of education in the Colony. The only resolutions 
affecting school work adopted by the Union were :— 1. “ That 
in the opinion of this Union the growing practice of requesting 
holidays for State School scholars for the encouragement of 
show business should be discountenanced.” 2. “ I hat the duties 
connected with Savings’ Banks are entirely outside the functions 
of the State School Teacher.” The majority of educationists 
will, we have no doubt, agree with the spirit of these resolutions. 
I t  is well to inculcate th rift, and to accustom the young to 
save instead of to squander money ; but to attem pt to graft 
the Penny Savings Banks on to the State School system is 
a mistake. A part from (he incongruity of the thing, the Hon. 
The M inister of Education must see th a t if he be permitted to 
permanently impose these extra-scholastic duties upon the 
masters, to please his fancy or to court popularity, then his 
successor in office may, perchance, for a like reason, impose ad­
ditional and more obnoxious extra-scholastic duties. W e do 
not question the M inister’s good intention in the m atter, bu t 
the expressions of dissatisfaction w ith (lie scheme, both from 
the Teachers’ Union and the Boards of Advice Conference 
should lead him to at once revoke the circular instituting 
the Banks in State Schools. The recently-issued Science 
Circular, notifying th a t teachers are required to qualify them ­
selves for teaching some one branch of natural science, also 
engaged the attention of the Union. The determ ination of the 
D epartm ent to enlarge the scope of the S tate School curriculum 
by the introduction of natural science met with very general 
approval. I t  was, however, felt th a t until the system of 
classification to be adopted by the Departm ent had been defi­
nitely settled, the introduction of science-teaching would be of 
no appreciable benefit to the schools. I f  the M inister of Pub­
lic Instruction  desires to give breadth to the State School 
curriculum, ho m ust abolish the existing vicious system of pay­
m ent by results. I t  is true th a t he proposes to give some 
rem uneration to successful teachers of science. B u t how long 
will the regulations made by the D epartm ent in th a t respect 
stand? W ere not teachers some few years back guaranteed 
a yearly increment on their qualifying themselves in honours? 
H as not th a t regulation been revoked, and have not the 
teachers been mulct ? Is it not more than probable th a t 
teachers who qualify themselves to teach science will meet with 
a like treatm ent ? U nder these circumstances, we are not 
surprised to find th a t the V i c t o r i a n  T e a c h e r s ’ U n i o n  re­
mitted the Science Circular to the Executive Committee for 
further consideration. The present unsatisfactory condition 
of science-teaching in England may be gathered from the 
following statement, made in the leading columns of The 
>Schoolmaster for Ju ly  la s t:— “ Science teachers are throwing 
up the work in disgust, being convinced th a t chance, un­
certainty, and caprice rule the decisions of the D epartm ent and 
its officers. M any of the outside public look upon the whole 
scheme as a huge sham.” W hile highly approving of the 
introduction of science-teaching into State Schools, we are 
satisfied it can not be successfully carried out until the result 
system has been abolished.
I n  the prim ary schools of Boston, U.S., says The /Schoolmaster, 
a new programme of studies has been adopted. Henceforth, 
prim ary school instruction is to be almost exclusively oral. 
The children aio to learn from objects and from the teacher’s
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lips, instead  of from  books. A n  exercise know n as “ L anguage” 
w ill consist of oral lessons upon pictures, plants, anim als, and 
w hatever the  teacher m ay th in k  useful for leading scholars to  
express w hat they  know  in words. Oral in struc tion  w ill also 
be given upon form, colour, m inerals, the  hum an body, vege­
tab le  life, and anim als grouped according to  habits. The m etric 
system  w ill be ta u g h t from  the  m etric apparatus. Spelling 
books are to  be to ta lly  discarded, and reading books used in  
th e ir  place. The old m ethod of teaching gram m ar has also 
been discarded ; for, instead of lessons in  parsing and o ther 
technical w ork, the  teacher w ill give lessons in  E nglish  compo­
sition, th e  use of capitals, in  th e  arrangem ent of sentences, 
and  in le tter-w riting . M uch of the tim e heretofore devoted to 
geography has been assigned to n a tu ra l philosophy and physi­
ology. W hile  in  all th e  classes oral in struc tion  w ill be an 
im p o rtan t feature, in  the  in fan t classes i t  w ill predom inate. 
I n  the  lower classes the subjects for oral in struc tion  are, 
n a tu ra l history, anim als, trades, occupations, anecdotes, m y th ­
ology, common phenom ena, and  m etals and m inerals. In  the 
upper classes are placed, life in  the  m iddle ages, biographical 
and  historical sketches, biology, and experim ents in  physics.
INTELLECT!! AL RECREATION.
BY W ILLIAM  FA R Q U H A R.
T h e  opening rem ark by Mr. Sutherland, in his paper on Sanitary 
Teaching, “  Teachers are often pestered by theorists to urge upon 
them  to introduce all sorts of subjects into their schools,” set me off 
in a train  of thought as to what all these sorts of subjects might be, 
and what sort of influence they might be expected to have on the 
fu ture life of the rising generation.
For the ordinary battle of life, the struggle to amass wealth ; for 
the wrangle of buying and selling, the average man or woman is 
well enough endowed with the knowledge of the three R ’s. The 
State School curriculum is, of course, a necessary and useful tra in ­
ing to develop a boy or girl into a working un it in the busy hive of 
modern civilisation. B ut life is not all work, and the three R ’s 
as the tools of trade are not enough for natures given to reflection 
and to inquiry into the mysteries of life and space that lie outside 
their own microcosm. The busiest life has its interregnum hours 
between work and sleep. These it is that are very often a misery 
to men who have no mental resources to draw upon, no intellectual 
hobby to ride. Consequently they are driven to tha t sorry substi­
tute, sensual pleasure.
Not much is known of the m ental lives of men living, as it is 
called, in a state of nature, bu t there is reason to believe th a t the 
acuteness of sense so observable in uncivilised life, is the result of 
mental processes and reflection, the acquirement of which may 
afford the most unmixed enjoyment. I t  is on behalf of the 
civilised man, started in the race of life with a certain modicum 
of knowledge deemed sufficient by his parents to enable him to 
earn his bread, that I make appeal. The fount of knowledge flows 
freely for a year or two to his th irsty  soul, but at a given point the 
waters are cut off, and just as the mind is beginning to expand 
with the genial influences, it is hastily th rust out on the desert, 
hall-marked by the State as fit to earn bread for the body that 
enwraps it. Earn bread ! Is this the goal for human beings 1 Surely 
in no age of the world could the aphorism, “ Man shall no tlive by 
bread alone,” be more applicable than in this progressive argus- 
eyed, hydra-headed, giant-limbed, peeping, probing, thinking, 
wrestling ago. Soon the three R ’s won’t  do even to earn bread with, 
still loss will they suffice for one to live the life of a man in his god­
like capacity to know.
In  saying this much, however, I  do not wish to th ru s t upon 
State School Teachers the task of teaching additional subjects. 
They have im portant functions to perform, on the faithful perfor­
mance of which depends the future intellectual history of this young 
nation. No one would expect them to become systematic teachers 
of science and art, bu t their function of teaching is only faithfully 
performed when they seek opportunities of instilling into young 
minds hints of the higher things outside the curriculum that, are : 
worth enquiring into, and to which reading, writing, and arith ­
metic are but stepping stones. As Tennyson says—
“ I hold it true with him who sings 
To one clear harp in divers tones,
That men may rise on stepping stones 
Of their dead selves to higher things. ”
H ints and happy illustrations in the daily routine may kindle a 
spark of intellectual fire in young souls tha t may lead to great 
results in future life.
As Mr. Sutherland very justly  says, “ He who has any spirit in 
his work will do the good he finds lying to his hands. ” To this i
extent, and no further, should the teacher of elementary education 
be expected to go. If a teacher can only manage to convince his pupils 
! tha t all teaching amounts only to pointing out the way to acquire 
knowledge by self-exertion, then his teaching is not in vain, and he 
will have the proud satisfaction of having given tha t initial mental 
! force which will embellish all their future.
Thus far with studies which I have considered merely in the 
light of mental recreations for pupils, accomplishments for their 
leisure hours, and outside their future functions of bread-winning ; 
but what of these m atters as affecting the teachers in schools ? This 
! query gives rise to another—when is education finished? Every 
intelligent man will answer, never. H e is truly a teacher who has 
a systemized code of facts to impart, although he may not have a 
Government diploma as an additional make-weight to his opinions. 
Such an one, if he has the interests of tru th  at heart, will never 
scruple to act the role of pupil, where a mind of greater attain ­
ments seeks to pu t him right, or to add to the sum of general know­
ledge.
Every one who has an accomplishment by way of mental recrea­
tion, outside his bread-winning function, and who seeks to make 
the world of mind a sharer with him, is a teacher in the highest 
sense of the word. The world and the universe are a school, and all 
the men and women are pupils. Knowledge, like water, is always 
seeking its level. By interchange of ideas we become teachers and 
pupils by turns. A teacherof youth by profession should, then, have 
some intellectual hobby to serve as a m ental relaxation.
ON THE TEACHING OF SHAKESPEARE 
SCHOOLS.
BY SAM UEL N E IL , F .E .I .  S.
T h a t  the study of the works of Shakespeare, if “  scholarly and 
wisely ” pursued in our schools, would tend greatly to the benefit of 
those to whom the opportunity was afforded, is a proposition to 
which few in our days would be likely to advance a direct negative. 
Though, even within our own experience, the idea of putting the 
plays of Shakespeare into the hands of school boys was deemed a 
sort of minor heresy in education, “ the whirligig of time has 
brought round ” men’s minds to the acceptance of Shakespeare as 
an English Classic. That he deserved to be so was pointed out, in 
his own lifetime, by Richard Carew, of Anthony, in Cornwall, who, 
writing on “  The Excellencie of the English Tongue ” to William 
Camden, head m aster of W estiminster School, proposed in 1595 
tha t English authors might be as advantageously employed in 
intellectual culture as those who wrote in any other language, say­
ing—“ W ill you have R Woe’s veine ? reade Sir Thomas Smith. The 
Ionicke ? Sir Thomas Moore. Giceroe’s ? Ascham. Varro f 
Chaucer. Demosthenes? Sir John Choke (who, in his Treatise 
to the Rebels, hath comprised all the figures of Rhetorike). W ill 
you read Virgil?—take the E arl of Surrey. Catullus? Shake­
speare and Marlow’s fragment. Ovid ? Daniel. Lucan ? Spenser. 
Martial ? Sir John Davies and others.” Francis Meres, M.A. of 
both Universities, a Lincolnshire clergyman and schoolmaster, in  
1598 spoke of Shakespeare as one “ by whome the English tongue 
is mightily enriched and gorgeouslie invested in rare ornaments 
and resplendent abiliinents.” He “ amongst the English is the 
most excellent in both kinds (comedy and tragedie) for the stage 
“ the Muses would speake with Shakespeare’s fine-filed phrase, if they 
would speake English.”
On Shakespeare’s monument in the chancel of T rinity  Church, 
Stratford-upon-Avon, erected shortly after his death in 101b, these 
three characteristics are attributed to him—
“ Judieio P ylium , Genio Socratem, Arte M aronem .” *
And it is unhesitatingly affirmed by his Epitaphist, tha t 
“ A ll that he hath writ
Leaves liv in g  arte, but page to serve his w it 
and “ living a r t ” willingly accepted the pagedom here allotted to 
it. Ben Jonson, one of the most thorough classical scholars of 
his day, and Shakespeare’s most distinguished rival in dramatic 
art, was ready, he affirmed, to quote the name of Shakespeare—
“  A lone, for the comparison
O f all that insolent Greece or haughty  Rome
Sent forth ;— or since did from their ashes come.
Trium ph my B rita in  ! Thou hast one to show  
To whom all scenes o f E urope hom age owe 
H e was not o f  an A ge but f o r  all T im e,”
In  these remarkable complimentary lines, prefixed to the first 
folio (1023) edition of Shakespeare’s plays, Jonson asserts Shake­
speare’s essential superiority over all classical writers and all those 
whose works were composed in the languages derived from the 
Greek Republics and the Roman Empire, and maintains th a t being 
unconventional and universal, he lived in an intellectual sphere 
above the world of his own time—in  it bu t not of it. This is to
* The thoughtfu l discreetness of Nestor, the inborn wisdom  of Socrates, the cultured  
skill of Virgil.
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be tru ly  a Classic— fo r those whom we term  classics are au thors of 
note for th e ir  generally  acknow ledged excellence, who tak e  th e ir  
place in th e  h ighest rank , and have acquired a suprem acy of 
influence and a respect which th e  Classici of Servius T ullius never 
atta ined  and could n o t even dream  of.
The object of the  p resen t paper is no t only to advocate the  teach­
ing of Shakespeare in schools as a Classic per sc, b u t also as an aid 
in  th e  study  of the  e lder classics—A ncien t and M odern H isto ry , 
Philology, &c.
I  am quite aw are th a t on advancing a claim of th is sort for Shake­
speare, 1 m ay be m et w ith a question, which is now nearly  2,000 | 
years old, “ H ow  know eth  th is m an le tte rs  having never learned  V’ \ 
Though I  hope in th e  sequel to supply a b e tte r  answ er, 1 con ten t 
m yself now by rep ly ing  th a t B en Jen so n 's  phrase regarding “ sm all 
L atin  and less G reek ”—on which the  im pugners of Shakespeare’s 
classical learn ing  m ainly depend—does no t im ply the  sense 
a ttr ib u ted  to it, th a t  he was, com paratively speaking, igno ran t of 
these languages. “ R are  B e n ,” him self a M aster of A rts—giving 
testim ony concerning a friend who had n o t received a un iversity  
education, and who did no t bear the  accredited stam p of scholar­
ship—expresses his readiness, though still believing th a t classical 
learn ing  lay a t the  foundation  of lite ra ry  a rt, to m ain ta in  the  
products of Shakespeare’s genius
“ To be such 
That neither man nor muse can praise too much.”
H is words are concessive ex gratia  to a supposed ob jector like 
G reene or N ash , th a t Shakespeare was b u t “  a C ountry  G ram m ar 
scho lar.”
“ And though thou hadst small Latin and less Greek,
From thence to honour thee I would not seek 
For names.”
A nd thereupon  he proceeds to place our Shakespeare’s nam e 
“ Above all Greek, above all Roman fame,” 
because his genius surpassed all th a t classical learn ing  could com­
m unicate. I f  Shakespeare knew any G reek, he m ust have know n 
L a tin  sufficiently well to study it  th rough  L atin  ; and Jo h n  A ubrey 
tells us “  he understood L atin  p re tty  w e ll; for he had  been, in his 
younger years, a schoolm aster in the co u n try .” 1 do no t like to lose 
th is  glim pse of “ gentle Shakespeare,” a glimpse which enables us to | 
w rite “  the g reatest name in ou r lite ra tu re —in all li te ra tu re ,” along j  
w ith those of H om er and M ilton , upon the roll of lite ra ry  school­
m asters, and gives a “ fellow -feeling ” to th e  deligh t w ith which we 
advocate th e  teaching of th e  works of th e  p ride  and darling  of 
li te ra tu re  as classics in our schools.— The Schoolmaster, J u ly , 1879.
(2b be continued .)
S&bidus, %Wic%s,
[Boohs for review or notice should be sent to the Editor not later than the 
25th o f the month.']
“  S e l e c t e d  P o e m s  o f  C. V a l e r i u s  C a t u l l u s , ” with notes by H. A. 
Strong, Professor of Classics in Melbourne University ; sometime 
Assistant-Profcssor of Humanity in the University of Glasgow. 
George Robertson, Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide, 1879.
We gladly welcome the publication of another English edition of 
Catullus—a writer, who had long been strangely neglected by English 
philologists. But within the last few years two of our best known 
scholars, Mr. Ellis and Professor Munro, have made contributions 
of great and perm anent value to the criticism and exegesis of “ The 
last poet of the Republic.” Mr. Ellis, indeed, has made the 
author as much his own as Professor Munro has done in the case of 
Lucretius, and all future editions of Catullus are likely to be very 
largely based upon Mr. Elllis’s tex t and commentary. The appearance 
of the neat little  volume before us is a fresh proof of the increasing 
interest felt in the poet’s personality and genius.
We observe w ith pleasure th a t Catullus has this year been included 
in the Classical work of the University Arts course, we believe, for the 
first time. The Classical Professor appears to have acted wisely in 
enlarging the range of classical study by introducing into the course 
prescribed for “ Seniors ” several authors which were not before read by 
the students attending lectures. . The mind of the student is refreshed 
by being taken off the beaten track of Virgil, Horace, Euripides, with 
whom he has often become nauseated at school; and his view of ancient 
literature is widened by frequently varying the selection of authors to 
be studied. The students of the Senior Classical class have certainly 
no reason now to complain of monotony in their Greek and Latin work. 
In  the present year, for example, they will have been allowed tp enjoy 
alike the profound political philosophy of Thucydides, the melody of The­
ocritus, the drollery of Aristophanes, the declamation of Juvenal, the keen 
insight and subtle irony of Tacitus, and, not least, the perfect beauty 
and simplicity of Catullus's lyrics. W ith Professor Strong’s excellent 
little  commentary as a guide through intricate places, the last-named 
w riter is likely to become a favourite among our students. We can 
cordially endorse the words of a recent w riter in the Fortnightly lleviem  
who, in speaking of Catullus, asserts tha t “ such a great and exceptional 
genius deserves and repays any pains th a t can be bestowed on the right 
understanding of i t .”
The work before us has no ambitious design. Leaving all questions
of textual criticism to be dealt w ith in more elaborate commentaries, 
Professor Strong has endeavoured to present us w ith a book which 
might w ithin moderate compass supply all the explanation th a t an
: undergraduate ought to need for mastering the full meaning of the
original. We do not notice any real difficulty left unexplained, yet 
there is scarcely a sentence in the Commentary th a t could have been
: spared. The tex t of Mr. Ellis, the best undoubtedly yet given to the
world, has been adopted, the poems unsuitable for reading in class 
: being omitted. Each poem is prefaced by a short sketch of its contents 
, and a description of the metre. The notes are mainly on the syntax 
and allusions ; but there are also many short bu t valuable remarks on 
the etymology of words and their connection w ith roots in cognate 
languages. Here and there translations of sentences or short passages 
are given. In these the style is uniformly good, and suggests the 
influence of th a t most elegant of translators, the late Professor Conington. 
Parallel passages from modern poets are frequently quoted or referred 
to, and are for the most part selected with much judgment.
On the whole, wc consider Professor Strong’s little  work to be quite 
the best school edition of Catullus yet produced, a t least out of Germany. 
We know, indeed, of but one other with which we can compare i t—tha t 
in the “ Grammar School Series,” by Messrs Sutton and W ratislaw  ; 
but th a t edition, though serviceable enough for school requirements,
| is inferior to the present work in several essential features, and contains 
fewer of the poems. We may, therefore, expect to hear of Professor 
Strong’s book coming into use in England. I t  will afford a proof to the 
scholars of the old country that, in spite of the excessive tendency to 
utilitarianism  th a t marks colonial education generally, there are not 
wanting among us enthusiastic students to keep alive the “ purer light 
of ancient days,” and to unveil to a younger generation the most perfect 
models of literary excellence th a t the world has yet seen—models to 
which modern literature owes all its forms, and no small portion of its spirit.
“ M i l t o n ’s  C o m u s , a n d  L o r d  M a c a u l a y ’s  E s s a y  o n  M il t o n , ”  w ith 
notes by Edward E. Morris, M.A., H ead Master of the Church of 
England Grammar School, Melbourne, and Thomas Harlin, M.A., late 
Head M aster of the Grammar School, Brisbane. Melbourne : S. 
Mullen, 1879.
I t  is not often, we fancy, th a t demand and supply tend to resolve 
themselves into the proper equation w ith so much steadiness as we find 
them doing in connection with the curriculum of the Melbourne 
University. No sooner is a fresh book appointed as a subject for lecture 
or examination work, than an edition, brought out under'ocal auspices, 
is placed in the Melbourne market. W e have already spoken of 
Professor Strong’s Catullus, and another contribution of the kind is the 
work under review, by Messrs. Morris and Harlin, designed “ for 
students preparing for the Matriculation Examination of the University 
of M elbourne,” and which also ought to prove a valuable adjunct in 
facilitating their work. I t  consists of “ Comus,” Lord Macaulay's 
maiden essay—that upon “ Milton,”—both very copiously annotated, and 
biographical notices of Milton, Dante, and the great Essayist, bound 
together, indeed, in somewhat irregular order. Coming out, as the book 
does, under the im prim atur of two such names, we are led to scrutinise 
it with some attention. I t  is, of course, to the notes th a t we must look 
for any indications of the methods approved by the editors, and we may 
say at once that, so far as wc are judges of the m atter, th a t method 
appears to be in consonance with the most approved results of pro­
gressive educational conceptions. The annotations are clear, if concise ; 
careful generally to bring into prominence points of real interest, and 
likely, in many cases, to awaken a desire on the part of the reader to 
discover more about the subject of discussion. When original additions 
have been made to the stock comments familiar to those acquainted with 
the numerous editions of, for example, the “ Comus,” they are 
commonly sufficiently pertinent and interesting to make themselves 
welcome. Above all, very extensive use is made of the system, rapidly 
attaining such deserved popularity, th a t which deals in illustrative 
references and correspondence. Nothing so far has approximated to the 
success of the comparative system in attracting a boy’s attention, giving 
his memory a solid hold on the information presented to him, and 
arousing and quickening his intelligence. We must add, further, th a t ita 
dullest and least essential branch, philology, receives in this book its 
fair share of consideration, and no more.
But having said so much in its favour, we are compelled to doubt 
whether the apologetic justification for the great number of their notes, 
proffered by the editors in the preface, be altogether successful. 
W hether it be so or not depends, of course, on the view taken of the 
object of annotation. And is not thistosm ooth away difficulties justsofar 
as to prevent them operating as a discouragement to the pupil, and toleave 
sufficient to train  and stim ulate the faculties, and accustom them in time to 
depend upon themselves ? I t  will follow tha t it is permissible to supply 
information, when its sources may be of a recondite character, or 
when the labour, which the work would involve, is likely to outweigh the 
desire for instruction, or where the appetite of the learner may be 
w hetted by the instalment presented to him. In the present instance 
it  is a small m atter tha t there is little  left for the teacher to tell—a 
much more serious one, th a t there is little left for the pupil to find out, 
thereby not merely diminishing the interest the la tte r ought to feel in 
his work, and seriously impairing the effect of a great natural aid to 
memory ; but by making the mastery of a subject a mere parrot-like 
performance, going far to form a most faulty disposition for making up 
work in the future.
And, though we complain not of the quality, but of the quantity  of the 
notes, yet we must express our surprise tha t the editors have so far for­
gotten the principles w ith which they preface their book, as to throw 
the student such a shrivelled scrap of information on the second name 
in the roll of the poets of modern Italy  as th is:—“ Tasso, Torquato Tasso,
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Italian  poet of the sixteenth century. His best known works are the 
‘ Gerusalemme L iberata,’ and the ‘ A m inta.’ ” And we cannot help 
commenting on such a note as appears on the following page, th a t on 
“ Prom etheus” (p. 189), which is as inappreciative in spirit as it is 
undignified in tone. The observation, too, on line 707 of “ Comus, ” 
th a t fur is still used a t the Universities for the trim ming of bachelors’ 
hoods, seems a little  incongruous in being addressed to the students of a 
University where the authorities have committed the remarkable solecism 
of “ giving silk ” to Bachelors of Arts, th a t is, a t the commencement of 
their graduation. The notes on “ Comus” strike us as being some­
w hat superior to those on the “  Essay,” bu t would, we incline to think, 
have been greatly enhanced in value by the addition of some critical 
remarks by the editors, on the scope, character, and artistic merits of the 
poem. W e miss, for example, any allusion to the theory th a t in the 
vision of the Sorcerer and his seductions are typified “ Laud and his 
practice on the chaste Church of Elizabeth or tha t less occult theory, 
th a t the struggle of V irtue with Vice here portrayed symbolise the 
conflict between “ pure religion and undefiled,” and the profligate 
pleasures of a carnal court—a view singularly akin to the well-known 
hypothesis of the elder Rossetti as to the allegory intruded in the 
Divine Comedy. This is one of the few m atters left to the intelligence 
of the teacher, and it is a gap which the greater part of them would be 
incompetent to supply. And, in conclusion, we may express our 
astonishment to find omitted among the references to Milton collected 
at the close by far the noblest tribute ever offered at his shrine. We 
refer, as may be surmised, to th a t magnificent sonnet-invocation of his 
name, from W ordsworth’s muse, which stands without a superior, perhaps 
w ithout a peer, among the sonnets of the English, or probably any 
other language. The volume is excellently and carefully printed, and 
is furnished w ith an admirable index. W e th ink it will, very 
probably, supersede any other books on the subject in circulation 
in the colony. Its  success, certainly, deserves to be considerable.
BOOKS FOB. REVIEW .
A l p h a b e t i c a l  list of books received during the month for r e v i e w  o r  
notice :—
“ Address delivered a t the Inaugural Meeting of the Third Session 
of the Dialectic Society of Trinity College, Melbourne University, on 
Ju ly  2nd, 1879, by J. W. H ackett, M.A., the Prelector.”
“ Annual Report of the Minister of Education, New Zealand, Year 
1879.”—By authority : George Didsbury, Government Printer.
“ Eucalyptographia. A Descriptive Allas of the Eucalypts of Aus- 
ralia and the Adjoining Islands.”—By Baron Fred, von Mueller, 
K.C.M.G., M & P.H . F.R .S., Government Botanist for the Colony of 
Victoria. F irst and Second Decades. Melbourne : George Robertson, 
5s. per decade.
“ Histochemistry and Pathogeny of Tubercle.”—By William Thomp­
son, F.R.C.S., Edinburgh. Melbourne : Stillwell & Knight.
“ Maid of Millewa, The; an Australian Poem.”—By P. K. O’Hara. 
Cantos F irst and Second. Melbourne : Dunn & Collins.
“ Mastery French Grammar.”—By Antoine Chari in, French Master 
at the Presbyterian Ladies’ College, M elbourne; Contributor to 
Littrds Dictionary of the French Language. French Text. Melbourne : 
George Robertson ; Is. 3d. (with English Text.)
“ Mastery French G ram m ar.”—By Antoine Charlin. English Text. 
Melbourne : George Robertson, Is. 3d. (with French Text.)
“ New Series of Illustrated School Books.”—Edited by Thomas 
Morrison, M.A., Rector of Free National Training College, Glasgow. 
F irs t and Second Primers, cloth limp cover, 2d. and 3d. ; Melbourne : 
M. L. Hutchinson.
“ New Series of Illustrated School Books.”—Edited by Thomas 
Morrison, M.A. F irst and Second Readers, cloth boards, Gd. and 8d. ; 
Melbourne : M. L. Hutchison.
“  On Pthisis and the Supposed Influence of Climate ; being an Anal­
ysis of Statistics of Consumption in this part of Australia ; with 
Remarks on the cause of the Increase of th a t Disease in Melbourne."— 
By William Thompson, F.R .C.S., F.L.S. Melbourne : Stillwell & Co.
P a p e k s  R e c e i v e d . From the Publishers.— The Schoolmaster, (Lon­
don, for June and Ju ly  ; The Alelbumia, of 5th September ; Wesely 
College, Chronicle, of 28th August ; Geelong Grammar School Quar­
terly, No. 10; The Victorian I'ublishcr's Circular, No. 15; also 
The Quarterly Magazine of Health for July.
“  Victoria in 1880.”—By Garnet Walch. Illustrated  by Charles 
Turner. Specimens of Illustrations, &c. Melbourne ; George Robert­
son.
A DEPUTATION of Protestant Clergymen of various denominations, 
headed by Bishop Moorhouse, waited upon the Minister of Public 
Instruction, this month, to ask the Government to introduce such 
amendments of the Education Act as would allow of unsectarian 
religious education being given by the teachers in State Schools. 
After listening to the views of the deputation, the hon. Major Smith 
intim ated th a t he would consult his colleagues on the subject, and 
furnish his lordship w ith a w ritten reply. He, however, did not see 
th a t the request preferred could be acceded to.
The vacancy in the trusteeship of the Melbourne Public Library and 
National Gallery, caused by the death of Plis Honor Judge Bindon, has 
been filled up by the appointment of E. E. Morris, Esq., M.A.
A Co n f e r e n c e  of Librarians is about to be held a t Boston, U.S., a t 
which consideration will be given to the following subjects ;—Schools 
and Public Libraries, and Fiction in Public Libraries,
R tr io rum  6 buca t io n  Department.
E X A M IN A T IO N  IN  M U SIC .
C e r t i f i c a t e  o f  C o m p e t e n c y . — D e c e m b e r , 1878.
[I t -is imperative that the first five questions be answered. )
1. W rite  down in  the  ICey of B -  th e  Second and  T h ird  In v e r­
sions of th e  D om inan t Seventh , also th e  T h ird  Inversion  of th e  
C hord of th e  N in th , and  resolve them .
2. M odu la te  from  th e  K eys of D , F $  M inor, B&, and A  to  th e  
ey of C.
3. N am e, figure, resolve, and  give the  R oo t Sounds to  th e  fol- 
o w ing C hords ;—
B— — — f f — • = = T I = ^
E23EE5^$Et:EE9l= ij= |iE£ r
:2»:
4. W rite  down six o ther bars to agree in  style and  character w ith 
th e  following, and  add a Second T reble p a r t :—
FIRST
TREBLE
5. Supply harm onies according to your best ab ility  for four parts, 
viz., A lto , Tenor, and  Bass :—
#  — £ - 4-
6. Supply  harm onies in  your best m anner to the  follow ing Bass 
adding Tenor, A lto, and Treble ;—
0 "  '
0 0 - r - 0 0
7. N am e and describe the  p rincipal form s of V ocal M usic.
8. Give exam ples of th e  m ost common H arm onic Cadences.
9. W hat m eans w ould you em ploy to rem edy th e  defect of a 
C hoir or Class singing ou t of T une or Tim e, and say w hat you con­
sider the  b est points to be observed in good Class Singing ?
10. N am e th e  chief works of th e  following Composers : —
B ach, H an d e l, B eethoven, M ozart, M endelssohn, R ossini, 
V erd i, W agner.
11. H arm onise  in four parts  th e  following figured Bass :—
r?rr:%—Z2i:
12. W h a t is m ean t by H id d en  or Covered F ifth s  and Octaves 1 
G ive exam ples. _____________
E X A M IN A T IO N  O F ST U D E N T S IN  T R A IN IN G . 
S c h o o l  M a n a g e m e n t . — J u n e  1879.
1. P o in t ou t th e  fau lts in the  tim e-table given below, which 
rep resen ts the  daily  m orning work of a school of 35.
CLASS. IV. I I I . I I . I .
Time.
10 to 1 0 .1 0 ... Classes tak o pla ces, books and slates given out.
10.10 to 10.30





























H .T . =  H ead  teacher ; M. =  M onitor ; — =  W ork  super­
vised by head teacher. R oll call a t 10.30.
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2. State what portions of the grammar and geography to be 
learnt in the fourth class you would give as home lessons to be 
committed to memory.
3. (a) W hat is the object in teaching rhymes to a first class 1 
(b) W hat is the object in practising the second class in copying"in 
manuscript printed sentences 1
4. If  the number of school hours in the week is 22, how much of 
this should be given to reading, grammar, and arithmetic respect­
ively (a) in the second class, (b) in the fifth class.
5. W hat are the advantages and disadvantages of (a) giving
marks, and (&) taking places, as incentives to industry 1
6. Give an outline of a first lesson in vulgar fractions.
7. W hat particulars must be ascertained about each new pupil
to be entered in the school register ?
EXAM INATION FOR EX H IB ITIO N S.
A r i t h m e t i c . — D e c e m b e r ,  1878.
Two hours and a half allowed for this paper. [Solution next issue.']
1. A rectangular enclosure is 1 2 3 ^  chains long and 80"5 chains 
wide. Find by practice the cost of enclosing it with a post and 
rail fence at 5s. 3fd. per rod or perch.
2. An estate which will carry 2 sheep to the acre is valued at £4 
per acre, and taxed at the rate of 25s. for every £100 of its value. 
If  the tax amounts to £288 2s. 6d., and is paid only on th a t portion 
of [the value of the estate which exceeds £2,500, find how many 
sheep the estate will carry.
3. A traveller set out on a journey walking at the rate of 3& 
miles an hour. After proceeding a certain distance he rested for 
half an hour, and on resuming his journey walked at the rate of 
4 miles an hour. On reaching his destination he found that he 
had arrived £ hour earlier than if he had walked the whole distance 
at 3} miles an hour without resting, but 1|- hours later than 
if he had walked the whole distance at 4 miles an hour without 
resting. Find the length of his journey and how far he had 
travelled before he stopped to rest.
4. A bill drawn 21st December, 1875, a t four months, was 
discounted on the 11th February, 1870. If  the true discount at 6 
per cent, per annum amounted to £5 8s., find the amount of 
the bill.
i 6. A draper Jhaving bought 4,000 yards of cloth, sold -2- of it at a 
loss of 5 per cent., I  of the remainder at a gain of 7^ per cent., 
and the rest at a gain of 2 t per cent. If he gained £2 Is. 8d. by 
the whole transaction, find the cost price per yard of the cloth.
6. If, under similar conditions, 318 litres of nitrogen gas are of 
the same weight as 125 litres of chlorine gas, 18 litres of chlorine 
gas of the same weight as 79-5 litres of marsh gas, 15 2 litres of 
marsh gas of the same weight as 14 4 litres of ammonia gas, 18 litres 
of ammonia gas of the same weight as 152 litres of hydrogen gas, 
and if 900 litres of hydrogen gas weigh 1,247 ‘4 grains, find in lbs. 
avoir, the weight of 12,000 litres of nitrogen gas.
7. (a) Simplify —
1 A 0 f7 xl T 1! _ l 2 £ j A +
6 ( 8 - l y  6-H ------
j 111
1 - - ,
2 i
(h) In  the preceding example point out an instance of a com­
plex and of a compound fraction.
8. F ind the value of—
-27




perches -  214'84375sq. yds. X '128)
A RITHM ETICA L QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION.
( B y  C. R. S m i t h w i c k ,  School No. 864, Cobden,
T om , Dick, Harry, Eliza, Mary, and Jane, all went to market to buy 
pigs. Each paid as many shillings per pig as the number of pigs he or 
she bought. The parties were three married couples, and in each case 
the husband spent three guineas more than the wife. Dick bought 23 
pigs more than Mary, Tom bought 11 more than Eliza.
Who was Dick’s wife ? Who Harry’s ? and who Tom’s ? How much 
did each person spend ? and how many did each buy ?
( B y  P. C a n n i n g . )
A g u n  is fired from a fort at intervals of 2 minutes 10 seconds. By the 
passengers in a train approaching the fort, the report of the first gun is 
heard 13 seconds after the discharge; and the report of the second 
gun is heard 3 seconds after the discharge. Supposing sound to 
travel 1116 feet per second, ascertain the rate at which the train is 
travelling.
ALGEBRA.
Algebra paper set at the Examination of Students in Training held 
on the 20th July, 1879.
Solution by T. Ear l in ,  M . A .
1. Explain fully the differences between the following expres­
sions :— ____ ________
a x b -  c + d, a x b - c + d ,  a x b —c + d, a x b — c x d .
Find the value of each when a — 2, b = 3, c — -  cl — 1.
a x b - c + d — a b - c  + d  ; =  6 - 1  — 1 ; =  4.
a x  b -  c + d  =  ab -  ao + d  ; = 6 - 2 - 1 ;  = 3 .
a x b  -  c + d  ~  ab -  c - d  ; = 6  — 1 + 1 ; — 6.
a x b  — c x d  — ab — a c d ; =  6 +  2 ; = 8 .
2. If a straight line be divided into two equal and also into two 
unequal parts the rectangle contained by the unequal parts to­
gether with the square on the line between the points of section is 
equal to the square on half the line.
Supposing the straight line to bo 2a units long and the greater 
of the two unequal parts to be m units long, write out as an equa­
tion the proposition above and show that the equation is an identity. 
The required equation is :—
m  (2a  —  m )  +  { m  —  <7 ) 2  =  a 3 ,
This is manifestly an identity. For
m (2a — m) + (ni — a) 3 ; =  2am — m2 + m2 — 2am + a 2 ; =  ti2.
1 1 1 1
3. F ind the product of (« -f  5)«* X (rt +  6)» x (a — b)»> x (a — 6)"
and the quotient of cc3 -  2 (x - y 3) 2 — <v2(%3y 2) h + 2y  c an d # - -  
1 1 1  I
(a + i)m(a + b)n{a— b) m(a — b)n
1 l
f a  + b) {a — b) ] { (a + b)(a — b) ] ”
- 6 2  ] I
x'l' — y‘3 ) # 3 xc 1 y 3— 2,-cy "2 + 2y V  ( ,r "2"—2xJ  y  7—2y  V .
#3—« Ty ?
3 1 3
— 2xy 2 + 2y c
3 1 1 1
— 2.ry 2 + 2.e? y ff
•—2# S' y + 2y ir
1 1 1  13
—2a2 y ?  + 2y 7  -
4. Prove tha t any common measure of two numbers a and b will 
also measure the sum or difference of any multiples of these num­
bers.
Let a =  mx b = mx.  Then pa + qb =pmx + qmx ; = m(px + q)x.
m measures pa + qb. Similarly m measures pa—qb.
5. F ind the cube root of
*3" -H?)-  3( x~ +1L
# 3  _  j L - s f  a;2— - z ( x — +  1 1 . —  3a;2 +  3 a ; - 1
x 3 V  95 z  X  XJ
-3(#2 —  2 a; + 1)- +  3 (a;— 1)
2 \ 2
=  (#— I ) 3— 3(a;— 1 )= : + 3 (a ;-  1)
. \ The cube root required is x— 1—:
a





l ( f * + 4 ) - V 3 -  =
■ +b +  x  b — x
17-
6
: o  %=  o —
Multiplying both sides by 6, we have 2#+ 12— 1/ +2# = 18 — 3x } 
Transposing, we have l x  = 23 ; «"=3f.
(II.) + ;
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M ultip ly ing  both sides by  (b + ,r) (b—x), we have
ab— a x  + nb + a x  = b 2 c—c x 2 : . ex'1 - b 2c- -2a b ;
V
/ b [be—2a)








=  1 - -
(I .)
a  b c 
The equations cleared of fractions and arranged arc 
— 3x  + 15y +  5 z — 75
y , % .  _  +
5# — 4 y  — 2z =  3 
12# — %  + z =  1
M ultip ly ing  th e  first equation b y —4— 16 =  —20 ; th e  second equation 
by  — 40 — 15 =  — 55 ; th e  th ird  equation  by — 30 +  20 =  — 10 ; 
th e  equations become 60# — 300y — 100% =  — 1500 ; — 275# + 220y 
+ 1102=  — 165 ; — 120# + 80y — I0z =  — 10 ; . \  by  addition  — 
335# =  — 1675 ; . ' . # = “  5.
H ence th e  second equation becomes 4y  + 2z — 22 and  th e  th ird  
equation becomes 83/ — 2 =  5 0 ; 8y + 42 =  4 4 ; . ' . 5z  = — 15; z =  — 3 
and  hence y  — 7.
I I .  A rranging th e  la s t pa ir of equations, we have




+ y  
+ v
i - ; u :6’2 i ‘2 )
1 1 ) 1 _ 1  
A c f 6 a




And. 7-L  —  1- 
b
1/1
1. 1 / 1  l \






















8. fa) Solve the equation
3 (% -2 )s  = 18 +  8% +l.
3 (% — 2)3 =  18 + 8% +!
3%3 _  12% + 12 =  18 +  8% + 1 
3%  ^—  20% — 7 =  0
% =
20+ f  400 + 84
20 + 22
6
or. \  — 7  — r^ 
(b) Write clown a quadratic equation whose roots shall be 3 
and — -5.
The requ ired  equation is
(x 3) (x +  | )  = 0
_ 13%   0 _Q
5 5
or 5%3 —  13% —  G =  0.
or%-
9. The simple interest for two years on a certain sum of money 
at 7 | per cent, is £24 less than the compound interest for the same 
time on the same sum at 10 per cent, What is the sum of money 1
L et x  be th e  sum in pounds.
x  +T hen x  | 1 + — 1 - x  f  2 4 ; . \ -2 l #  =  l+ ! ‘ + 24 ; 
100 100T of - *  " '  m
21# =  15# + 2400; 6# =  2400; : . x  =  400.
10. A  can  w alk  14 m iles in  30 m in u te s  less th a n  B ,  w ho w alks
h a lf  a m ile  an  h o u r  slow er. F in d  th e  r a te  p e r  h o u r  a t  w h ich  A  
a n d  B  w alk.
L et #  =  num ber of miles A  w alks in one hour ; x  — =  num ber
of m iles B  w alks in one hour.
14 14 =  1
• '•  # — £  #  2
R educing th is equation we find 2 # 2 — #  — 28 =  0.
H ence #  =  4 ; and #  — \  — 3 +
M A T H E M A T I C  S.
By S. T r y t iia l l .
1. G iven  th e  a re a  of a  r ig h t-a n g le d  tr ia n g le , th e  sides b e in g  in  
a r ith m e tic a l p ro g re ss io n , to  find th e  sides.
Solution by S. R o b in so n .
L et # b e  th e  m ean side, th en  x  + y  m ay denote th e  g reatest side, and 
x - y  w ill denote th e  least side. These are in A rithm etical Progression.
Then a  being th e  area of th e  given triangle, since th e  triang le  is r ig h t angled, 
x(x  - y )  = 2a (1) Also # 2 =  (.r + y )2 -  ( # - y ) 2 (2) W hence x 2 = 4 x y ;  
x = 4y ; x + y = 5y;  x - y  = 3y.
12 y 2 =2a  from (1) by  su b stitu tio n  y  =  *. th e  sides 3y, 4y, 5y,
v 6
a r e 3 / f - 4 / r 5 / 6
B y S. T r y t h a l l .
2. F in d  th e  sum  of th e  in fin ite  se ries ,
Solutions by T. H a r l in , M. A. and S. T r y t iia l l .
The series is ev iden tly  a geom etric series of w hich th e  common ratio
&c.
G M
H ence th e  requ ired  sum 
.  (« *
=  ^  /G .
Solution by S. T r y th a ll  and T. H a r lin , M. A.
3 . F ro m  G o v e tt’s L ea p , M o u n t V ic to r ia , I  le t  fa ll a s to n e , a n d  
e ig h t  seconds a f te rw a rd s  I  h e a rd  i t  s tr ik e  a  b ra n c h  of a  t r e e  below . 
I t  is r e q u ire d  to  find  th e  h e ig h t  of th e  p rec ip ice , su p p o s in g  so u n d  
t ra v e ls  a t  th e  r a te  of 1 ,100  fe e t p e r  second , a n d  a b o d y  fa ll. 
16- -^g- fe e t in  th e  firs t second.
L et % =  th e  num ber of seconds th e  sound was in ascending 
v =  1100
s =  8" =  tim e elapsed from  dropping th e  stone to  re tu rn  of
sound g =  H + V  T hen g(s ■ 
Com pleting th e  square,
■ x )  2 =  v x  and  # 2 (2s + — j#  = —,
(2s +
ls +
\  2 
2  s +
4s2 + 4 vs
+  F
Extracing x _ +
4o& , o ' 
 - r  -
B y su b s titu tin g  the  value of th e  letters,
a, = 8 1 4 4  7996-209 
193 193
U sing th e  m inus sign, x  =  -76528 seconds =  tim e sound tak es to  ascend 
A nd "76528 x 1100 =  841 "8 ft. =  he ig h t of precipice, also 8 — *76528 =  
7 ’2347 =  num ber of seconds th e  stone was in falling . \  7'23472 x 16-1 
=  841 "8 feet th e  heigh t of precipice as before.
12-
Correction, by  George Oldham, of question No. 10 in th eE x am in atio  
P ap e r published  las t issue.
10. W h a t fraction  of 13 hours 6 m inutes 30 seconds is th e  tim e ( 
w hich 6 hours 3 m inutes is tw o -th irds ?
9 hours 4 m inutes 30 seconds is th e  tim e of w hich 6 hours 3 minute 
is tw o-th irds, 9 h. 4m. 30 sec. _  1089 9
13 h, 6m, 30 sec, — 1573 ~T3 fraction required,
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T h e  new U niversity  Calendar, which has been expected for some tim e 
past, has a t  length  m ade its  appearance. I t  is issued for th e  years 
1878-80, and is som ewhat larger th an  its predecessor. In  arrangem ent, 
and  as to  th e  na tu re  of th e  inform ation i t  supplies, i t  does no t m aterially  
differ from previous issues. The days on w hich th e  nex t five m atricu ­
lation  exam inations will begin are given as follows :—3rd December, 
1879 ; 1st M arch, 1880; 2nd June, 1880; 1st December, 1880; and 
28th February , 1881. T he duration  of the  U niversity  term s, th e  vaca­
tions and ceremonies, are also indicated. Following th e  L etters P a ten t 
and  Act of Incorporation we find plans of the  U niversity  grounds and 
College and recreation reserves. The lists of g raduates and undergrad­
uates, and of th e  officers of th e  U niversity  are b rought down to the 
la test date, and the  legislation of the  last few years is incorporated  in 
the  work. Those in terested  in th e  various exam inations will find in the 
new volume th e  details of subjects for th e  M atriculation , O rdinary and 
H onorary  Exam inations to be held  in 1879, 1880, and th e  February  
Term , 1881. Glancing a t th e  Annual Reports for the  years 1877-78 and 
1878-79, we notice th a t  1142 candidates (of whom 47G passed) presented 
them selves for the  M atriculation Exam inations, 1877-78 and 1878-79. 
Satisfactory progress is being m ade w ith  the  W ilson Hall, which is to  be 
140 feet long and 47 feet broad. T he am ount of th e  tender of N ation 
and Co. for the erection of the  Hall is £36,707 10s. 6d. A scheme for 
th e  im provem ent of the  M atriculation  Exam ination  is also said to  be 
under consideration. A ltogether th e  new Calendar contains a varie ty  of 
inform ation valuable to those in terested  in educational m atters.
T h e  following is the  Geom etry and T rigonom etry paper set for 
E xhibitions a t the  M atriculation  E xam ination of th e  M elbourne 
U niversity , F ebruary  Term , 1879.— [Solution nex t month']
G e o m e t r y  a n d  T r ig o n o m e t r y .
Professor Nanson.
1. From  a given point draw  to  tw o parallel s tra ig h t lines tw o equal 
s tra igh t lines a t righ t angles to  each other.
2 . C onstruct a triangle, having given the  base, th e  difference of the  
sides, and th e  difference of th e  angles a t th e  base.
3. H aving given th e  sum of two stra ig h t lines and the  rectangle 
contained by them , find th e  tw o stra ig h t lines.
4. Describe a circle w hich shall pass th rough  tw o given points and 
c u t off from a given circle an arc of given length.
5. Prove th a t  four circles m ay be described touching the  th ree  sides 
of any triangle, and th a t  the  square on th e  distance betw een th e  centres 
of any two together w ith  th e  square on the  distance betw een the 
centres of th e  o ther tw o is equal to th e  square on the  diam eter of the  
circle passing through the  centres of any three.
6. P  and Q are fixed p o in ts ; A B , CD are fixed parallel s tra ig h t 
lines ; any s tra ig h t line is draw n from P  to  m eet A B  a t M, and a 
s tra ig h t line is draw n from Q parallel to P M  m eeting CD a t  N. Show 
th a t  M N  passes th rough  a fixed point.
7. C onstruct a triangle, having given th e  base, th e  vertical angle, and 
th e  rectangle contained by the  sides.
8. Prove th a t
sin 30 s in 3 0 + cos 30 cos30 =  cos320.
9. Solve th e  equations
ta n 20  =  ta n 2a . sin 0 + sin 20  + sin 30 +  sin 40 =  0 .
10. If a triangle (a 2 + &3) sin (A— B )  =  (a2 - b 2 ) sin (A  + B ), shew
th a t  the  triangle is e ither isosceles or righ t angled.
11. Shew th a t  in any triangle a (b 2 + c 2) Cos A  + b G?2 +  &2  ^ cos B  
+  c(&2 + 6 2 ) cos C =  3abc.
12. Shew how to solve a triangle having given tw o sides and the  in ­
cluded angle. If  a = l ,  6 =  9, 0 = 6 5°, find A  and  B , having given th a t
log 2 =  -3010300 log tan  51° 28' =  "0988763
log tan  57° 3 0 '=  T 958127 log tan  51° 2 9 '=  0991355.
(Mlgcs, (Grammar j^rbwls,
[W e shall be glad to receive, fo r  insertion under th is head . intelligence  
from  the P rincipa ls o f P ublic  and P riva te  Schools, the Secretaries o f 
Technological Schools, and Schools o f Mines.']
T h e  num ber of th e  M elburnian  to  hand is of more th an  average 
in terest. Among th e  notices concerning the career of “  old boys,” i t  is 
s ta ted  th a t Dr. H. B. Allen has become lec tu rer on M ateria Mcdica a t 
th e  M elbourne U niversity  ; th a t  Dr. Charles R yan  has been elected one 
of th e  honorary assistant surgeons to  the  M elbourne H ospital ; th a t 
Dr. H. <1. Lewellin, late ly  re tu rned  from Europe, has joined his fa ther in 
practice a t P rah ran  ; and th a t  Barclay Thomson obtained the  gold 
m edal for A natom y a t th e  recent exam inations a t th e  Edinburgh 
U niversity . In  a neat little  article  on th e  recent defeat of Mr. 
Deakin. M.L. A ,, barrister-at-law , who was the  only m em ber th e  school 
ever h ad  in  P arliam ent, are th e  p e rtin en t rem arks ‘ ‘ We ven ture  to 
hope we shall hear of him  again. A great English public school is 
alw ays proud to  num ber m embers of Parliam ent am ongst its  1 old 
boys.’ I t  w ill be an evil day for colonial society when schools such as 
our own have to  announce th a t  in th is  respect they  cannot rival the  
old folks a t  home. W hen th e  stock of old colonists is exhausted, and 
th e  nex t generation—th e  generation raised and bred  here—is to  the  
fore, then  w ill come th e  tu g .”
I n th e  last num ber of the  Wesley College Chronicle, th e  editor brings 
to a conclusion some excellent rem arks upon faults in the U niversity  
M atriculation E xam ination and the  w ay to rem edy them . Then there
is an article  upon “ Public  Schools,” which, b u t for pressure on our 
space, we should tran sfer to  our columns.
A m e e t in g  of S ta te  School teachers in the  Geelong D istrict took place 
on Saturday, th e  30th ultim o, to  tak e  into consideration th e  a ttem p ts  
now being m ade to obtain an am endm ent of th e  E ducation  Acts. 
Mr. L ink, P residen t of th e  Geelong T eachers’ Union, occupied th e  
chair. A fter considerable discussion, the  following resolutions were 
passed by th e  m eeting :—(].) T h at the  Teachers of Geelong D istrict, 
having experienced th e  evils inciden t to  a denom inational system  of 
education, strongly  pro test against any re tu rn  to  it. (2.) T hat, whereas 
th e  Roman Catholic clergy in th is colony are ag ita ting  for w hat 
th ey  call “ paym ent by  re su lts ,” and as th e  outside public are liable to  
be m isled in th e  m atter, th e  Teachers of th e  Geelong D istrict would 
em phatically  pronounce against such a scheme, as injurious to  the  E d u ­
cation Act, and sure to  lead to fraud, chicanery and failure. (3.) T hat, 
w hereas a section of th e  P ro testan t clergy of th is colony arc endea­
vouring to  m odify th e  E ducation  A ct so as to  compel S tate School 
teachers to  give religious instruction , th e  Teachers of th e  Geelong D is­
tr ic t  regard it to  be the  d u ty  of the clergy them selves to  provide relig­
ious instruction  for th e  young. (4 ) T h at th is m eeting strongly  protests 
against any interference w hatever w ith  th e  E ducation Act, and u rg en t­
ly desires th a t  it  m ay be preserved in its  in teg rity . (5.) T h a t a copy 
of the  above resolutions be forw arded to  th e  M inister of Education, and 
a report of th is m eeting be furnished to The V ictorian Schoolmaster and 
th e  leading papers in M elbourne and Geelong.
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And containing
A Calendar of the most important incidents which have occurred since 
the discovery of Australia, with descriptions of the most 
interesting events in each month.
P R I C E  O N E  S H I L L I  N G .
Every teacher should order a copy by sending stamps for the amount.
ALEX. MTCINLEY & CO., PRINTERS & PUBLISHERS, 
61  Q U E E N  S T R E E T ,  M E L B O U R N E .  
Q E R T IE IC A T E  OF COMPETENCY EXAM INATION.
COACHING BY CORRESPONDENCE.
T r u m s :
Revision of test-work from papers of previous examinations. Fee, each 
subject, Half-a-crown per paper.
Solution of any fair arithmetical question :—If  taken from “ The State School 
Arithmetic,” Sixpence ; not taken from " The State School Arithmetic,” One 
Shilling.
Monthly fee for revision of papers on Arithmetic, Grammar, Composition, 
and Geography, One Guinea.
J . " J  . B U R S T O S ,  T A  B A  D A L E ,
Author of “ The State School Arithmetic.”
r p  I I  E S T AT E S C 11 O O L  A. R I T II M E T I  C.
By JO H N  J. BURSTON, Taradalo.
Enlarged Edition, with Supplement ... ... ... 6s Od
Ordinary School Edition (revised) ... ... ... 3s 6d
Supplement, bound separately ... ... ... ... 2s Od
The Author will thankfully receive intimation of any error that may have 
escaped his notice in revising the Second Edition (Third Thousand).
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N I C H O L S O N  AND A S C H E R B E R G ,
IM P O R T E R S  O F
P I A N O F O R T E S .
SOLE AGENTS FO R
T H E  W O O D S ’ O R G A N ,
The F inest Organ ever introduced to Victoria.
T H E  T I M E - P A Y M E N T  S Y S T E M ,
ON T H E  MOST L IB E R A L  BASIS.
A L L  T H E  N E W E S T  M U S I C  A T  H A L F - P R I C E .
M E L B O U R N E —
45  AND 47 C O L L I N S  S T R E E T .
SYDNEY—
3 1 7  G E O R G E  S T R E E T .
M .
WHOLESALE
N O V E L T I E S  I N  S C H O O L  S T A T I O N E R Y  
Regularly im ported from E ngland and America by
L .  H U T C H I N S O N
AND RETAIL BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
15 CO LLIN S ST R E E T  W EST, M E L B O U R N E.
Liberal D iscount allowed to Teachers.
M . L. H U T C H IN SO N  supplies School Teachers with all the necessary requisites a t the Lowest
Prices.
Exercise Books from Is. per dozen.
Yero F oster’s Copy Books, Is. per doa.
Yere Foster’s D raw ing Books.
A m criran Pointers, for maps and blackboards. 
American Chalk in gross boxes.
School Slates and pencils, very cheap. 
Thacker’s School In k  and Inkoline. 
Thacker’s Educational Games. 
P icture Lessons in Geography. 
Nelson’s Royal Readers.
G L & S Q O W  B O OK W A R E H O U S E ,
15 CO LLIN S STR EE T  W EST, M E L B O U R N E.
E]( DU C A T I O N  A L  W O R K S
BOLD BY
WILLIAM ROBERTSON.
8 9  E L I Z A B E T H  S T R E E T ,
M E L B O U R N E.
Opposite the Colonial Bank.
Book-keeping, Single and Double E n try , by W .
Inglis, Is. 6d.
Ccesar, Books I  to V II, with copious notes, by Dr.
Schmitz, 3s. Gd.
Chemistry, Inorganic, the Non M etals, by Thorpe, 
2s. Gd.
-------------- , Inorganic, by D r. K cm phcad, enlarged
edition, Is. Gd.
•------------- , Organic, by W atts, Is.
 ------------ , Practical, by Howard, Is.
Craig’s Outlines of the H istory of the English L an­
guage, 2s. Gd.
O om bio’s Etym ology and Syntax of the E nglish  L an ­
guage, 7s. Gd.
Euclid, Books I . to V I., 4s. Gd.
 --------- T odhunter’s, Books I . to V I., 3s. Gd.
  Books I . to IV ,, based on Simson, Is.
 --------- Books I  to V I , based on Simson, Is. Gd.
F reem an’s General Sketch of European H istory, 3s. 6d 
M 'Leod’s Analysis of Sentences w ith Examples, Is. 
Gd.
M angnall’s H istorical Questions, by W rig h t and Gay 
4s. Gd.
M orell’s F irs t Step in E nglish Composition, 8d, 
M orrison’s Text Book of English Composit ion, Is. Gd. 
P ag e’s Introductory Physical Geography, 2s. Gd. 
Poetical Readings and Recitations, by A rm strong, 
I s .
Rico’s Scholar’s W ord Bouk and Spelling Guide, Is 
Stinfson’s Singing Class Book, Is.
Todhunter’s Algebra for Beginners, 2s. Gd.
— ——- — M ensuration for Beginners, 2s. Gd. 
Sm ith’s Smaller Greek Gram m ar, 3s. Gd.
—— — Smaller Latin Gram m ar, 3s. Gd.
— Smaller H istories, of E ngland, Greece, and
Rome, each 3s. Gd.
S. M U L L E N
B EG S to in tim ate th a t since his removal into his new premises, he has opened a departm ent solely 
devoted to the sale of School Books and School 
Requisites, which he will continue to supply a t the 
lowest current prices.
A Classified Catalogue of
E D U C A T I O N A L  W O R K S
may be had gratis on application.
80 ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE
A gent for the sale of the
PU B L IC A TIO N S O F T H E  M E L B O U R N E  
U N IV E R SIT Y .
THE EXAMINATION PARERS
For the Second February
MATRICULATION EXAMINATION, 1879, 
Now ready, Price Gd.
SAMUEL MULLEN,
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
29 & 31 COLLINS STREET EAST, 
MELBOURNE.
A. J. S M I T  H,
IM PORTER OF BOOKS & STATIONERY,.
35 8WANSTON STREET, 
MELBOURNE.
All School Books and Requisites a t lowest prices.
CENTRAL CLASSES FOR CERTIFICATE and Pupil Teachers’ Examinations, by an 
experienced certificated master.
Country teachers by correspondence. 
J. W. ROGERS, 9 Maritime Chambers, 
Swanston-street.
F. W. NEEDHAM,
B O O K S E L L E R  AND S T A T I O N E R  
154 BOURNE STREET EAST, 
M e l b o b r h e ,
B
S C H O O L  R E Q U I S I T E S ,
E G S to draw the a tten tion  of School Teachers 
to his large stock of
T H E  ROY AL SCHOOL SER IE S ,
All numbers, fresh shipm ents now landing. New, 
and old editions.
G ladm an’s School M ethod, 2s 6d 
G i f t  B o o k s , a large assortm ent.
Specia,ly prepared C h a l k , g ro ss  b o x , I s  6d  
Field’s Chemical In k  
In k  P o w d e rs
Exercise Books, large variety 
Copy Books
Dawson's, Lowe’s, and G illo tt’s Pens.
T H E  SC H O LA R ’S F R IE N D ,
A m etal ru ler, containing penholders, pencil and 
holder. P rice Threepence.
M A G A ZIN E S A N D  N E W S PA PE R S  
By every mail.
Country orders will receive prom pt attention .
The address is—
F.  W.  N E E D H A M ,
154 B O U R S E  ST R E E T  EAST, M E L B O U R N E
A Liberal D iscount Allowed.
Printed and Published by Alex. M'Kinley and Co. 61 
Queen-street, Melbourne.
